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Endowing total spaces of ve�or bundles over Riemannian manifolds with a Rieman-

nian ru�ure sets them within the realm of Gromov’s Theory of Convergence. The par-

ticular choice of Riemannian metric is a generalization of the one udied by Sasaki on

tangent bundles. In this work, the “atic” and the “dynamic” properties of said bundles

are udied.

Here “atic” means the metric and differential geometric properties of the interplay

between the Riemannian metrics of the base and the total space. Differential geometri-

cally, the fibers are known to be flat and totally geodesic. Metrically, it is shown that their

departure from convexity is controlled quite explicitly by the concept of holonomic spaces.
A holonomic space is a triple (V ,H,L), where V is a normed ve�or space, H is a group of

norm preserving linear maps, and L is a group norm, together with a convexity assump-

tion. In the particular geometric setting, V is a fixed fiber of a ve�or bundle, H is the

holonomy group at that fiber, and L is a geometric group norm, the length-norm, obtained

by looking at the “smalle loop that generates a given holonomy element”. The degener-

ations of these group-norms are fundamental to determining the “dynamic” properties.

It is also seen that by reri�ing the class of maps to geodesic Riemannian maps, the Sasaki

metric conru�ion renders the tangent bundle a metric fun�or.

The “dynamic” perspe�ive is to analyze the convergence of these metrics of Sasaki

type under the Gromov-Hausdorff topology. A pre-compa�ness result is obtained under
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the assumption of a uniform upper bound on rank. Furthermore, the limiting spaces

possess a surprisingly rich ru�ure.

Limits of Sasaki-type metrics are submetries over the limit of their bases and retain a

notion of re-scaling and a compatible norm (underood here as a “diance to zero” of

sorts). The fibers of which are conical are wor: in fa�, their topology is that of a quotient

of Euclidean space by a compa� group of orthogonal transformations. This group, called

the wane group, is essentially obtained by looking at limits of holonomy elements with

waning length-norm; it depends on the base point, and thus the limits in general fail to

be locally trivial. These groups will further play a rôle for the uniqueness problem of a

limiting notion of parallelism, also introduced here.

The length-norm udied here had been overlooked before perhaps due to its lack of

continuity with respe� to the andard Lie group topology on the holonomy groups.

However, tautologically, a group norm is continuous with respe� to the metric topology

induced by itself. This topology, seemingly artificial, also has some of the nice properties

one should require a topological transformation group to have; even certain “wrong way”

inheritance is exhibited.

Overall, this work dwells upon the intera�ions between the metric properties and the

algebraic nature of ve�or bundles, as well as their possible degeneration in a limiting

process.
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Introdu�ion

. . . la géométrie euclidienne classique peut être considérée comme une

magie; au prix d’une diorsion minime des apparences (le point éten-

due, la droite sans épaisseur. . . ), le langage purement formel de la

géométrie décrit adéquatement la réalité spatiale. En ce sens, on pour-

rait dire que la géométrie e une magie qui réussit. J’aimerais énoncer

une réciproque: toute magie, dans la mesure où elle réussit, n’e-elle

pas nécessairement une géométrie?

Stabilité ru�urelle et morphogénèse.

René Thom

The question of determining how do ru�ures degenerate in a limiting process

can sometimes say more about the ru�ures themselves. The Gromov-Hausdorff conver-

gence of Riemannian manifolds was introduced by Gromov in the late ’s as a way to

achieve this program. Unlike smooth convergence, limit spaces under Gromov-Hausdorff
convergence need not be smooth or even Lipschitz. Adding conditions of uniform curva-

ture bounds to the sequence of metrics one can control the regularity of the limit spaces

to some extent. Work of Cheeger and Colding [, , ] showed that the regular set

of limit spaces with Ricci curvature bounded below is dense and a C1.α submanifold.

Adding the ronger condition of one- or two-sided bounds on se�ional curvature, there

have been significantly ronger results; many ru�ural results have been obtained by

Cheeger [], Cheeger, Fukaya, and Gromov [], Yamaguchi [], Shioya and Yamaguchi

[], as well as upcoming work of Rong []. Only by assuming both a se�ional curva-

ture and lower bound on volume or that the sequence is Einein with a lower bound on

inje�ivity radius does one obtain limits which are C1.α manifolds, as seen by Anderson

[], and Anderson and Cheeger []. However, it should be noted that a common feature

is to have certain assumptions on the curvature, inje�ivity radius, etc.

Ve�or bundles with metric conne�ions (i.e. Euclidean bundles with compatible con-

ne�ions) have natural metrics Riemannian metrics on their total spaces called metrics of

Sasaki-type (see Definition .). These metrics were fir introduced on tangent bundles





by Sasaki [] and for more general ve�or bundles by Benyounes, Loubeau, and Wood

[], where they introduce a two-parameter family of metrics that include a metric know

to exi by the results of Cheeger and Gromoll []. These metrics coincide with the full

classification of the natural metrics on tangent bundles given by Kowalski and Sekizawa

[]. It should be noted that the use of the word natural coincides with its usage in the

classification of natural bundles given by Terng [] as part of her do�oral dissertation;

and thus the results ated here could be ated as certain continuity properties of these

natural bundle fun�ors. In Chapter  it is seen that in the case of the tangent bundle,

the class of maps for which the Sasaki type metric yields a fun�or contains the Rieman-

nian maps (a generalization of isometries, isometric immersions and submersions given

by Fischer []) which have totally geodesic image and totally geodesic fibers.

The fir explicit rendering of the Cheeger-Gromoll metric, together with a syematic

udy of the Sasaki metric was given by Musso and Tricerri []. Later, it has been devel-

oped by many, in particular by Abbassi and Sarih []. Mo of the attention has been for

the case of the tangent bundle. In this case, on the tangent bundle, TM, over a Rieman-

nian manifold, M, with the andard conne�ion, the Sasaki metric on TM is uniquely

defined so that π : TM → M be a Riemannian submersion where the horizontal lifts of

curves are simply parallel translations along curves and, furthermore, that the individual

tangent spaces be totally geodesic flats; i.e with the intrinsic diance, the fibers are iso-

metric to Euclidean space. However, with the reri�ed metric, diances between points

in a fiber may be achieved by paths that leave the fibers; in some cases even by horizontal

paths, thus relating the problem to the semi-Riemannian context. The fibers with the

reri�ed metrics are holonomic spaces, whose metrics depends on the holonomy group

and the shorte lengths of curves representing each holonomy element (See Definition

.).
At any given point on a Riemannian manifold there are three pieces of information

that interplay: the tangent space, as a normed ve�or space V ; the holonomy group, as

a subgroup H of the isometry group of the fiber; and a group-norm L on the holonomy

group, given by considering the infimum

L(a) = inf
γ
`(γ) (.)

of the lengths of the loops γ that yield a given holonomy element a.

A holonomic space is a triplet (V ,H,L) consiing of a normed ve�or space V ; a groupH

of linear isometries of V ; and a group-norm L on such group; satisfying a local convexity

property that relates them: For any element u ∈ V there is a ball around it such that for





any two elements v,w in that ball the following inequality holds:

‖v −w‖2 − ‖av −w‖2 ≤ L2(a) (.)

for any element a ∈H . See Definition ..
By considering the following diance fun�ion, dL : V ×V → R,

dL(u,v) = inf
a

√
L2(a) + ‖au − v‖2, (.)

one gets a modified metric-space ru�ure on V that sheds light on the definition of a

holonomic space:

Theorem A (Theorem .). A triplet (V ,H,L) is a holonomic space if and only if dL is locally
isometric to usual diance on V .

The measure of nontriviality of a holonomic space is controlled by the holonomy radius,
a continuous fun�ion on V given by the supremum of the radii of balls for which the

local convexity property is satisfied. This fun�ion is finite if and only if H is nontrivial

[Proposition .].
Considering the holonomy radius at the origin already yields some information on the

group-norm in the case when the normed ve�or space is a�ually an inner produ� space.

Namely the following result.

Theorem B. Given a holonomic space (V ,H,L), the identity map on H is Lipschitz between
the left invariant metrics on H induced by L(a-1b) and

√
2‖a− b‖ respe�ively, where ‖ ·‖ ands

for the operator norm. Moreover, the dilation is precisely the reciprocal of the holonomy radius
ρ0 at the origin of V . √

2‖a− b‖ ≤ 1
ρ0
L(a-1b). (.)

This is a consequence of Theorem . and Corollary . in Chapter .
Recall that a Sasaki-type metric g on a Euclidean ve�or bundle with compatible con-

ne�ions is given in terms of the conne�ion map κ : T E → E, uniquely determined by

requiring that κ(σ∗x) = ∇Exσ , as

g(ξ,η) = g(π∗ξ,π∗η) + h(κξ,κη), (.)

for ve�ors ξ,η ∈ T E.

Given these considerations one gets the following result.





Theorem C. Given a Euclidean ve�or bundle with a compatible conne�ion over a Riemannian
manifold, each point in the base space has a naturally associated holonomic space, with the fiber
over that point being the underlying normed ve�or space.

Furthermore, if the total space is endowed with the corresponding Sasaki-type metric then
the aforementioned modified metric-space ru�ure coincides with the reri�ed metric on the
fibers from the metric on the total space.

This result is ated more precisely in Proposition ., Theorem ., and Theorem

.. The group-norm in Theorem C is given precisely by (.). The udy of this group-

norm was already hinted in the work of Tapp [] and Wilkins [].
This group-norm induces a new topological group ru�ure on the holonomy group

that makes the the group-norm continuous while retaining the continuity of the holon-

omy a�ion (Lemma .). It should be noted that with the andard topology (i.e. that

of a Lie group) of the holonomy group, this group-norm is not even upper semicontinu-

ous. Wilkins [] had already noted this (an immediate example is to consider a metric

that is flat in a neighborhood of a point and consider the group-norm associated at that

point). He proved that if the Lie group topology is compa� then —in the language of this

report— the group-norm topology is bounded, which is a surprising result given that the

group-norm topology is finer.

Tapp [] defines a ‘size’ for a given holonomy element as an infimum over acceptable
smooth metrics on the holonomy group (quoted here as Theorem .). As such, he proved

that holonomy ‘size’ and the length group-norm (.) are comparable up to a conant that

depends only on the base space and the norm of the curvature (see Theorem .). These

results are discussed in more detail in Chapter .
Here it is only assumed that there is a sequence of Riemannian manifolds which con-

verges in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff sense to a limit space; the sequence of tangent

bundles over those Riemannian manifolds —or more generally, an arbitrary sequence of

ve�or bundles over the converging sequence of Riemannian manifolds— is then ana-

lyzed. Throughout this report, none of the usual uniform bounds on curvature, diameter,

volume or inje�ivity radius are assumed. Only those properties which can be derived

from the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff convergence of the base spaces are used.

It is worth noting that the results discussed here differ from the very intereing ap-

proach taken by Rieffel []. He introduces a Lipschitz seminorm of a very natural space

of matrix-valued fun�ions to control diances between ve�or bundles. In essence, he

regards Euclidean ve�or bundles as a certain type of map into the space of self-adjoint

idempotent matrices. In the case of ve�or bundles over smooth manifolds, this can be

easily be seen as maps into a suitable Grassmannian. Under the assumption that two





(compa�) metric spaces be ε-close, he gives a correspondence between their ve�or bun-

dles with control on their Lipschitz seminorm on any metric on their disjoint union that

makes said spaces ε-Hausdorff close.

In Example ., if a single compa� n-dimensional Riemannian manifold is re-scaled

so that it converges in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense to a single point, then the Gromov-

Hausdorff limit of the tangent bundles endowed with their Sasaki metrics is homeomor-

phic to Rn/H where H is the closure of the holonomy group of M inside the orthogonal

group O(n). Intuitively, horizontal paths became so short under rescaling that in the

limit, ve�ors related by a horizontal curve are no longer diin� points. In contra, if

one has a sequence of andard -dimensional flat tori collapsing to a circle (Example

.), then the limit of the tangent bundles is S1 × E2, where the fibers are Euclidean

since the holonomy group is trivial in this setting.

Observe also that there are sequences of Riemannian manifolds which converge in

the Gromov-Hausdorff sense whose tangent bundles do not converge (Example .).
Nevertheless a precompa�ness theorem for tangent bundles and other ve�or bundles

can be obtained:

Theorem D (Theorem .). Given a precompa� colle�ion of (pointed) Riemannian mani-
foldsM and a positive integer k, the colle�ion BWCk(M) of ve�or bundles with metric con-
ne�ions of rank ≤ k endowed with metrics of Sasaki-type is also precompa�. The diinguished
point for each such bundle is the zero se�ion over the diinguished point of their base.

The assumption that the rank be bounded is easily satisfied for natural bundles over a

convergent sequence of Riemannian manifolds (such as tangent bundles, cotangent bun-

dles, or combinations thereof).

The notion of holonomic space metric introduced in Chapter  is used to analyze the

convergence of these bundles by analyzing the fiberwise behavior of a convergent se-

quence of metrics of Sasaki-type. This approach proved to be quite useful in view of the

following results.

Theorem E (Propositions ., ., and .). For any sequence of Riemannian man-
ifolds {(Xi ,pi)} converging to (X∞,x∞) consider a convergent family of bundles with met-
ric conne�ion (Ei ,hi ,∇i) over it converging to (E∞, y∞). Then there exi continuous maps
π∞ : E∞ → X∞, ς∞ : X∞ → E∞, µ∞ : E∞ → R, and a subsequence, without loss of generality
also indexed by i, such that:

. the proje�ion maps πi : Ei → Xi converge to π∞ : E∞ → X∞, which is also a submetry
with equidiant fibers;





. the zero se�ion maps ςi : Xi → Ei converge to ς∞ : X∞→ E∞, which is also a isometric
embedding;

. π∞ ◦ ς∞ = idX∞ ;

. the maps µi : Ei → R, given by

µi(u) = dEi (u,ςi ◦πi(u)) =
√
hi(u,u),

converge to µ∞ : E∞→ R≥0 also given by

µ∞(y) = dE∞(y,ς∞ ◦π∞(y));

. The scalar multiplications on Ei converge to an R−a�ion on E∞ such that

µ∞(λu) = |λ|µ∞(u)

For any ε > 0 and for any sequence {qi}, qi ∈ Xi , converging to q ∈ X∞,

. π-1
i (Bε(qi))

pt−GH
−−−−−→ π-1

∞(Bε(q));

. π-1
i (qi)

pt−GH
−−−−−→ π-1

∞(q).

As mentioned before, Example . already sugges that the holonomy group mu
play a significant rôle. With this in mind, the following result yields more information

about fibers of the limiting map.

Theorem F (Theorem .). Let πi : Ei → Xi be a convergent sequence of ve�or bundles with
bundle metric and compatible conne�ions {(Ei ,hi ,∇i)}, with limit π : E→ X. Then there exis
a positive integer k such that for any point p ∈ X there exis a compa� Lie group G ≤ O(k),
that depends on the point, such that the fiber π-1(p) is homeomorphic to Rk/G, i.e. the orbit
space under the andard a�ion of G on Rk.

The group G here is described explicitly in Theorem . and will be called the wane
group at x ∈ X because of another precise description of the fibers as V /G0 given in The-

orem . where G0 is defined in terms of the metrics di (on the fibers of the converging

sequence of ve�or bundles) by essentially looking at sequences of holonomy elements

with waning norm.

It is important to remark that the wane group G truly depends on the base point; thus

the limit π : E→ X need not be a fiber bundle. This occurs for example when a sequence





of Riemannian manifolds converge smoothly everywhere except at a point and at the

point they develop a conical singularity. In Chapter  such examples are produced.

The notion of holonomy radius at a point on a Riemannian manifolds is defined to be

the holonomy radius at the origin of the corresponding tangent space. Since for metrics

of Sasaki-type the fibers of the ve�or bundle in cosideration are totally geodesic and flat,

it makes sense to consider the following definition.

Definition. Consider a ve�or bundle E with metric and conne�ion over a Riemannian man-
ifold. The holonomy radius of a point p in the base is the large R > 0 such that the reri�ed
metric on BR(0p)∩Ep ⊆ E is Euclidean.

For a more technical definition see Definition .. Now, if one is willing to assume

some further reri�ion on a convergent sequence of manifolds, a uniform lower bound

on their holonomy radii yields the following.

Theorem G (Theorem .). Let πi : Ei → Xi be a convergent sequence of ve�or bundles with
bundle metric and compatible conne�ions {(Ei ,hi ,∇i)}, with limit π : E→ X. Suppose further
that there exis a uniform positive lower bound for the holonomy radii of πi : Ei → Xi . Then
the fibers of π∞ are ve�or spaces.

This is somewhat surprising since one is only controlling the information near the origin.

Furthermore, there is a natural way to define a notion of parallelism on these limit

spaces by considering horizontal curves.

Definition. Given a submetry π : Y → X, a curve in Y is horizontal if and only if its length is
equal to the length of its proje�ion in X.

The colle�ion of horizontal curves over a given curve α in X gives a relation between

the fibers the endpoints of α. For loops at a point, it follows that the set of parallel

translates form a ∗-semigroup, which will be called the Holonomy monoid of π, because it

generalizes the holonomy group, yet it is not necessarily a group.

In particular, the limit spaces π : E→ X satisfy very nice properties summarized in the

next result.

Theorem H (Corollary .). Let πi : Ei → Xi be a convergent sequence of ve�or bundles with
bundle metric and compatible conne�ions {(Ei ,hi ,∇i)}, with limit π : E→ X. Given any curve
α : I → X and a point u ∈ π-1(α(0)) there exis a parallel translate γ of α with initial point u,
furthermore the norm is conant along γ and any re-scaling of γ is also a parallel translate of
α.





The non uniqueness of parallel translates is exa�ly encoded by the lack of invertibil-

ity of holonomy elements (see Theorem .). Also, a necessary condition for having

uniqueness for this weak notion of parallelism is given by whether the wane groups are

conjugates of each other or not (see Theorem .).
Some queions were left unanswered (e.g. that of sufficient conditions for uniqueness

of parallel translates). In the final chapter of this report (Chapter ), some queions, as

leads for future dire�ions, are posed. In particular, these are of two natures: atic and

dynamic.

On the atic side, the queion of computing the length-norm and the holonomy ra-

dius remains. The former is a queion that relates to the isoperimetric problem (as seen

in Se�ion .) and the latter ought to be related to curvature in a more dire� way.

The dynamic considerations sugge that the wane groups dete� the emergence of

singularities. Can they not only dete� but also diinguish them? If so, is there a ratifi-

cation on the limit spaces (in terms of wane groups) such that the rata are smooth?





Chapter 

Hors d’Œuvre

Tudo quanto o homem expõe ou exprime é uma nota à margem de um

texto apagado de todo. Mais ou menos, pelo sentido da nota, tiramos o

sentido que havia de ser o do texto; mas fica sempre uma dúvida, e os

sentidos possíveis são muitos.

Livro do Desassossego

Fernando Pessoa

This chapter is devoted to the introdu�ion of all the terminology and the notation

that will be used later on. Mo of the topics treated here are, to a certain degree, ele-

mentary yet seemingly disparate. Nevertheless, they will intertwine in manifold ways.

The udy the metric ru�ure of Riemannian spaces is now also very closely related to

the udy of length spaces in general. The notion of convergence of metric spaces will

be a central one; however, even before considering limits, certain geometric properties

can be translated into algebra through the udy of groups the arise geometrically. These

groups not only a� naturally, but will also come equipped with metric ru�ures them-

selves, namely through certain group-norms. Laly, once limits are considered, some of

this algebraic ru�ures degenerate into weaker ones. As an a� of juice —or by divine

intervention— other ru�ures appear.

To the experienced reader: The topics discussed here are the following: differential

manifolds, group norms (i.e left-invariant metrics on topological groups), semimetrics

(and the quotient by the identification of zero-diance-apart points), certain categorical

properties of relations (i.e. subsets of cartesian produ�s of sets, their compositions, etc.),

and, laly, the rudiments of the theory of convergence of metric spaces introduced by

Gromov in the late ’s.





. The differential assumption.

The ultimate goal of this report is to describe certain limiting ru�ures occurring on

limits of Riemannian manifolds. Therefore the notion of a differential manifold will be

freely used, as it is central to the results presented here. For the sake of completeness, a

few remarks are presented here. The properties lied here are precisely those of intere
in the sequel. A basic familiarity with the differentiability of fun�ions between Euclidean

spaces will be assumed.

.Definition. A differential manifold is a paracompa� Hausdorff locally Euclidean topo-

logical space M endowed with a fix maximal atlas: A colle�ion {(U,ϕU )} of pairs where

U ⊆M is open andϕU :U → Rn is a homeomorphism, such that for any p ∈M there exis

(U,ϕ) with p ∈ U and such that whenever the corresponding open sets U,V of two such

pairs have non trivial interse�ion, the map ϕU ◦ϕ-1
V is a diffeomorphism when reri�ed

to ϕV (U ∩V ).

If M is conne�ed it follows that n is necessarily conant. Such conant is called the

dimension of M. Henceforth, all differential manifolds will be assumed to be conne�ed.

. Definition. A smooth map between two differential manifolds M and N is a contin-

uous map ϕ : M → N such that ϕV ◦ϕ ◦ϕ-1
U is smooth, whenever the latter composition

makes sense.

. Definition. A tangent ve�or at a point p on a differential manifold M is an equiva-

lence class α̇(0) := [α] of curves α : (−ε,ε)→M, such that α(0) = p and such that for any

(U,ϕU ) the maps ϕU ◦α agree to fir order at 0.

The set of tangent ve�ors at a point p is a ve�or space of the same dimension of the

manifold M and will be called the tangent space at p and will be denoted by Mp or TpM.

. Definition. Given a smooth map ϕ : M → N between differential manifolds, the

differential of f is the linear map f∗ : TpM→ Tϕ(p)N , given by f∗[α] = [f ◦α].

The colle�ion TM of all tangent spaces over a given n-dimensional manifold is nat-

urally a differential manifold of dimension 2n locally modeled by (π-1
M(U ), (ϕU ◦ πM) ×

(ϕU )∗), where πM[α] = α(0) is the canonical proje�ion. The latter will necessarilly be a

smooth map. The space TM is called the tangent bundle. With this in mind, it follows

that the map f∗ is smooth when regarded as a map between tangent bundles, thus yield-

ing a natural fun�or from the category of differential manifolds and smooth maps to

itself. In this language it also follows that πM is a natural transformation.

The ru�ures that render these spaces metric will be analyzed in Chapter .
Naturality is a rigorous concept udied by Terng [] in her do�oral dissertation.





. Diances: metrics, et cetera.

The next primary concept is that of diance. Throughout this report, measuring dis-

tances between obje�s, be it points in a metric spaces, elements in a group, or even be-

tween spaces, can be described not only as means to an end but also as an end on its own.

Because of this, the notion of (semi-) metric is quickly reviewed here.

. Definition. Let X be a set together with a fun�ion from d : X ×X → R. (X,d) is a

semimetric space if d is

• nonnegative: d(x,y) ≥ 0;

• symmetric: d(x,y) = d(y,x);

• reflexive: d(x,x) = 0; and

• satisfies the triangle inequality d(x,y) ≤ d(x,z) + d(z,y).

It is called a metric space if it further satisfies

• the identity of indiscernibles, d(x,y) = 0 only if x = y.

This la condition is the only that is not immediately preserved under limits. Yet,

even if under a limiting process indiscernibles arise, the following process identifies them

without loosing any other information.

. Proposition (see []). Given a semimetric space (X,d), let x ∼ y if d(x,y) = 0. Then
X ′ = X/ ∼ is a metric space with metric, d′,

d′([x], [y]) = d(x,y) (.)

for any choice of representatives. Also, the canonical proje�ion map is open and continuous
with the quotient topology.

. Groups and their norms.

As mentioned in the introdu�ion, groups have been an important tool to underanding

geometric properties of spaces with shape. In return, in this se�ion, a particular way of

endowing groups with a geometric ru�ure will be analyzed. Not only as entertainment

for the souls of the mathematically oriented, but especially since it will be seen in the

sequel that perhaps —per haps?— the mo natural way to introduce a notion of diance





for certain geometric groups (namely the holonomy groups, to be discussed in Chapter )
is through the notion of group-norm.

. Definition. Let G be any group. A group-norm on G is a fun�ion N : G → R that

satisfies the following properties.

. Positivity: N (A) ≥ 0.

. Non-degeneracy: N (A) = 0 iff A = idV .

. Symmetry: N (A-1) =N (A).

. Subadditivity (“Triangle inequality”): N (AB) ≤N (A) +N (B).

. Example. Let V be a normed ve�or space and let G be a subgroup of the group of

norm preserving automorphisms of V . Then N (A) = ‖idV −A‖, the operator norm, is a

group-norm.

. Example. Let f : [0,∞)→ [0,∞) be any non-decreasing subadditive fun�ion, f (t+s) ≤
f (t) + f (s), with f (0) = 0. Let N : G→ R be any group-norm on G. Then f ◦N is also a

group-norm on G.

. Proposition. A group G together with a group-normN becomes a topological group with
the left invariant metric induced by

d(A,B) =N (A-1B). (.)

Proof. Left-invariance follows from the fa� that (CA)-1CB = A-1B. Now, the map

(A,B) 7→ A-1B

is continuous since

d(A-1B,C-1D) = N (B-1AC-1D)

≤ N (A-1B) +N (C-1D) = d(A,B) + d(C,D)

≤
√

2
√
d2(A,B) + d2(C,D).

. Definition. Given a group-norm N on a group G, the topology generated by N will

be called the N -topology on G.





. Proposition. With the N -topology on G, the group-norm N is continuous.

Proof. This follows from the fa� that |N (A) − N (B)| ≤ N (A-1B), which in turn follows

dire�ly from the triangle inequality in Definition ..

As seen, the notion of group-norm is completely equivalent to that of a left-invariant

metric on a group. As usual, it can be also seen to be equivalent to right-invariant metrics.

For more details on normed groups see the survey by Bingham and Oaszewski [].

. Transformation groups.

Groups arise naturally from metric ru�ures. The set of isometries (i.e. diances pre-

serving maps) from a given metric space to itself is evidently closed under composition

and set-theoretic inverses exi and are easily seen to be isometries as well.

This is the fir se�ion where different notions are seen to intera� and intertwine. A

technical lemma about certain compa�ness of isometry groups for very general metric

spaces is reviewed, an a proposition will be proved that takes a metric spaces with a

group a�ing by isometries and produces a new metric. This new metric, for the very

particular case of the holonomy groups will be seen to be the guiding light to many of the

original results reported in this dissertation.

. Definition. An isometric group a�ion consis of a triplet (G,X,ϕ), where G is an

abra� group, (X,d) a metric space and ϕ : G→ Iso(X,d) a group homomorphism. The

orbit of a point x ∈ X, denoted by G(x), is the equivalence class of all y ∈ X such that

y = gx := ϕ(g)(x) for some g ∈ G. The space of equivalence classes is called orbit space and

will be denoted by G\X. If, furthermore, G is a topological group and the map (g,x) 7→ gx

is continuous then (X,G) is a transformation group.

. Remark. The quotient map from X to G\X is an open continuous map with the quo-

tient topology.

The following fa� will be used in the sequel. It is a classical result of spaces of con-

tinuous maps with the compa� open topology that the continuity of the evaluation map

is equivalent, under some assumptions, to the continuity of the embedding (see Munkres

[]).

. Proposition. If X is locally compa� then a transformation group (X,G) is equivalent
to a continuous homomorphism ϕ : G→ Iso(X,d), where the codomain has the compa� open
topology.





. Lemma (see []. p. ). Let (X,d) be a locally compa� conne�ed metric space and
let {ϕi} be a sequence of isometries of (X,d). If there exis a point x ∈ X such that {ϕi(x)}
converges, then there exis a subsequence {ϕik } that converges to an isometry of (X,d).

With the hypotheses of the previous lemma, one has the following fa�, which for

future reference is included here.

. Proposition. Let (X,G) be a transformation group where X is locally compa� and con-
ne�ed. Then G\X is a semimetric space with

d(G(x),G(y)) = inf
g
d(x,gy) (.)

Furthermore, let H be the closure of ϕ(G) in the isometry group of X. Then there exis an
isometry such that

H\X � (G\X)/ ∼ . (.)

Proof. All the properties of a semimetric are raightforward. Let x ∈ X, then its equiva-

lence class [x] ⊆ X in the right-hand side of the equation is the set

[x] = {y : ∃ε > 0,∃g ∈ G,d(x,gy) < ε}.

This is equivalent to H(y) for any fixed y ∈ [x] since one can produce a sequence {gi} of

isometries such that the sequence {gi(y)} converges to x; thus by Lemma . there is a

g ∈ H with x = gy. There is therefore a canonical bije�ion between both sides of the

equation. It follows that it is an isometry since the metric on each side is defined to be

the diance between equivalence classes as subsets of X (cf. (.), (.)).

. Corollary. Let (X,G) be a transformation group where X is locally compa� and con-
ne�ed. The orbit space is a metric space if ϕ(G) is a closed subgroup of Iso(X,d).

Being closed is too rong of an assumption. In mo cases, non-necessarily closed sub-

groups of Iso(X,d) will be of intere. In any event, the following result, which intertwines

both the metric ru�ure of G and that of X together.

. Proposition. Let (G,dG) be a metric topological group with left-invariant metric dG. Let
(X,G) be a transformation group (no assumption on conne�edness or local compa�ness). Then
so is (X ×G,G), where the a�ion is given by g(x,h) := (gx,gh). The quotient space G\(X ×G)

is a metric space and is homeomorphic to X under the map x 7→ G(x,e), the orbit of (x,e). This
induces a new metric on X given by

d′(x,y) = inf
g

√
d2
G(e,g) + d2(x,gy).





Proof. That (X ×G,G) is a transformation group is immediate from the hypotheses. The

second quotient, G\(X ×G)/ ∼, is a metric space by Prop .. Let [x,g] := [G(x,g)] and

for the equivalence class (x,g) in the second quotient, regarded as a subset of X ×G. The

map

x 7→ [x,e] (.)

is a inje�ive; indeed, suppose that [x,e] = [y,e]. For all η > 0 there exis a group element

g such that

d(x,gy), dG(e,g) < η.

Then, by continuity of the a�ion, for every ε > 0 there exis 0 < δ ≤ ε/2 such that for all

g, with dG(g,e) < δ,

d(y,gy) < ε/2,

by equation (.). So by letting η = δ,

d(x,y) ≤ d(x,gy) + d(y,gy) < ε.

It is also onto since [x,g] = [g-1x,e]. It is continuous since it is a composition of contin-

uous maps and it is open since the quotient maps are open and the map (x,g) 7→ g-1x is

continuous, hence it is a homeomorphism. Since the map x 7→ G(x,e) is also bije�ive and

continuous, it follows that G\X was already a metric space, as claimed.

. Relations: the usual [abra�] nonsense.

Semigroups and monoids, which are further equipped with an involutive anti-homomor-

phism are somewhat pervasive in mathematics; e.g. in complex-valued matrices (or the

more general C∗ algebras), etc.

Even without any further assumption, the category of relations provides a fundamen-

tal example. Relations between sets are the weake way to —never a better name was

given to a mathematical concept— relate one set to another. If follows that relations can

be composed (ju as fun�ions are) and reversed (without concerning oneself with sat-

isfying the vertical line te for fun�ions). The language of relations will be the corre�
language for describing the notion of parallelism that prevails even after passing to the

limits considered in this report.

The following definitions and atements review these concepts. Their proofs are all

elementary (cf. Freyd and Scedrov []).

. Definition. Given sets A and B, a set-valued fun�ion f : A 99K B (or equivalently a





relation) is a subset of f ⊆ A × B. It can equivalently be seen as the composition of the

andard embedding A→ 2A with any fun�ion 2A→ 2B.

. Remark. Usual fun�ions f : A→ B can be regarded as set-valued fun�ions by con-

sidering a 7→ {f (a)} or simply by identifying them with their graph (Of course, this is

essentially a tautology).

.Definition. Given two relations f : A 99K B, g : B 99K C, the composition g ◦ f : A 99K

C is defined in the usual way:

g ◦ f (a) = {c|∃b ∈ f (a), c ∈ g(b)}. (.)

. Lemma. The composition is associative and for any f : A 99K B,

f ◦ idA = idB ◦ f = f (.)

Proof. Elementary.

.Definition. Given f : A 99K B there exis a relation f ∗ : B 99K A given by

f ∗(b) = {a|b ∈ f (a)}

It is worthwhile noticing that in the case of a�ual fun�ions, f ∗ coincides with the

inverse, whenever the latter exis. Also, nothing prevents an element from having empty

image.

. Lemma. Given two relations f : A 99K B, g : B 99K C,

(g ◦ f )∗ = f ∗ ◦ g∗. (.)

Furthermore,
f ∗∗ = f . (.)

Proof. Elementary.

. Lemma. Given relations f ,g,h,k such that f ◦ h, k ◦ f , g ◦ h and k ◦ h exi, then if

f ⊂ g (.)

then
f ◦ h ⊆ g ◦ h (.)





and
k ◦ f ⊆ k ◦ g. (.)

The following fa� summarizes the previous atements.

. Proposition. Given a set X, the set of relations, with the composition and subsumption
given as before, is an ordered ∗-semigroup with identity.

. Proposition. A submonoid H of relations is a group if and only if for all a ∈ H, a∗ = a-1

Proof. The sufficiency is immediate since it prescribes the exience of an inverse, in par-

ticular it follows that for any a ∈ H, a is an invertible fun�ion. For the necessity, one

fir sees that because aa-1 = id, then a is necessarily onto, i.e. that for all y there exis x,

namely any element in a-1(y), such that a(x) = y.

Furthermore, since the monoids are ordered (see Proposition .), if for a,b ∈ H are

such that a ⊆ b then, by multiplication on both sides by b-1 yields that

ab-1 ⊆ id (.)

which in turn implies equality since ab-1 mu be surje�ive. Therefore, since

aa∗, a∗a ⊇ id, (.)

equalities mu hold as well.

. Gromov’s Theory.

In the late ’s Gromov [] introduced a metric on the moduli space of compa� metric

spaces and with that a notion of convergence valid also for proper metric spaces.

In this se�ion, the basic elements of Gromov’s theory are introduced. Of these, the one

that is the mo powerful is the observation that one can think of limits as hone limits

of points, which allows one to develop notions of convergence for families of continuous

fun�ions, whose limits will be continuous as well. That said, a particular form of the

classical Arzelà-Ascoli theorem is ated and proved. This is a minor modification of

previous results of Gromov [] and Grove and Petersen [].

. Definition (Gromov []). Given two complete metric spaces (X,dX) and (Y ,dY ),





their Gromov-Hausdorff diance is defined as the following infimum.

dGH (X,Y ) = inf


ε > 0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(1) ∃d : (X tY )× (X tY )→ R, metric

(2) d|X×X = dX ,d|Y×Y = dY
(3) ∀x ∈ X(∃y ∈ Y ,d(x,y) < ε)

(4) ∀y ∈ Y (∃x ∈ X,d(x,y) < ε)


(.)

That is the infimum of possible ε > 0 for which there exis a metric on the disjoint

union X t Y that extends the metrics on X and Y , in such a way that any point of X is

ε-close to some point of Y and vice versa.

. Remark. This is a generalization of the Hausdorff diance between subspaces of a

fixed metric space (Z,d). In this case, the diance dZH (X,Y ), between subspaces X,Y ⊆ Z,

is defined as follows.

dH (X,Y ) = inf

ε > 0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (3) ∀x ∈ X(∃y ∈ Y ,d(x,y) < ε)

(4) ∀y ∈ Y (∃x ∈ X,d(x,y) < ε)

 (.)

. Remark. For compa� metric spaces the assignment (.) is always finite, since

dGH (X,Y ) ≤ 1
2

max{diam(X),diam(Y )};

it may however be infinite if compa�ness is not assumed. This assignment is positive,

symmetric and satisfies the triangle inequality (provided it makes sense). Two com-

pa�/complete spaces are zero diance apart if and only if they are isometric.

. Definition (Gromov []). Let X and Y be metric spaces. For ε > 0, an ε-isometry
from X to Y is a (possibly non-continuous) fun�ion f : X→ Y such that:

. for all x1,x2 ∈ X,

|dX(x1,x2)− dY (f (x1), f (x2))| < ε; and (.)

. for all y ∈ Y there exis x ∈ X such that

dY (f (x), y) < ε. (.)

. Proposition (Gromov []). Let X and Y be metric spaces and ε > 0. Then,

. if dGH (X,Y ) < ε then there exis a 2ε-isometry between them.

. if there exis an ε-isometry form X to Y , then dGH (X,Y ) < 2ε.





Except for some set theoretical considerations, the colle�ion of isometry classes of

metric spaces, together with the Gromov-Hausdorff diance, (M,dGH ) behaves like an

extended metric space (i.e. allowing infinite values). When reri�ed to compa� metric

spaces, it is a metric space and, as such, yields a notion of convergence for sequences.

. Remark. It was proved by Gromov [] that if a sequence {Xi} of compa� metric

spaces converges in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense to a compa� metric space X, then there

exis a metric on Xt
⊔
iXi for which the sequence {Xi} converges in the Hausdorff sense.

Because of this, it makes sense to say that a sequence of points xi ∈ Xi converge to a point

x ∈ X.

. Remark. In the setting of compa� Xi ,Z, a sequence of subspaces Xi ⊆ Z converges to

a subspace X ⊆ Z if and only if:

. for any convergent sequence xi → x, such that xi ∈ Xi for all i, it follows that x ∈ X;

and

. for any x ∈ X there exis a convergent sequence xi → x, with xi ∈ Xi .

. Definition (Gromov []). Let {Xi}, {Yi} be convergent sequences of pointed metric

spaces and let X and Y be their corresponding limits. One says that a sequence of contin-

uous fun�ions {fi} : {Xi} → {Yi} converges to a fun�ion f : X → Y if there exis a metric

on X t
⊔
iXi for which the subspaces Xi converge in the Hausdorff sense to X and such

that for any sequence {xi ∈ Xi} that converges to a point x ∈ X, the following holds.

f (x) = lim
i→∞

fi(xi) (.)

. Remark. The limit fun�ion f is unique if it exis; i.e. it is independent of the choice

of metric on X t
⊔
iXi .

The following is Gromov’s way to produce a notion of convergence for the non-compa�
case. For technical reasons, the assumption that the spaces be proper (i.e. that the dis-

tance fun�ion from a point is proper, thus yielding that closed metric balls are compa�)

is required [].

.Definition. A sequence {(Xi ,xi)} of pointed proper metric spaces is said to converge

to (X,x) in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff sense if the following holds: For all R > 0 and

for all ε > 0 there exis N such that for all i > N there exis an ε-isometry

fi : BR(xi)→ BR(x),

with fi(xi) = x, where the balls are endowed with reri�ed (not induced) metrics.





In the previous definition, it is enough to verify the convergence on a sequence of balls

around {xi} such that their radii {Rj} go to infinity. Furthermore, the limit is necessarily

also proper as noted by Gromov [].
Given a pointed space (X,x), Gromov [] udies the relation between precompa�ness

and the fun�ion that assigns to each choice of R > 0 and ε > 0 the maximum number

N = N (ε,R,X) of disjoint balls of radius ε that fit within the ball of radius R centered at

an x ∈ X. Furthermore he proves the following result.

. Theorem (Gromov’s Compa�ness Theorem [], Prop..). Consider a family (Xi ,xi)

of pointed path metric spaces, it is pre-compa� with respe� to the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff
convergence if and only if each fun�ion N (ε,R, ·) is bounded on {Xi}. In this case, the family
is relatively compa�, i.e., each sequence in the Xi admits a subsequence that converges in the
pointed Gromov-Hausdorff sense to a complete, proper path metric space.

. Remark. Providing a bound forN is equivalent to providing a bound to the minimum

number of balls of radius 2ε required to cover the ball of radius R (see []). This will be

used inead in the sequel and will also be denoted by N .

In the non-compa� setting, in order to consider the convergence of sequences of points

{pi ∈ Xi}, as in Remark ., the only technicality is the following: In order for a sequence

{pi} to be convergent, it has to be bounded. Therefore, there mu exi a large enough

R > 0 such that for all i, pi ∈ BR(xi), where the xi ∈ Xi are the diinguished points. Because

of this, a sequence {pi ∈ Xi} is convergent if there exis R > 0 for which the sequence

{pi ∈ BR(xi) ⊆ Xi} is convergent as in Remark ..
To analyze the behavior of sequences of fun�ions defined on convergent sequences of

spaces, Gromov [], as well as Grove and Petersen [], has given a generalization to the

classical Arzelà-Ascoli Theorem. Their setting is that of compa� spaces. To analyze the

non-compa� setting, a further generalization is required. In the proof of the compa�
case, families of countable dense sets Ai ⊆ Xi , A ⊂ X are considered (since continuous

fun�ions are determined by their values on dense sets, and as a basis for the andard

diagonalization argument). Also, the codomains satisfy that for every sequence there ex-

i a convergent subsequence. To retain these properties, the assumption of separability

for the domains and the requirement of totally bounded metric balls for the codomains

are added; these are both controlled by the assumption that all the spaces being consid-

ered be proper. Also, by virtue of the Hopf-Rinow Theorem in Riemannian geometry,

when the metric spaces considered are Riemannian manifolds these conditions follow

from completeness.





. Theorem (Arzelà-Ascoli Theorem). Let {(Xi ,xi)} and {(Yi , yi)} be two convergent se-
quences of complete proper pointed metric spaces. Let (X,x) and (Y ,y) be their corresponding
limits. Suppose further that there is an equicontinuous sequence of continuous maps {fi},

fi : Xi → Yi , (.)

such that fi(xi) = yi , for all i. Then there exi a continuous fun�ion f : X→ Y , with f (x) = y,
and a subsequence of {fi} that converges to f .

Proof. In the compa� case, this is the content of the generalization of the Arzelà-Ascoli

Theorem given by Grove and Petersen []. For the non-compa� case, Gromov [] al-

ready proved this for isometries under the assumption of properness. Again, a diagonal-

ization argument is required. Namely, because the sequence {fi} is equicontinuous, for

every ε > 0 consider the large δ = δ(ε) that satisfies the definition of equicontinuity. It

follows that δ is an increasing fun�ion of ε that goes to infinity as ε does; it may happen

that δ(ε) =∞ for a finite ε. This implies that for any R > 0 there exis R̃ > 0,

fi(BR(xi)) ⊆ BR̃(yi), (.)

by essentially considering the inverse of δ as a fun�ion of ε (if δ is infinite, then the exis-

tence of R̃ is clearly also satisfied.). This means that one can now repeat the proof of the

compa� case for the reri�ions {fi |BR(xi )} (since BR(xi) is separable and BR̃(yi) compa�).

Therefore, consider a sequence of radii Rj →∞ and apply the andard diagonalization

argument to the successive reri�ions of the convergent subsequences of fi ’s (and subse-

quences thereof) to BRj (xi)→ BR̃i (yi). By uniqueness of the limit, one obtains further and

further extensions to a single continuous fun�ion f : X→ Y as promised.

In particular this implies that given a convergent sequence of metric spaces and a

sequence of curves, one on each space of the sequence, if their lengths are uniformly

bounded, then there is a curve in the limit and a subsequence of curves that converges to

it. In the case of sequences of curves within a single metric space, it is well known that

the length fun�ion is lower semi-continuous, that is that

liminf
i→∞

`(αi) ≥ `( lim
i→∞

αi).

This is also true in the case of limits of proper metric spaces, essentially since the

condition that the curves be bounded reri�s the entire sequence to within a sequence

of compa� balls, as per Remark ..





. Corollary. Let {(Xi ,xi)} be a convergent sequence of proper length spaces and let (X,x) be
their limit. Consider a sequence of curves αi : I → Xi whose length is uniformly bounded and
such that αi(0) = xi . Then there exis a curve α : I → X, a limit for a subsequence of {αi}, such
that

liminf
i→∞

`(αi) ≥ `(α). (.)

This will be thus freely used in the sequel.





Chapter 

A case udy: Holonomic spaces

Die Einführung von Zahlkoordinaten. . . is eine Vergewaltigung.

Philosophie der Mathematik und Naturwissenschaft.

Hermann Weyl

Certainly, the fa� that infinitesimal ru�ures are inherently linear has been very

advantageous. In this chapter, the relation between these infinitesimal ru�ures and the

global nature of holonomy is abra�ed. A�ually, the fa� that the spaces considered in

this chapter be those obtained on the infinitesimal ru�ures over Riemannian manifolds

(or in the more general setting of ve�or bundles with metric conne�ions) will not be

discussed. The juification will appear in Chapter  as Theorem ..
In the meantime, please consider the following analysis as a classification of twied

metrics, in the sense of Proposition ., with the further assumption that they be locally

flat. Three ingredients are to be considered: A normed ve�or space, a subgroup of the

group of norm-preserving linear maps, and a group-norm on said subgroup. A priori, this

three components need not be related. However, a certain convexity law will be assumed,

which will also become natural once the language of the Sasaki metric be introduced in

Chapter .
A remark on the name: to the experienced reader it should hint a relation with the

holonomy a�ion on individual fibers. This is exa�ly so. The pre-compa�ness assump-

tion on holonomy is a necessary one. The group-norm is obtained by remembering the

definition of holonomy as parallel translation along loops, unwillingly prone to having

their lengths measured—by unsympathetic metric geometers with nothing better to do.





. Conituents and law.

The notion of a holonomic space is introduced in this se�ion. It will be seen in the sequel

how these spaces occur as fibers of Euclidean ve�or bundles with suitable conditions

imposed. Several properties of holonomic spaces are also analyzed here.

. Definition. Let (V ,‖ · ‖) be a normed ve�or space, H ≤ Aut(V ) a subgroup of norm

preserving linear isomorphisms, and L : H → R a group-norm on H . The triplet (V ,H,L)

will be called a holonomic space if it further satisfies the following convexity property:

(P) For all u ∈ V there exis r = ru > 0 such that for all v,w ∈ V with ‖v − u‖ < r,
‖w −u‖ < r, and for all A ∈H ,

‖v −w‖2 − ‖v −Aw‖2 ≤ L2(A). (.)

. Definition. Let (V ,H,L) be a holonomic space. The holonomy radius of a point u ∈ V
is the supremum of the radii r > satisfying the convexity property (P) given by (.). It

will be denoted by HolRad(u). It may be infinite.

. Lemma. Given a holonomic space (V ,H,L) as above, there exis r > 0 such that for u ∈ V ,
|u| < r, and for any B ∈H ,

‖u −Bu‖ ≤ L(B). (.)

Proof. Simply choose r = r0 as in ., v = Bu and A = B-1.

. Definition. Given a holonomic space (V ,H,L), the large radius of a ball satisfying

Lemma . is the convexity radius of a holonomic space.

Please take a moment to notice that these radii can in fa� be infinite.

. Remark. The convexity radius is in general larger than the holonomy radius at the

origin, as can be seen in Example .

Recall that the group norm L on H induces a topological group ru�ure on H , the

L-topology (see Proposition .).

. Lemma. Given a holonomic space (V ,H,L), the a�ion H × V → V is continuous with
respe� to the L-topology on H . Furthermore, the bound depends only on the maximum norm
when reri�ed to bounded domains.





Proof. Let r0 be the convexity radius. Let (a,u) ∈H ×V , with ‖u‖ ≥ r0. Fix λ > 0 such that

λ‖u‖ < r, and let ε > 0. Let K =
√

1 + 1
λ2 . Note that for any positive real numbers x,y ∈ R,

x+
1
λ
y ≤ K

√
x2 + y2.

Now, if δ = min{ εK ,
r−λ‖u‖
λ } and

√
L2(a-1b) + ‖u − v‖2 < δ. Notice that

‖λv‖ ≤ λ‖u − v‖+ ‖λu‖ < λδ+λ‖u‖ ≤ r0.

Thus,

‖au − bv‖ = ‖u − a-1bv‖ =
1
λ
‖λu − a-1bλv‖

≤ 1
λ

(
‖λu −λv‖+ ‖λv − a-1bλv‖

)
≤ ‖u − v‖+

1
λ
L(a-1b)

≤ K
√
L2(a-1b) + ‖u − v‖2

= K
√
L2(a-1b) + ‖u − v‖2 < Kδ ≤ ε.

Notice that this implies that the L-topology is necessarily finer than the subgroup

topology induced from O(V ). The fa� that they be comparable is already somewhat

reri�ive on what L is allowed to be. This will be even more surprising once the con-

cept of holonomic space be related to its geometric roots and seen that, with the induced

topology, L will in general not be continuous.

. Theorem. Let (V ,H,L) be a holonomic space.

dL(u,v) = inf
a∈H

{√
L2(a) + ‖u − av‖2

}
, (.)

is a metric on V .

Proof. By Lemma . one sees that the a�ion H × V → V is continuous with respe� to

the L-topology on H . Letting G = H and X = V in Proposition . it follows that the V

is homeomorphic to H\(V ×H) and that the pullback metric on V is given by (.).

.Definition. Given a holonomic space (V ,H,L). The metric given by (.) will be called





associated holonomic metric and V together with this metric will sometimes be denoted by

VL.

. Theorem. A triplet (V ,H,L) is a holonomic space if and only if id : V → VL is a locally
isometry.

Proof. By property (P), given any point u ∈ V there exis a radius r > 0 such that for all

v,w ∈ V , with ‖v −u‖ < r and ‖w −u‖ < r, and for all A ∈H ,

‖v −w‖ ≤
√
L2(A) + ‖v −Aw‖2.

Hence, considering the infimum of the right-hand side, it follows that

‖v −w‖ ≤ dL(v,w) ≤
√
L2(idV ) + ‖v −w‖2 = ‖v −w‖.

Conversely, if the identity is a local isometry, property (P) in Definition . is also sat-

isfied: Let B be a ball around u ∈ V on which the identity map idV |B is an isometry.

Therefore, for any A ∈H and any pair of points v,w ∈ B,

‖v −w‖ = inf
a∈H

{√
L2(a) + ‖v − aw‖2

}
≤

√
L2(A) + ‖v −Aw‖2.

. Remark. The holonomy radius is also the radius of the large ball so that the re-

ri�ed dL-metric is Euclidean.

. Proposition. Let (V ,H,L) be a holonomic space. The original norm on V is recovered by
the equation

‖v‖ = dL(v,0) (.)

Proof. Because H a�s by isometries on V ,

dL(v,0) = inf
a∈H

{√
L2(a) + ‖v‖2

}
.

The conclusion now follows by letting a = idV .

. Corollary. Given a holonomic space (V ,H,L) the rays emanating from the origin are
geodesic rays with respe� to dL.





. Consequences.

Several properties will be derived from the definitions. In particular, those concerning

the holonomic and convexity radii. These properties will be of two types: one giving

conditions for them to be finite; and the other giving a more precise control on the relation

between metrics given to H . In particular, the andard operator norm on H is seen to be

Lipschitz with respe� to the conituent group-norm.

. Proposition. Let (V ,H,L) be a holonomic space. Then H = {idV } if and only if there
exis u ∈ V for which the holonomy radius is not finite.

Proof. If H is trivial, then L ≡ 0, and so V is globally isometric to V , hence for any u ∈ V
the holonomy radius is infinite. Conversely, if there exis u ∈ V with HolRad(u) = ∞,

and there is a ∈ H with L(a) > 0 (i.e. a , idV ), then for any v ∈ V , ‖v − av‖ ≤ L(a) should

hold. This is a contradi�ion since v 7→ ‖v − av‖ is clearly not bounded unless a = idV .

. Corollary. Let (V ,H,L) be a holonomic space. Then the fun�ion u 7→ HolRad(u) is
positive. Furthermore, it is finite provided H is nontrivial.

. Proposition. Let (V ,H,L) be a holonomic space. The fun�ion u 7→ HolRad(u) is con-
tinuous.

Proof. By Proposition . one can assume, with no loss of generality, that H , {idV }.
Let u ∈ V and let %(u) be the holonomy radius at u. Let v ∈ V with ‖v − u‖ < %(u), i.e.

v ∈ B%(u)(u), then by maximality of %(v), it has to be at lea as large as the radius of the

large ball around v completely contained in B%(u)(u),

%(v) ≥ %(u)− ‖u − v‖.

Also, by maximality of %(u), if follows that %(v) cannot be ri�ly larger than the smalle
ball around v that contains B%(u)(u),

%(v) ≤ %(u) + ‖u − v‖.

Therefore, at any given point u ∈ V and any ε > 0, there exis δ = min{%(u), ε} such that

for any v ∈ V , ‖u − v‖ ≤ δ it follows that

|%(u)− %(v)| ≤ ‖u − v‖ ≤ ε.

For many applications, having an exa� formula for the convexity radius, which in

turn is bounded below by the holonomy radius at the origin, is desirable. In fa�, with





the further assumption on the normed ve�or space to be an inner produ� space, the a

formula for the holonomy radius at zero will also be given.

. Theorem. Let (V ,H,L) be a holonomic space. Then the convexity radius is given by

CvxRad = inf
a∈H

L(a)
‖idV − a‖

, (.)

where for any T : V → V , ‖T ‖ denotes its operator norm.

Proof. Let u ∈ V with ‖u‖ ≤ L(A)
‖idV −A‖

, then

‖Au −u‖ ≤ ‖A− idv‖‖u‖ ≤ L(A)

which proves that

CvxRad ≥ inf
a∈H

L(a)
‖idV − a‖

.

Now, let % > L(A)
‖idV −A‖

and let ε > 0 be such that

ε < ‖A− idV ‖% −L(A) = ‖A− idV ‖
(
% − L(A)
‖A− idV ‖

)
> 0. (.)

Then, by the definition of operator norm, there exis u ∈ V with ‖u‖ = % such that

‖A− idV ‖% ≥ ‖Au −u‖ > ‖A− idV ‖% − ε.

The second inequality, together with (.), yields that

‖A− idV ‖% − ε > L(A).

This proves that CvxRad cannot be ri�ly larger than L(A)
‖idV −A‖

for any A, and thus for

all.

Recall that by Examples . and . and by Proposition ., the operator norm and

any composition of it with a non decreasing subadditive fun�ion is a group-norm; and

that given a group-norm N , a left-invariant metric is obtained by

dN (g,h) =N (g-1h).

With this, the group norm in the definition of a holonomic space, the usual operator norm

and the convexity radius are related in the following Lipschitz condition.





. Corollary. Given a holonomic space (V ,H,L) then

‖a− b‖ ≤ 1
CvxRad

L(a-1b),

for all a,b ∈H.

. Theorem. Let (V ,H,L) be a holonomic space and suppose further that V is an inner
produ� space and that the norm is given by ‖ · ‖2 = 〈·, ·〉. Then the holonomy radius at the
origin is given by

HolRad(0) = inf
a∈H

L(a)√
2‖idV − a‖

, (.)

where for any T : V → V , ‖T ‖ denotes its operator norm.

Proof. Using the inner produ�, and the fa� the symmetry of the group-norm L, L(A-1) =

L(A), and that H a�s by isometries, (.) is equivalent to

‖v −w‖2 − ‖Av −w‖2 ≤ L2(A),

which when expanded out yields,

‖v‖2 + ‖w‖2 − 2〈v,w〉 − ‖v‖2 − ‖w‖2 + 2〈Av,w〉 ≤ L2(A),

and thus

2〈Av − v,w〉 ≤ L2(A).

Thus if ‖v‖,‖w‖ ≤ L(A)√
2‖idV −A‖

then

2〈Av − v,w〉 ≤ 2‖A− idv‖‖v‖‖w‖ ≤ L2(A).

Since the inequality has to hold for any A, it follows that

HolRad(0) ≥ inf
a∈H

L(a)√
2‖idV − a‖

.

Furthermore, for ρ > L(A)√
2‖idV −A‖

, let ε > 0 such that

ε < ‖idV −A‖ρ −
L2(A)

2ρ
=
‖idV −A‖

ρ

(
ρ2 − L2(A)

2‖idV −A‖

)
> 0.





By the definition of operator norm, there exis v ∈ V , with ‖v‖ = ρ and

‖idV −A‖ρ ≥ ‖Av − v‖ > ‖idV −A‖ρ − ε.

Set w = ρ
‖Av−v‖(Av − v). It now follows that

2〈Av − v,w〉 = 2ρ‖Av − v‖ > 2ρ(‖idV −A‖ρ − ε) > L2(A),

by the previous second inequality.

Thus, (.) cannot hold for ρ > L(A)√
2‖idV −A‖

and the claim follows.

. Corollary (cf. Corollary .). Given a holonomic space (V ,H,L), with V an inner
produ� space, then √

2‖a− b‖ ≤ 1
HolRad(0)

L(a-1b),

for all a,b ∈H.

For mo of the applications, the convexity radius, it’s formula, and the fa� that it is

bounded below by the holonomy radius, will be used more than the formula (.). In fa�,

the following result will be used in the sequel.

. Corollary. Given a holonomic space (V ,H,L) then

‖a− b‖ ≤ 1
HolRad(0)

L(a-1b), (.)

for all a,b ∈H.

After these concepts are reinterpreted in terms of holonomy and lengths of loops, (.)
ates that one can control the holonomy by controlling the length of a loop generating.

And viceversa.

. Examples

Here are two examples. The fir one shows that indeed the convexity and holonomy radii

are different. The second, seemingly trivial, will play a significant rôle in the udy of the

occurrence of isolated -dimensional singularities, as seen in Chapter 

. Example. The exience of an r > 0 satisfying (.) (guaranteed for holonomic spaces

by .) is not equivalent to the exience of an r ′ > 0 satisfying (.). This follows from





(.) by considering the following a�ion: Let V = C2, H = R,

t · (z,w) = (eitz,e
√

2itw),

and L(t) = |t|. Indeed, by Theorem .,

HolRad(0) = inf
a∈H

L(a)√
2‖idV − a‖

= lim
t→0+

|t|√
2
√

2− 2cos(
√

2t)

= 0,

whereas, any positive r ≤ 1√
2

will make (.) hold. Hence, by Theorem .,

CvxRad ≥
√

2
2
.

Finally, consider the following example.

. Example. Let r > 0 and let H be the group generated by a rotation by 0 < α < π. Let

Lr be the group-norm given by

L(a) =

2r a , e,

0 otherwise.
(.)

Consider V to be R2 with the andard inner produ�. Then (V ,H,Lr) is a holonomic

space. This can be seen dire�ly will also follow from Theorem .when considering the

flat metric

ds2 = dr2 +
(αr
2π

)2
dθ2

on R2 \ {0} (see Chapter ).





Chapter 

Shaping dire�ions after Sasaki.

Has lineas describere Geometria non docet sed postulat. Postulat enim

ut Tyro easdem accurate describere prius didicerit quam limen attingat

Geometriæ; dein, quomodo per has operationes Problemata solvantur,

docet.

Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia Mathematica

Isaac Newton

It is a matter of choice to make the tangent bundle (or arbitrary ve�or bundles)

into a metric space. Fir one begins by assigning a Riemannian metric to the base mani-

fold and then, in the case of the tangent bundle, magic occurs and there is a natural mo
obvious pick: the Sasaki metric. In the more general setting of ve�or bundles, this metric

occurs when one further picks a bundle metric (tautologically a priori given for the tan-

gent bundle) and a compatible conne�ion (once more already granted as the Levi-Civita

conne�ion).

A Riemannian metric (or more generally a bundle metric) is an inner produ� on each

tangent space. One reason why inner produ�s are beautiful on their own is because

they yield a way to measure diances between tangent ve�ors, notwithanding the fa�
that when you think of the tangent space as the space of dire�ions, it doesn’t seem very

natural to think of diances between dire�ions. Only after one makes an obvious iden-

tification (denoted in the sequel by I after Gromoll []) does it become natural, at lea
in the case of the Euclidean Geometry.

Once this infinitesimal notion of diance (which is called a Riemannian manifold or

Riemannian metric) is given (or chosen), the a�ual notion of diance comes from the

age-old pra�ice of integration.

In general, the arting point for udying the metric geometric properties of bundles





over Riemannian manifolds is to consider their total spaces as Riemannian manifolds

such that the proje�ion is a Riemannian submersion. Exience and naturality of such

metrics has been addressed and udied from a purely differential geometric viewpoint

(see [] or [] for the tangent bundle).

One procedure to view a ve�or bundle as a Riemannian submersion is to endow the

base with a Riemannian metric and to require that the bundle be equipped with a bundle

metric and any compatible bundle conne�ion. These two ingredients provide a plethora

of metrics on the total space of the bundle (see []), perhaps the simple of which is the

Sasaki-type metric, introduced for the tangent bundle by Sasaki []. These are ju a

particular case of the general conru�ion over locally fibered maps as in [].
To the experienced reader: In this chapter, the notions of conne�ion, affine connec-

tion, bundle metric, and parallel translation are reviewed. Also, the differential and the

length ru�ures of the Sasaki-type metrics are analyzed, yielding a complete description

of the fibers as holonomic spaces; showing a way to recover the Riemannian ru�ure on

M via the Sasaki-type metric and the knowledge of the norm; and providing a condition

on the arrows of a category whose obje�s are Riemannian manifolds so that the Sasaki-

type metric renders the tangent bundle conru�ion a fun�or from said category to itself.

. Conne�ions and the canonical splitting.

In the sequel, the discussion will be focussed on general ve�or bundles over Riemannian

manifolds. The basic example being the tangent bundle (consider already in Chapter ).

.Definition. A ve�or bundle is a triple (E,πM) where E,M are differential manifolds

and π : E→M is a surje�ive submersion (i.e. a surje�ive smooth map whose derivative

π∗ is surje�ive when reri�ed to any tangent space), such that for any point p ∈ M
π-1(p) is a ve�or space, and there exis a neighborhood U 3 p such that there exis a

diffeomorphism

ψU : π-1(u)→U ×π-1(p),

such that for any two such diffeomorphisms ψU ,ψV , the map ψU ◦ ψ-1
V is linear on the

second fa�or, whenever U ∩V is nonempty.

A bit of nomenclature: Let M denote a differential manifold. A ve�or bundle over M

will be denoted by (E,π) where E is its total space and π : E→M is the proje�ion map .

Notice that the tangent bundle is in fa� a ve�or bundle, since its differential ru�ure

was locally modeled as a produ� (cf. Chapter ). Also, every diagram is assumed to be

commutative unless otherwise ated.





. Definition. Let (E,π1) and (F,π2) be ve�or bundles over a manifold M. Define their

Whitney sum as a ve�or bundle over M with total space denoted by E ⊕ F and proje�ion

map π1 ◦ pr1 = π2 ◦ pr2 fitting into the universal diagram for the pullback. Namely,

∀Ẽ

q1

��

q2

%%

∃!ψ
##
E ⊕F

pr1
��

pr2
// F

π1
��

E
π2 //M

(.)

. Remark. The proje�ions from the Whitney sum to its fa�ors are also ve�or bundles

regarding, e.g., the pullback π∗1 = E⊕ as a fun�or from the category of bundles over M to

the category of bundles over E.

. Proposition. Given a ve�or bundle, (E,π), there are two ve�or bundle ru�ures with
total space T E, namely the andard proje�ion, (T E,πE),

πE : T E→ E,

and the secondary ru�ure, (T E,π∗),

π∗ : T E→ TM.

Let T E⊕2T E denote the Whitney sum using the secondary ru�ure; that is (X,Y ) ∈ T E⊕2T E

satisfy π∗X = π∗Y :

T E ⊕2 T E
pr2 //

pr1
��

T E

π∗
��

T E
π∗ // TM

(.)

. Definition. Following the notation in [], given a (normed) ve�or space V , there is

a canonical isomorphism between V ×V and T V , given by

Iv(w)f = I(v,w)f =
d
dt

∣∣∣∣∣
t=0
f (v + tw). (.)

That is, Ivw is the dire�ional derivative at v in the dire�ion w.

This conru�ion already shows us the following atement (cf. []).





. Proposition. Given any ve�or bundle (E,π), (.) yields a bundle isomorphism between
⊕2E := E⊕E and the vertical diribution V = kerπ∗ ⊆ T E, in a natural way; that is, there is a
natural transformation (also denoted by I) from the fun�or ⊕2 to the fun�or T .

Proof. The naturality: Let (E,π1) and (F,π2) be ve�or bundles over M, and let ϕ : E→ F

be a morphism between them. Then,

⊕2E
⊕2ϕ //

I
��

⊕2F

I
��

T E
ϕ∗ // T F

(e, ẽ) � //
_

��

(ϕe,ϕẽ)
_

��
[e+ tẽ]e

� // ϕ∗([e+ tẽ]e) = [ϕe+ tϕẽ]ϕ∗e

(.)

with [α(t)]α(0) = α̇(0), where α is a curve. The fa� that it maps into the vertical diribu-

tion follows from

π1∗[e+ tẽ]e = [π1(e+ tẽ)]πe = [π1e]πe = 0, (.)

since by assumption π1e = π1ẽ = π1(e+ tẽ). Surje�ivity can also be verified.

. Corollary. Let f :M→N be a smooth map between smooth manifolds. Then

f∗∗ ◦ I = I ◦ (⊕2f∗). (.)

.Definition (Dieudonné []). A conne�ion on a ve�or bundle (E,π) is a bundle mor-

phism C : E ⊕ TM→ T E with respe� to both bundle ru�ures on T E:

E ⊕ TM C //

pr1 $$

T E

πE~~
E

E ⊕ TM C //

pr2 %%

T E

π∗||
TM

(.)

. Remark. One should read C(e,u) as the “horizontal lift of u at e", since given a connec-

tion C one can define the horizontal space as He = C({e} × Tπ(e)M) as well as a proje�ion

onto the vertical space V , also denoted by V . Parallel translation along curves in M of

ve�ors in E is defined as horizontal lifts to E.

. Proposition. Given a conne�ion C on (E,π) there exis a bundle isomorphism Ξ = ΞC :

E ⊕ TM ⊕E→ T E as bundles over E.

Proof. Define Ξ by

Ξ(e,u,f ) = C(e,u) +I(e, f ). (.)





This map is a bundle map in view of the following diagram.

E ⊕ TM ⊕E Ξ //

pr1
%%

T E

πE~~
E

(e,u,f ) � //
�

##

C(e,u) +I(e, f )0

xxe

In order to prove that it is an isomorphism, an inverse can be produced:

Ξ-1(X) = (πEX,π∗X,I
-1
πEX
VX) (.)

with V as in ..

. Definition. A metric on a ve�or bundle (E,π) is a fun�ion g : ⊕2E → R such that

when reri�ed to the fibers it is a non-degenerate positive definite inner produ�. Given

(E,π) and a ve�or bundle with metric (F, π̃,h) there is a natural metric on π∗F = E ⊕ F as

a bundle over E given by the pullback metric

π∗h = h ◦ (⊕2pr2). (.)

Notice that when E = TM the this is the precise formulation of a Riemannian metric

on M.

. Remark. Given two bundles with metrics (E,π1, g), (F,π2,h) overM, there is a natural

metric on their Whitney sum as bundles over M:

g ⊕ h = g ◦ (⊕2pr1) + h ◦ (⊕2pr2). (.)

.Definition (Fisher and Laquer []). Let h : ⊕2E→ R be a metric on a ve�or bundle

(E,π). There is an associated map T h : T E ⊕2 T E→ R given by

T h(X,Y ) =
d
dt

∣∣∣∣∣
t=0
h(u(t),v(t)), (.)

where u and v are curves in E with π ◦ u = π ◦ v such that u̇(0) = X and v̇(0) = Y (Recall

π∗X = π∗Y from .). As the notation sugges T h is essentially h∗ : T E ⊕2 T E → TR (in

fa� it is exa�ly pr2 ◦ I-1 ◦ h∗).





. Parallelism.

As discussed in the introdu�ion, the notion of parallelism has been central to geometry.

It happen rather quickly —about two thousand years after the infamous fifth poule was

introduced by Euclid— that mathematicians realized that there is not a global well de-

fined notion for obje�s in space (in a generalized space) to be parallel in a consient way.

However, at the infinitesimal level, parallelism can be described as integral submanifolds

of the horizontal diribution (not necessarily of maximal dimension). In particular for

curves, it is seen to always exi given certain initial conditions. This notion was fir
introduced by Levi-Civita [] after the introdu�ion of the notion of absolute calculus by

Ricci and Levi-Civita [].
The following technical atements will be needed in the sequel. As known, many

ru�ures on ve�ors bundles are transfered automatically by universality. In particular,

given a ve�or bundle with conne�ion (E,π,C) over a manifold M, parallel translation

along a curve α : I →M is the trivialization of α∗E such that the vertical proje�ion coin-

cides with the proje�ion onto the linear fa�or:

. Proposition. Let (E,π,C) be a ve�or bundle with conne�ion over a manifold M, and let
α : I →M be a smooth curve. The pullback becomes a bundle with conne�ion (α∗E,α∗π,α∗C).
Moreover, since I is contra�ible, α∗E is trivial. α∗C yields a trivialization, called parallel

translation, by considering the flow P = P α of the ve�or field

e 7→ [α∗C]((s, e),
d
ds

) = (s,C(e, α̇)), (.)

under the usual presentation of pullbacks a subsets of cartesian produ�s. Furthermore, P sat-
isfies the following properties.

P∗
∂
∂t

= [α∗C](P ,
d
ds

) (.)

Pt ◦ Pτ = Pt+τ (.)

(α∗π) ◦ P (t, (s, e)) = s+ t (.)

Pt(e+λf ) = Pte+λPtf (.)

Pt∗[α
∗C](e,v) = [α∗C](Pt(e),v) (.)

Pt∗I(e, f ) = I(Pte,Ptf ) (.)





so that if I = [a,b], α∗E � I × [α∗E]a by

(s, e) � P // (s,Pa−se) (.)

Proof. The fir equation is the definition of a flow, and the second is the usual local 1-

parameter group property. The third equation follows from the fa� that this ve�or field

is (α∗π)-related to d
ds . Linearity in the fourth is a dire� consequence of a conne�ion C

being a bundle map with respe� to the secondary bundle ru�ure of T E over TM. The

fifth equation is an application of the fa� that for any manifoldN and for any ve�or field

Y ∈ X(N ) with flow Φ , Y is Φt-related to itself. The la one follows from linearity of Pt.

Finally, P is an bundle morphism that is a linear isomorphism on the fibers and hence

a diffeomorphism:

P -1(s, e) = (s,Ps−ae)

.Proposition (Fisher and Laquer []). Given a ve�or bundle with metric and conne�ion
(E,h,C,∇), the following are equivalent.

. Parallel translation is by isometries.

. For all ξ ∈ TM and all se�ions σ,τ ∈ Γ (E,π),

T h(C(σ,ξ),C(τ,ξ)) = 0. (.)

. Remark. One says that the conne�ion is compatible with the metric if these proper-

ties hold.

Notice that a conne�ion on (E,π,M) can be interpreted as a splitting C of the following

short exa� sequence of bundles over the the total space E.

0 // π∗E I // T E
ψ
// π∗TM

C
bb

// 0 (.)

where ψ = (πE ,π∗), by regarding C(e,u) as the horizontal lift of the ve�or x ∈ Mπe to e

as in the following definition. In particular, for the tangent bundle, by considering the

Levi-Civita conne�ion one gets a canonical splitting of T TM.

With this splitting in mind, one defines vertical and horizontal lifts as follows(c.f. []).





. Definition. Given elements e, f ∈ E, u ∈ TM such that π(e) = π(f ) = πM(u) = p the

horizontal lift of u over e is given by

uh(e) = C(e,u).

The vertical lift of f over e is

f v(e) = Ie(f ).

Laly, for the case of loops based at a point on M, one can consider the corresponding

parallel translates. The extent to which this parallel translations depend on the partic-

ular choice, and thus measuring the failure of having a global way of telling when two

ve�ors (e.g. two dire�ions in the case of the tangent bundle) are parallel, is given by the

holonomy groups.

. Definition. Given a bundle with metric and conne�ion, parallel translation yields

a map from the space Ωp of piecewise smooth loops at a point p ∈M to the group GL(Ep)

by

α ∈Ωp 7→H(α) = P α1 . (.)

The holonomy group Holp at the point p on the base manifold is then defined as the

continuous image of the map H .

It can be shown that these groups are all isomorphic and that they admit a Lie group

ru�ure. Holonomy groups have proved to be useful in dete�ing special types of ge-

ometries. In fa�, the holonomy groups of simply conne�ed irreducible Riemannian

manifolds (i.e. the holonomy groups of the Levi-Civita conne�ion) have been classified

by Berger [] (see []).

. Conne�ions as bona fide derivatives

It is also quite andard to think of conne�ions on ve�or bundles as covariant deriva-

tives. This is equivalent. In this se�ion, all the previous definitions are interpreted using

covariant derivatives inead.

. Definition (Conne�ions and metrics on ve�or bundles). As before, given a ve�or

bundle π : E→M over a smooth manifold M, a bundle metric is a choice of inner prod-

u�s on each fiber, Ep, that depends smoothly on the base space. Namely, it is a smooth

se�ion h ∈ Γ (Sym2(E∗)) satisfying the non-degeneracy assumption.





A conne�ion on a bundle π : E→M is a map ∇ ,

∇ : Γ (E)→ Γ (T ∗M ⊗E), (.)

that satisfies the Leibniz rule ∇(f σ ) = df ⊗ σ + f ∇(σ ) for any se�ion σ and any smooth

fun�ion f on M. Given a bundle metric, the conne�ion is said to be metric if it further

satisfies that ∇(h) = 0, where ∇ the induced conne�ion on Sym2E∗. More explicitly, a

conne�ion is metric if and only if for any se�ions σ,τ ∈ Γ (E) and any ve�or field X ∈
X(M),

X(h(σ,τ)) = h(∇Xσ,τ) + h(σ,∇Xτ). (.)

. Remark. The andard (Kozul) covariant derivative definition of a conne�ion is

equivalent and is recovered by the following equation. Let Y : M → E be a se�ion of

the bundle (E,π), let x ∈ TM; then

I(Y ,∇xY ) = Y∗x −C(Y ,x). (.)

. Definition (Parallel translation). Given a ve�or bundle π : E→M with conne�ion

∇, a se�ion σ ∈ Γ (E) is parallel if ∇σ ≡ 0. A se�ion σ along a curve α : [0,1]→M is parallel
if ∇α̇σ ≡ 0. Given any curve α and a ve�or u ∈ E with π(u) = α(0) there exis a unique

parallel se�ion t 7→ P αt (u) along α with P α0 (u) = u.

It follows that the transformation u 7→ P αt (u) is linear with respe� to u for any t. Fur-

thermore, if the conne�ion is metric then P αt (u) is an isometry with respe� to the bundle

metric. P αt (u) is frequently called parallel translation of u along α at time t.

. Definition (Holonomy Groups). Given a ve�or bundle π : E →M with conne�ion

∇, and given any p ∈M, the holonomy group of ∇ is the colle�ion, denoted by Holp(∇), of

P α1 : Ep → Ep where α : [0,1]→M is a loop at p; i.e. α(0) = α(1) = p. If M is conne�ed it

follows that, for all point p,q ∈M,Holp(∇) is isomorphic toHolq(∇), but this isomorphism

is not canonical. Furthermore, if ∇ is metric with respe� to h, then for all p ∈ P , Holp(∇)

is a subgroup of the orthogonal group O(Ep) with respe� to hp.

In order to define metrics of Sasaki-type, the following conru�ion is required.

.Definition (Vertical lifts). Given a ve�or bundle π : E→M, consider a ve�or u ∈ Ep,

the vertical lift of u is the map uv : Ep→ T (Ep) ⊆ T E given by

v 7→ γ̇(0), (.)

where γ is the curve in E given by γ(t) = v + tu. It follows that π∗(uv) ≡ 0.





In fa�, if one arts with a se�ion σ ∈ Γ (E), in this fashion one produces a ve�or field

σ v ∈ X(E), the vertical lift of σ , that satisfies that

π∗(σ
v) ≡ 0. (.)

. Definition (Horizontal lifts). Given a ve�or bundle π : E →M with conne�ion ∇,

consider a tangent ve�or x ∈ TpM, the horizontal lift of x is the map xh : Ep→ T E given by

v 7→ σ̇ (0), (.)

where σ (t) = P αt (v) and α is any curve onM such that α(0) = p and α̇(0) = x; i.e. xh(v) is the

derivative of the parallel translation of v in the dire�ion of x. It follows that π∗(xh) ≡ x.

In fa�, if one arts with a ve�or field X ∈ X(M), in this fashion one produces a ve�or

field Xh ∈ X(E), the horizontal lift of σ , that satisfies that

π∗(X
h) ≡ X. (.)

. Remark. Given a ve�or bundle π : E → M with metric conne�ion ∇ and bundle

metric h, consider any ve�or ξ ∈ TuE, with p = π(u), then ξ can be expressed as

ξ = σ v(u) + xh(u) (.)

for some uniquely determined x ∈ TpM and σ ∈ Ep.

. Global shape.

Having reviewed all the needed concepts, it is now appropriate to introduce the Sasaki-

type metrics on the total spaces of ve�or bundles over Riemannian manifolds.

Let (E,π) be a ve�or bundle over M and suppose it has a covariant derivative ∇E and

a compatible metric h. Consider a trivialization over a coördinate neighborhood of M

given by coördinates fun�ions xi on M and by se�ions ej on E. Consider the coördinates

rj such that for any e ∈ E e = rj(e)ej .

Before that, and because it will be useful for certain later results, an local expression of

the vertical and horizontal lifts will be given in terms of a choice of trivialization of the

bundle over a coördinate chart of the base manifold.





. Proposition. Given e, f ∈ E, with πe = πf , the vertical and horizontal lifts are given by

f v(e) = Ie(f ) = rj(f )evj (.)

(
∂

∂xi

)h
(e) = Ce

(
∂

∂xi

)
=

∂

∂xi
− rjΓ kj

(
∂

∂xi

)
evk (.)

where evk = ∂
∂rk

and Γ is given by
∇Eei = Γ ki ek . (.)

Proof. Both are easy consequences of the definitions using (.) and (.).

. Proposition. Given σ,τ ∈ Γ (E), X,Y ∈ X(M). Then the Lie bracket at a point e ∈ E is
given by the following formulæ.

[σ v , τv] = 0 (.)

[Xh,σ v] = (∇EXσ )v (.)

[Xh,Y h] = [X,Y ]h − (REX,Y e)
v (.)

where RE is the curvature of ∇E .

Proof. This a raight forward computation which follows dire�ly from (.) and (.).

.. Sasaki metrics

This subse�ion reviews the definitions of Sasaki-type metrics on general ve�or bundles,

ates several assorted properties thereof.

In view of the splitting of T E given in . and . there is a very natural way to define

a complete Riemannian metric on the total space E, the Sasaki-type metric. Benyounes,

Loubeau, and Wood [] have introduced a larger class of such metrics of which the Sasaki-

type is a particular case.

Recall the definition of vertical and horizontal lifts from Definition ..

. Definition ([]). Given a ve�or bundle with metric and compatible conne�ion

(E,π,h,∇E) over a Riemannian manifold (M,g), the Sasaki-type metric g = g(g,h,∇E) is





defined as follows

g(ev , f v) = h(e, f ) (.)

g(ev ,xh) = 0 (.)

g(xh, yh) = g(x,y), (.)

. Remark. An equivalent phrasing of g can be given in terms of the conne�ion map

[], κ : T E→ E, uniquely determined by requiring that

κ(σ∗x) = ∇Exσ ; (.)

so that g becomes

g(ξ,η) = g(π∗ξ,π∗η) + h(κξ,κη), (.)

for ve�ors ξ,η ∈ TeT E.

. Proposition. Given a curve α : I →M (parametrized by arc length), the (trivial) pullback
bundle α∗E (as in .) is further isometric to I ×Rk where k is the rank of E.

Proof. In view of . and ., by parallel translation one gets that

α∗g = `(α)2dt2 +α∗hp,

where p = α(0), and ` denotes the length of α.

. Proposition. The length diance on (E,g) is expressed as follows. Let u,v ∈ E, then

dE(u,v) = inf
{√

`(α)2 + ‖P α1 u − v‖2
∣∣∣∣∣ α : [0,1]→M,α(0) = πu,α(1) = πv

}
. (.)

Furthermore, if πu = πv then

dE(u,v) = inf{
√
L(a)2 + ‖au − v‖2 : a ∈Holp}, (.)

with L being the infimum of lengths of loops yielding a given holonomy element.

Proof. The fir expression is the definition of diances by .. And (.) follows by

dividing the set of curves α according to the holonomy element they yield.

. Proposition. Let (E,π,h,∇E) be a ve�or bundle with metric and compatible conne�ion
over (M,g) and consider its corresponding Sasaki metric g. The Levi-Civita covariant deriva-





tive O of g is the given at a point e ∈ E by

Oσvτ
v = 0 (.)

OσvY
h = (Fe(Y ,σ ))h (.)

OXhτ
v = (Fe(X,τ))h + (∇EXτ)v (.)

OXhY
h = (∇XY )h − 1

2
(REX,Y e)

v , (.)

for ve�or fields X,Y ∈ X(M) and se�ions σ,τ ∈ Γ (E). Where F is given by the equation

2g(Fe(x,f ), y) = h(REx,ye, f ). (.)

Proof. All of these are similar; for inance, the case OσvY
h goes as follows.

2g(OσvY
h, τv) = σ v(g(Y h, τv)) +Y h(g(τv ,σ v))− τv(g(σ v ,Y h))

+g(τv , [σ v ,Y h]) +g(Y h, [τv ,σ v])−g(σ v , [Y h, τv])

= 0 +Y (h(τ,σ ))− 0

+ h(τ,−∇EY σ ) + 0− h(σ,∇EY τ) = 0,

2g(OσvY
h,Zh) = σ v(g(Y h,Zh)) +Y h(g(Zh,σ v))−Zh(g(σ v ,Y h))

+g(Zh, [σ v ,Y h]) +g(Y h, [Zh,σ v])−g(σ v , [Y h,Zh])

= 0 + 0− 0

+ 0 + 0 + h(σ,REY ,Ze)

= 2g(Fe(Y ,σ ),Z).

. Corollary. In the case when the ve�or bundle is (TM,g,∇), one can recover the formulæ
obtained by Kowalski [], that is

Fu(x,v) =
1
2
R(u,v)x. (.)

Proof. In this case, h = g, RTM = R and thus

2g(Fu(x,v), y) = h(RTMx,y u,v) = g(R(x,y)u,v) = g(R(u,v)x,y).





.. Metric properties

The setting is as follows. Given a Riemannian manifold (M,g) (i.e. a metric space) and a

ve�or bundle over it with certain additional ru�ure, one produces another Riemannian

manifold (E,g). It has been thoroughly inveigated in the case when E is the tangent

bundle. In that case, it was noted by Musso and Tricerri [] that g is flat if and only if g

is also. In general, one also has the requirement that E admit a flat metric. Even without

those assumptions, certain flatness is ill present.

Certainly, by conru�ion, g renders π a Riemannian submersion; but additional prop-

erties occur.

. Proposition. Let (E,g) be a ve�or bundle with a Sasaki metric over a Riemannian man-
ifold (M,g). The following properties hold:

. π : E→M is a Riemannian submersion.

. ς :M→ E, the zero se�ion, is a totally convex isometric embedding.

. For any p ∈M the fiber Fp = π-1(p) is totally geodesic, flat, and equidiant.

Proof. The fa� that π : E→M is a Riemannian submersion follows from the description

of g in ..
To show that the metric induced on it coincides with g (i.e. g = ς∗g), and that the second

fundamental form vanishes, it suffices to observe that the tangent spaces to Σ0 coincide

with the horizontal diribution. But given the fa� that the conne�ion C is bilinear (cf.

.) yields

ς∗
∂

∂xi
=

∂

∂xi
=

∂

∂xi
− rj(0)Γ kije

v
k =

(
∂

∂xi

)h
∈ H

and

OXhY
h = (∇XY )h − (REXY 0)v ∈ H,

thus proving the claim. To prove that the image Σ0 of ς : M → E is a locally convex

submanifold, recall that

L(c) =
∫

g(ċ, ċ)
1
2 ≥

∫
g(Hċ,Hċ)

1
2 = L(π ◦ c), (.)

so convexity follows since for any curve joining ς(p) and ς(q) within Σ0 is necessarily

smaller than any other curve having non vanishing vertical component.

The fibers are totally geodesic in view of (.). Flatness is yet another application of

(.), since the curvature is tensorial.





. Lemma. Let e ∈ E and let Σ0 be the zero se�ion. Then

d(e,Σ0) =
√
µ(e) = |e|. (.)

Proof. Let e ∈ E and let p ∈M such that d(e,ς(p)) = d(e,Σ0). Then, since the tangent ve�or

at ς(p) to any minimizing geodesic to e is perpendicular to Σ0, it is also vertical, and, by

., will remain in Ep. Therefore, πu = p and there exis a unique such p ∈M.

. Proposition. Let e ∈ E, then t 7→ te is a minimizing geodesic for all time; i.e. a ray.

Proof. This follows from the lemma and the fa� that any minimizing geodesic between

two points is also minimizing between any other two points along its trace.

. Remark. These properties can also be derived from (.) or (.) dire�ly.

As an immediate consequence,

. Corollary. M can be thought of as a submanifold Σ0 ⊆ E and π can be conru�ed
intrisically as the retra�ion

% = ς ◦π, (.)

which can be interpreted geometrically as follows. Let e ∈ E, then

%(e) = unique point in Σ0 at diance
√
〈e,e〉 from e. (.)

With this in mind, the next classical result now follows.

. Corollary. E is isomorphic to the normal bundle of ς and the isomorphism is given by

β(e) = I(%(e), e) = γ̇e(0) (.)

where γe is the unique geodesic from %(e) to e with speed d(e,Σ0).

. Remark. This map is nothing but the inverse of the exponential map at %(e) reri�ed

to V .

Another important fa� is that of metric completeness.

. Proposition. The Sasaki metric is complete if and only if (M,g) is complete.





Proof. In view of the classical theorem of Hopf-Rinow, the equivalence follows from view-

ing M as the zero se�ion Σ0 and from considering the following sets, in lieu of metric

balls,

Cp(R) = {v ∈ E|π(v) ∈ Bp(r),µ(v) = r2},

which are sequentially compa� —and thus compa�—, together with the fa� that

Bv(r) ⊆ Cπ(v)(r + ‖v‖).

Summarizing, the differential and metric geometric properties of these metrics:

. The Sasaki-type metric g is complete if and only if g is also complete.

. The proje�ion π : E→M is a Riemannian submersion.

. The fibers Ep are totally geodesic and flat.

. The zero se�ion ς : M → E, ς(p) = 0p ∈ Ep is an isometric embedding (i.e. it is

diance preserving).

. The rays t 7→ tu are geodesic rays for t ≥ 0 and are unique in joining u to the close
point to the zero se�ion.

. Means of identification: Norms and their derivatives.

A somewhat natural queion is whether one can recover the base manifold from the Rie-

mannian ru�ure on the total space of its tangent bundle. Topological considerations

aside, this queion will be partially addressed here from a metric and differential geo-

metric viewpoint.

It will be seen that there are certain geometric obje�s that essential recover the ruc-

ture, but a definite answer is yet to be found. The fir se�ion eablishes how to recover

said ru�ure through the knowledge of certain gradient ve�or field, or more precisely

through a particular fun�ion, namely µ(e) = ‖e‖. The second se�ion, reviews the notion

of almo tangent ru�ure and recalls a result of Thompson and Schwardmann [].





.. Canonical conru�s

Given any ve�or bundle with metric (E,π,h) over (M,g) endowed with a Riemannian

metric of Sasaki-type certain amount of information about g can be recover once one has

information about the following ve�or field.

.Definition. The canonical ve�or field of (E,π) denoted by Kis given by

K(e) = I(e,e). (.)

It is smooth, being given as the pullback of the identity map. Notice that the vanishing

set of Kis exa�ly the zero se�ion. Therefore, to recover the ru�ure, in this case, should

mean to exhibit π.

. Proposition. Let (E,π,h,∇E ,g,O) be a ve�or bundle with metric conne�ion with a Rie-
mannian metric of Sasaki-type. Let Kbe its canonical ve�or field, let Φ be its flow, and let
Σ = {e| K(e) = 0}. Then Kis complete. Furthermore, by virtue of Lemma ., π may be
regarded as the map

π(e) = lim
t→−∞+

Φt(e) (.)

Proof. By the definition of the canonical ve�or field, one sees that it is essentially the

position ve�or field when reri�ed to the fibers. Because of this, this is enough to see

that the flow is given by

Φt(e) = exp(t)e,

which proves both claims by thinking of π as the retra�ion % onto Σ given in Lemma

..

To further recover the ru�ure, one sees that the covariant derivative of the canonical

ve�or field behaves as expe�ed, as ated in the following.

. Proposition. Let (E,π,h,∇E ,g,O) be as before.

. The canonical ve�or field Kis vertical:

π∗ K= 0. (.)

. The covariant derivative of the canonical ve�or field Kat any point e ∈ E coincides with
the vertical proje�ion:

O K= V , (.)

where V is the proje�ion onto the vertical subbundle.





Proof. The fir part is an immediate consequence of the definition, since I maps onto the

vertical bundle. For the second part, consider a local frame ej ∈ Γ (E) as at the beginning

of the se�ion. Then Kcan be written as follows.

K= rjevj , (.)

so that for a vertical lift f v ,

Of v K= f v(rj)ej = (r i(f )ei)
v(rj) = r i(f )δji e

v
j = f v ,

since evi = ∂
∂ri

. Now, for a horizontal lift xh,

(Oxh K)e = xh(rj)evj (e) + rj(e)Oxhe
v
j (e) = rj(e)(Fe(x,ej))

h = (Fe(x,e))
h = 0

where the second equality follows from (.) since

xh(rj)ej = [x(rj)− rkΓ `k (x)ev` (rj)]ej = −rkΓ jk (x)ej = −rk∇Ex ek ,

and the la equality follows from the fa� that h(REx,yσ,τ) = −h(REx,yτ,σ ):

2g(Fe(x,e), y) = h(REx,ye,e) = 0.

. Corollary. The canonical splitting of T E can be recovered from the knowledge of g and
K.

Analogously, if one is ead given the norm —a seemingly weaker assumption— by

virtue of the following considerations, the canonical ve�or field can be recovered and

thus so will the proje�ion map.

.Definition. The canonical fun�ion of (E,π,h) denoted by µ = µE is given by

µ(e) =
√
h(e,e) =

√
g( K, K). (.)

. Proposition. Let g be a Sasaki metric, then the gradient and the Hessian of µ2 are given
by

∇µ2 = 2 K (.)

O∇µ2 = 2V (.)





Proof. The second equation follows from the fir in view of .. To eablish the fir,

one observes that

g(∇µ2,ξ) = ξh(e,e) = ξg( K, K) = g(2 K,Oξ K) = g(2 K,Vξ)

so that for a vertical f v ,

g(∇µ2, f v) = g(2 K, f v),

and for a horizontal xh,

g(∇µ2,xh) = 0 = g(2 K,xh).

. Corollary. The level sets Σr := µ-1(r) are submanifolds of E for all r ≥ 0 and in particular
Σ0 = ς(M) where ς ∈ Γ (E) with ς(p) = 0; i.e. ς is the zero se�ion.

.. Almo tangent ru�ures

The notion of tensor ru�ure was introduced by Clark and Bruckheimer [] in the

context of the extensively udied G-ru�ures. Examples of this are the ru�ures given

by metric tensors (of any signature), orientations, almo complex ru�ures, etc.

It is common knowledge that any paracompa� manifolds admit metric tensors, but

certain other ru�ures impose, by nature, conditions on dimension; as well as some

integrability notions and conditions.

The total space of a tangent bundle, being even dimensional and orientable, has a

plethora of these ru�ures. A particularly pertinent example is that of an almo tangent

ru�ure.

. Definition. Let N be a smooth manifold. An almo tangent ru�ure is a bundle

endomorphism S on TN satisfying S2 = 0 and such that ImS = KerS.

The exience of an almo tangent ru�ure requires the dimension of N to be even

and in the case of the total space of a tangent bundle, this ru�ure is quite canonical,

thus the suggeive name.

. Proposition. The map S = I ◦ (πM ⊕π∗) is an almo tangent ru�ure.

Proof. The fa� that S2 = 0 is immediate from the definition and both π∗ and I being onto

yields that

V = ImS = kerS.





Thompson and Schwardmann [] give a comprehensive review of the theory of tan-

gent manifolds; i.e. those with an integrable almo tangent ru�ure. One such ru�ure

is said to be integrable if its Nijenhuis tensor vanishes; or equivalently, if the diribution

ImS = kerS is integrable. In particular, the following is true.

. Proposition ([]). Let (N,π,M,S) denote Riemannian manifolds N and M, a Rieman-
nian submersion π and an almo tangent ru�ure on N such that ImS = kerπ∗. Then π is
a fibre bundle with fibers diffeomorphic to a produ� (S1)k ×R`. So that if the fibers are simply
conne�ed, then N is affinely diffeomorphic to TM.

In view of this la result, one is necessarily left pondering the following.

. Queion. What is the simple additional geometric information needed to recover S
from the knowledge of g?

Even though this queion remains open, in the sequel, using the techniques from

Gromov’s theory of convergence, several ru�ures are analyzed. Many of these queions

hint that the interplay between the metric properties on the total space of the tangent

bundle and that of the base is indeed quite rich.

. Holonomy: from global to local.

Aside from introducing the specific terminology, exhibiting quite explicitly the length

metric ru�ure of Sasaki-type Riemannian metrics as seen in Theorem ., the main

observation in this chapter comes from the realization that the fibers, even though they

were seen to be dull from the viewpoint of differential geometry, carry a lot of information

in their lack of convexity: The way these ve�or spaces sit inside the total space is a

manifeation of the latter’s global geometry. And this is the content of this se�ion.

.. Fibers as holonomic spaces

Recall from Definition . that a holonomic space has three conituents: a normed ve�or

space, a subgroup of the norm-preserving linear isomorphisms, and a group-norm on

said subgroup. Furthermore, the law they have to abide by is the convexity property (P).

In this se�ion, the fibers are seen to satisfy this, together with the holonomy group at

their base-point an the following group-norm.

. Theorem (Solórzano []). Let Holp be the holonomy group over a point p ∈ M of a
bundle with metric and conne�ion and suppose that M is Riemannian. Then the fun�ion
Lp :Holp→ R,





Lp(A) = inf{`(α)|α ∈Ωp, P
α
1 = A}, (.)

is a group-norm for Holp

Proof. Positivity is immediate from the fa� that it is defined as an infimum of positive

numbers. To prove non-degeneracy suppose that an element A , I has zero length. There

exis u ∈ Ep such that Au , u; thus, by (.), choosing a = A yields d(u,Au) = 0. A

contradi�ion.

The length of the inverse of any holonomy element is the same because the infimum

is taken essentially over the same set (the same curves but traversed in the opposite di-

re�ion). Finally, to eablish the triangle inequality, note that the set of loops that gen-

erate AB contains the concatenation of loops generating A ∈ Holp with loops generating

B ∈Holp.

. Definition. The fun�ion Lp, defined by (.) will be called length-norm of the

holonomy group induced by the Riemannian metric at p.

. Remark. The fa� that conne�ion be metric is used twice in proof that Lp is indeed

non-degenerate. This is because once can then produce a Riemannian metric on the total

space of the bundle, namely that of Sasaki type.

. Theorem (Holonomic fiber theorem. Solórzano []). Let Ep be the fiber of a ve�or
bundle with metric and conne�ion E over a Riemannian manifold M at a point p. Let Holp
denote the associated holonomy group at p and let Lp be the group-norm given by (.). Then
(Ep,Holp,Lp) is a holonomic space. Moreover, if E is endowed with the corresponding Sasaki-
type metric, the associated holonomic diance coincides with the reri�ed metric on Ep from
E.

Proof. According to the definition given in ., the only remaining condition is given by

(.). To see this, one needs only to note that the fiber Ep is a totally geodesic submanifold

of E. With this, given any point u ∈ Ep, let r = CvxRadp(E) > 0, the convexity radius; thus,

for any pair of points v,w ∈ BEr (p)∩ Ep there exis a unique geodesic from v to w. This

geodesic is necessarily t 7→ u − t(v −u) ∈ Ep, and thus the diance

d(u,v) = ‖u − v‖,

proving that the metric is locally Euclidean and by Theorem . the claim follows.

This fa�, as innocent as it seems, will be proved to be rather powerful in Chapter .





.. Holonomy Radius of a Riemannian Manifold

Given a Riemannian manifold (M,g), in view of the fundamental theorem of Riemannian

Geometry, one immediately obtains a ve�or bundle, a conne�ion and a bundle metric

compatible with the conne�ion; i.e. the tangent bundle, the Levi-Civita conne�ion and

the metric itself. With this at hand, together with Theorem ., there is no further need

to motivate the following definition.

.Definition. Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold and let p ∈M. The holonomy radius
of M at P and denoted by HolRadM(p) is defined to be the supremum of r > 0 such that

for all u,v ∈Mp with ‖u‖,‖v‖ ≤ r and for all a ∈Holp

‖u − v‖2 − ‖au − v‖2 ≤ L2
p(a), (.)

where Lp is the associated length norm on Holp.

. Remark. This is simply the holonomy radius at the origin of the holonomic space

(TpM,Holp,Lp) (see Definition .).

. Theorem. Given a Riemannian manifold M. The fun�ion that assigns to each point its
holonomy radius is ri�ly positive.

Proof. This is a dire� consequence of . and the fa� that the tangent spaces are holo-

nomic by the holonomic fiber theorem..

. Remark. This fa� also follows dire�ly from geometric considerations given that 0 <

CvxRadTM(0p) ≤ HolRadM(p), where CvxRadTM is the convexity radius of TM with its

Sasaki metric.

The kind reader might raise a natural queion at this point:

.Queion. Is the fun�ion
HolRad :M→ R

continuous?

A partial answer is given in Chapter : the fun�ion is at lea upper semi-contiuous.

Of course, the only relevant case is when the fun�ion is finite. For otherwise flatness

occurs, as per the next result.

. Proposition. If there exis a point p in a Riemanian manifoldM for which the holonomy
radius is not finite, then M is flat.





Proof. by Proposition ., the exience of such point is equivalent to the group being

trivial. In particular, the reri�ed holonomy group is trivial, which in turn is equivalent

to flatness.

. Remark. The converse is certainly not true. Consider for example a cone metric on

R2 \ {0}, or the infinite Möbius rip, or the Klein bottle, all of which are flat but have

non-trivial holonomy.

Summarizing one gets the following atement.

. Corollary. Let M be a simply conne�ed Riemannian manifold. If there is a point on M
with infinite holonomy radius, then M is isometric to a Euclidean space.

. Twofold examples

In the case when (M,g) is a two-fold more can be said from the Gauß-Bonnet Theorem.

Furthermore, in the particular case of the S2 or H2, L can be computed by virtue of the

isoperimetric inequality.

Recall the following classical result.

. Lemma. Let (M2, g) be a 2-dimensional Riemannian manifold and let γ : [0, `] ⊆ R→M

be any curve parametrized by arc length. Let k be a signed geodesic curvature of γ with respe�
to an orientation of γ∗TM. Let θ(t) be the angle between γ̇ and its parallel translate at time t.
Then

2π −θ(t) =
∫ t

0
k (.)

Assume further that γ is a loop. Then, possibly up to a reversal in orientation, the holonomy
a�ion of γ at p = γ(0) is the rotation by 2π −

∫ `
0
k.

Proof. Consider a compatible parallel almo complex ru�ure on γ∗TM, J . With respe�
to the orthonormal frame given by {γ̇ , J(γ̇)}, ∇γ̇ γ̇ = kJ(γ̇), and thus the equations for any

parallel ve�or field P = aγ̇ + bJ(γ̇) along γ are given by

ȧ = kb

ḃ = −ka

which integrates to a rotation by −
∫
k as claimed.





. Theorem. Let M2 be a complete simply conne�ed two-dimensional non-flat space-form
with curvature K . Let L : S1→ R be the associated length-norm on the holonomy group. Then

L(θ) =

√
4π|θ| ±θ2
√
|K |

, (.)

for −π ≤ θ ≤ π, where the sign is opposite to the sign of the curvature.

Proof. By the Gauß-Bonnet Theorem, θ = 2π−
∫
k = KA, where A is the area of the region

enclosed by any loop γ , so that

A =
∣∣∣∣∣θK

∣∣∣∣∣ . (.)

Now, the isoperimetric inequality in this case (see []) is given by

`2 ≥ 4πA−KA2, (.)

where the equality is achieved when γ is metric circle. So, by dire� subitution of (.)
into (.) the claim follows.

. Corollary. Let M2 be a simply conne�ed two-dimensional non-flat space-form with cur-
vature K . The holonomy radius at any point p ∈M is given by

inf
−π≤θ≤π

√
4π|θ| ±θ2

2|K |
√

2− 2cos(θ)
. (.)

Proof. In view of (.), the only remain part is to compute ‖a − id‖ for any holonomy

element a. Since all of them are rotations by some angle θ, if follows that ‖au − u‖ =

‖a− id‖‖u‖ for any given u ∈ TpM. Hence a dire� application of the law of cosines yields

that

‖a− idV ‖ =
√

2− 2cosθ (.)

and hence the result.

. Categorical concerns.

This se�ion is devoted to determining to what extent does the conru�ion of the Sasaki

metric in the case of tangent bundles produces a fun�or at the level of Riemannian man-

ifolds. The issue, of course, is to determine a reasonable class of maps.





The concept of natural bundles and of metrics has been udied by Terng [] and

Kowalski and Sekizawa [] respe�ively, among others. In essence, the idea is to un-

derand what conru�ions are fun�orial. In the case of bundles, the queion is the

following.

.Queion. What bundle conru�ions are well defined up to diffeomorphism?

Examples of these are tangent bundles, cotangent bundles, their produ�s, etc. In fa�,

Terng [] proves that natural bundles are in one-to-one correspondence to isomorphism

classes of modules of jet groups.

For metrics, the queion can be posed as follows.

. Queion. What Riemannian metrics on tangent bundles are preserved under (local)
isometries of the base?

In the category of Riemannian manifolds and local isometries, the notion of natural
metric for the tangent bundle (one for which the total differential as a map of tangent

bundles is also a local isometry) has been extensively udied by Sasaki []; Kowalski

and Sekizawa []; Kolář, Michor, and Slovák []; among others . A full classification

was obtained by Abbassi and Sarih [], yielding the following

. Theorem (Abbassi and Sarih []). Any natural metric on the tangent bundle rendering
the proje�ion Riemannian and preserving the natural splitting of the second tangent bundle
can be written as follows:

〈Xh,Y h〉u = 〈X,Y 〉p, (.)

〈Xh,Y v〉u = 0, (.)

〈Xv ,Y v〉u = α(‖u‖2)〈X,Y 〉p + β(‖u‖2)〈u,X〉p〈u,Y 〉p, (.)

where u,X,Y are tangent ve�ors at p; the superscripts denote the usual horizontal and
vertical lifts; and α,β : [0,∞)→ R satisfy the following.

α(t) > 0, α(t) + tβ(t) > 0. (.)

In particular, for α ≡ 1,β ≡ 0, one gets the metric introduced by Sasaki [].
Trying to extend the class of maps from local isometries to a larger class that includes

isometric immersions and Riemannian submersions leads naturally to the following def-

inition.





. Definition (Fischer []). A Riemannian map f is a smooth map between Rieman-

nian manifolds such that it satisfies that, for every p,

f∗p
∣∣∣(ker(f∗p)⊥ −→ Im(f∗p) (.)

is a linear isometry.

In particular, Fischer [] observes that these maps are locally the composition of Rie-

mannian submersions and isometric immersions, and have conant rank. In particular,

from the classical Conant Rank Theorem (see []), it follows that the fibers and the

image of a Riemannian map are smooth manifolds.

. Queion. Does the Sasaki conru�ion of a metric render the tangent bundle into a
fun�or from the category of Riemannian manifolds with Riemannian maps to itself?

Unfortunately, the answer is negative. In order for the differential of a map to be

Riemannian, the original map needs to be Riemannian and satisfy an extra condition.

Namely that the fibers and the image be totally geodesic.

. Definition. Let ϕ : (M,g)→ (M,g) be a Riemannian map. A ve�or field x ∈ X(M) is

called basic if

. for any point p ∈M, x(p) ∈ (ker(ϕ∗p))⊥; and

. there exis a ve�or field X ∈ X(M), ϕ−related to x, i.e. such that

X ◦ϕ = ϕ∗ ◦ x. (.)

Ju as in the particular case of Riemannian submersions (or of isometric immersions),

it is possible to produce basic ve�or fields in a neighborhood of a point p ∈ M such

that x(u) is prescribed, by the andard procedure: By the fir assumption, consider

X(ϕ(p)) = ϕ∗x(p), smoothly extend it to a ve�or field on U ⊆ ϕ(M) and on M and then

consider, for any point q ∈ ϕ-1(U ), x(q) to be the unique tangent ve�or, perpendicular to

the kernel of ϕ∗, whose proje�ion is X(ϕ(q)).

. Definition. Let ϕ : (M,g)→ (M,g) be a Riemannian map. The second fundamental
form B of ϕ is a bilinear bundle map B : ⊕2(ker(ϕ∗))⊥→ TM over ϕ given by

B(u,x) = ∇ϕ∗uX −ϕ∗∇ux. (.)

for basic ve�or fields.





The proof that this is tensorial, bilinear and symmetric produ� can be given by the

same argument as for isometric immersions. It follows that B vanishes identically if and

only if the image ϕ(M) is a totally geodesic submanifold of M.

For notational purposes, for any x ∈ TpM, denote by x> ∈ kerϕ∗p and x⊥ ∈ (ker(ϕ∗))⊥

the unique such ve�ors such that

x = x> + x⊥. (.)

For brevity, this will be called the (⊥,>) splitting. Furthermore, an additional second

fundamental form is given for the fibers.

. Definition. Let ϕ : (M,g)→ (M,g) be a Riemannian map. The fiberwise second fun-
damental form α of ϕ is a bilinear map α : ⊕2 ker(ϕ∗)→ TM given by

α(t, s) = (∇ts)⊥. (.)

for ve�or fields tangential to the fibers. Associated to it, the fiber shape operator, S :

kerϕ∗ ⊕ (kerϕ∗)⊥→ TM, given by

St(x) := S(t,x) = −(∇xt)⊥ (.)

Either of these tensors measures how much the fibers differ from being totally geodesic.

In fa� both of them vanish identically if and only if this be the case.

. Lemma. Let ϕ : (M,g) → (M,g) be a Riemannian map, let their tangent bundles be
given their corresponding Sasaki metrics g(g) and g(g) respe�ively, and let C and C be their
corresponding Levi-Civita conne�ions. Let u ∈ X(M) and U ∈ X(M) be ϕ−related, and let
v ∈ TM. Then

ϕ∗∗C(u,v) = C(ϕ∗u,ϕ∗v) + I(ϕ∗u,∇ϕ∗vU −ϕ∗∇vu) (.)

Proof. Recall that by (.), for any ve�or field y ∈ X(M),

I(y,∇xy) = y∗x −C(y,x),

and that for any map

ϕ∗∗I(y,x) = I(ϕ∗y,ϕ∗x),





by Corollary ., which produces

ϕ∗∗C(u,v) = ϕ∗∗u∗v − I(ϕ∗u,ϕ∗∇vu) (.)

=U∗ϕ∗v − I(ϕ∗u,ϕ∗∇vu) (.)

= C(U,ϕ∗v) +I(ϕ∗u,∇ϕ∗vU −ϕ∗(∇vu)) (.)

= C(ϕ∗u,ϕ∗v) +I(ϕ∗u,∇ϕ∗vU −ϕ∗(∇vu)), (.)

as promised.

. Proposition. Let ϕ : (M,g)→ (M,g) be a Riemannian map, let their tangent bundles be
given their corresponding Sasaki metrics g(g) and g(g) respe�ively, and let C and C be their
corresponding Levi-Civita conne�ions and let u,v ∈ TM. Then

ϕ∗∗C(u,v) = C(ϕ∗u,ϕ∗v) + I(ϕ∗u,B(u⊥,v⊥)−φ∗(T (u,v)−α(u>,v>))) (.)

where T is given by
T (u,v) = Su>(v⊥) + Sv>(u⊥).

Equivalently, for u,X ∈ TpM,

ϕ∗∗X
h = (ϕ∗X)h + [B(u⊥,X⊥)−ϕ∗(T (u,X)−α(u>,X>))]v . (.)

Proof. From Lemma ., and because any u ∈ TpM can be extended into a proje�able

ve�or field, one sees that

∇ϕ∗vU −ϕ∗(∇vu) = B(u⊥,v⊥)−φ∗(T (u,v)−α(u>,v>).

Consider fir the (⊥,>) splitting:

(∇uv)⊥ = (∇v⊥(u>) +∇v>(u>) +∇v⊥(u⊥) +∇v>(u⊥))⊥. (.)

Now, recall that B is given by

B(u⊥,v⊥) = ∇ϕ∗v⊥U −ϕ∗(∇v⊥u⊥) (.)

= ∇ϕ∗vU −ϕ∗[(∇v⊥u⊥)⊥], (.)

and that

α(u>,v>) = (∇u>v>)⊥. (.)





Laly, extend v to a ve�or field. Thus,

ϕ∗(∇v⊥(u>) +∇v>(u⊥)) = ϕ∗(∇v⊥(u>) +∇u⊥(v>)) (.)

= ϕ∗(T (u,v)), (.)

since ϕ∗(∇v>(u⊥)) = ϕ∗(∇u⊥(v>)). To get (.), one has only to remember that Xv(u) =

I(u,X) and Xh(u) = C(u,X) for elements u,X ∈ TM on the same fiber.

. Corollary. Let ϕ : (M,g)→ (M,g) be a Riemannian map and let their tangent bundles
be given their corresponding Sasaki metrics g(g) and g(g) respe�ively. Let u ∈ TpM and let
x ∈ (ker(ϕ∗p))⊥, then

ϕ∗∗C(u,x) = C(ϕ∗u,ϕ∗x) +I(ϕ∗u,B(u⊥,x⊥))− I(ϕ∗u,ϕ∗(T (u,x))). (.)

Proof. By Proposition .,

ϕ∗∗C(u,x) = C(ϕ∗u,ϕ∗x) +I(ϕ∗u,B(u⊥,x⊥)−ϕ∗(T (u,x)−α(u>,x>)))

= C(ϕ∗u,ϕ∗x) +I(ϕ∗u,B(u⊥,x⊥)−ϕ∗(T (u,x)))

= C(ϕ∗u,ϕ∗x) +I(ϕ∗u,B(u⊥,x⊥))− I(ϕ∗u,ϕ∗(T (u,x))).

. Corollary. Let ϕ : (M,g) → (M,g) be a Riemannian map, let their tangent bundles
be given their corresponding Sasaki metrics g(g) and g(g) respe�ively, and let C and C be
their corresponding Levi-Civita conne�ions. The map ϕ has totally geodesic fibers and totally
geodesic image if and only if for all X ∈ TM,

ϕ∗∗X
h = (ϕ∗X)h (.)

ϕ∗∗X
v = (ϕ∗X)v . (.)

Equivalently, ϕ∗∗ commutes with vertical and horizontal proje�ions.

Proof. The assumption of total geodesy is equivalent to the vanishing of B,α,T and S and,

thus, by (.) and by Corollary ., the claim follows.

One can now chara�erize the kernel of ϕ∗∗

. Proposition. Let ϕ : (M,g)→ (M,g) be a Riemannian map, let their tangent bundles be
given their corresponding Sasaki metrics g(g) and g(g) respe�ively, and let C and C be their





corresponding Levi-Civita conne�ions. A ve�or Xh + Y v ∈ T TM is in the kernel of ϕ∗∗ if and
only if X is in the kernel of ϕ∗, and

Y⊥ = T (u,X) +α(u>,X>) (.)

Proof. From Proposition . and Corollary .,

ϕ∗∗(X
h +Y v) = (ϕ∗X)h + (ϕ∗Y +B(u⊥,X⊥)−ϕ∗(T (u,X)−α(u>,X>)))v .

This already implies that ϕ∗X = 0. Now, this also implies that

ϕ∗Y +B(u⊥,X⊥)−ϕ∗(T (u,X)−α(u>,X>)) = 0.

Since B is perpendicular to the image of ϕ, it follows that

B(u⊥,X⊥) = 0 (.)

and

ϕ∗(Y − T (u,X)−α(u>,X>)) = 0. (.)

However, both T and α are defined by taking their ⊥ −component, hence one is left only

with

Y⊥ = T (u,X) +α(u>,X>),

as claimed.

. Corollary. Let ϕ : (M,g)→ (M,g) be a Riemannian map, let their tangent bundles be
given their corresponding Sasaki metrics g(g) and g(g) respe�ively, and let C and C be their
corresponding Levi-Civita conne�ions. Suppose that ϕ has totally geodesic fibers and totally
geodesic image. Then ve�or Xh + Y v ∈ T TM is in the kernel of ϕ∗∗ if and only if X and Y are
in the kernel of ϕ∗, and in particular, a ve�or Xh+Y v ∈ T TM is perpendicular to the kernel of
ϕ∗∗ if and only if X and Y are perpendicular to the kernel of ϕ∗.

Proof. By Proposition ., and Corollary ., (.) reduces to Y⊥ = 0, which is equiv-

alent to ϕ∗Y = 0 as claimed. The conclusion about (kerϕ∗)⊥ now follows since the Sasaki

metric renders vertical lifts and horizontal lifts perpendicular to each other and preserves

orthogonality:

G(g)(Xh> +Y v>,Z
h +W v) = g(X>,Z) + g(Y>,W ),

which implies that g(X>,Z) = 0 = g(Y>,W ), thus completing the proof.





. Lemma. Let ϕ : (M,g) → (M,g) be a Riemannian map and let their tangent bundles
be given their corresponding Sasaki metrics g(g) and g(g) respe�ively. Let u ∈ TpM and let
x,y ∈ (ker(ϕ∗p))⊥, then

[(ϕ∗)
∗
g(g)] (Iu(x),Iu(y)) = g(g)(Iu(x),Iu(y)) (.)

Proof. Recall that by Corollary .,

ϕ∗∗Iu(x) = Iϕ∗u(ϕ∗x)

From this it follows that

[(ϕ∗)
∗
g(g)](Iu(x),Iu(y)) = g(g)(ϕ∗∗Iu(x),ϕ∗∗Iu(y))

= g(g)(Iϕ∗u(ϕ∗x),Iϕ∗u(ϕ∗y))

= gϕ(p)(ϕ∗x,ϕ∗y)

= gp(x,y)

= g(g)(Iu(x),Iu(y)),

since by assumption ϕ∗g = g when reri�ed to (ker(ϕ∗p))⊥.

. Lemma. Let ϕ : (M,g) → (M,g) be a Riemannian map and let their tangent bundles
be given their corresponding Sasaki metrics g(g) and g(g) respe�ively. Let u ∈ TpM and let
x,y ∈ (ker(ϕ∗p))⊥, then

[(ϕ∗)
∗
g(g)](C(u,x),C(u,y)) = g(g)(C(u,x),C(u,y))

+ g(B(u⊥,x),B(u⊥, y))

+ g(T (u,x),T (u,y)). (.)

Proof. By Corollary .,

ϕ∗∗C(u,x) = C(ϕ∗u,ϕ∗x) +I(ϕ∗u,B(u⊥,x⊥))− I(ϕ∗u,ϕ∗(T (u,x))) (.)

Notice now that this is an orthogonal decomposition of ϕ∗∗C(u,x) and therefore the claim

follows.

. Lemma. Let ϕ : (M,g) → (M,g) be a Riemannian map and let their tangent bundles
be given their corresponding Sasaki metrics g(g) and g(g) respe�ively. Let u ∈ TpM and let





x,y ∈ (ker(ϕ∗p))⊥, then

[(ϕ∗)
∗
g(g)](C(u,x),I(u,y)) = g(T (u,x), y) (.)

Proof. By Corollaries . and .,

ϕ∗∗C(u,x) = C(ϕ∗u,ϕ∗x) + I(ϕ∗u,B(u⊥,x⊥))− I(ϕ∗u,ϕ∗(T (u,x)))

ϕ∗∗I(u,y) = I(ϕ∗u,ϕ∗y)

Now, again, since these are orthogonal splittings, the only remaining term is

g(g)(I(ϕ∗u,ϕ∗(T (u,x))),I(ϕ∗u,ϕ∗y)) = g(ϕ∗T (u,x),ϕ∗y)

= g(T (u,x), y).

. Theorem. Let ϕ : (M,g)→ (M,g) be a Riemannian map and let their tangent bundles be
given their corresponding Sasaki metrics g(g) and g(g) respe�ively. Suppose further that the
fibers and the image of ϕ are totally geodesic. Let u ∈ TpM and let X,Y ∈ (kerϕ∗p)⊥. Then, the
pullback metric on the orthogonal complement to kerϕ∗∗u is given by

(ϕ∗)
∗
g(g)(Xv ,Y v) = g(g)(Xv ,Y v). (.)

(ϕ∗)
∗
g(g)(Xh,Y v) = 0 (.)

(ϕ∗)
∗
g(g)(Xh,Y h) = g(g)(Xh,Y h) (.)

and thus, ϕ∗ is also a Riemannian map.

Proof. Because of the totally geodesic assumption, by Corollary . it follows thatXv ,Xh,

Y v ,Y h, are in the kernel ofϕ∗∗. Now, the equations are simply a reatement of the content

of Lemmata .,., and ..

For the particular case when ϕ is a isometric immersion, the formula for the induced

metric is given in the next atement.

. Theorem. Let ι : (M,g)→ (M,g) is an isometric immersion and let their tangent bundles
be given their corresponding Sasaki metrics g(g) and g(g) respe�ively. Then, at a point u ∈
TM,

(ι∗)
∗
g(g)(Xv ,Y v) = g(g)(Xv ,Y v). (.)





(ι∗)
∗
g(g)(Xh,Y v) = 0 (.)

(ι∗)
∗
g(g)(Xh,Y h) = g(g)(Xh,Y h) + g(B(u,X),B(u,Y )). (.)

Proof. This follows from the previous lemmata. The only observation is that since the

map has zero dimensional fibers, T ,S and α necessarily vanish.

And thus, a ronger result is obtained for isometric immersions.

.Corollary. Let ι : (M,g)→ (M,g) is an isometric immersion and let their tangent bundles
be given their corresponding Sasaki metrics g(g) and g(g) respe�ively. Then the induced metric
coincides with the Sasaki metric iff the embedding is totally geodesic.

In view of Proposition ., one gets, seemingly for free, the next result.

. Proposition. Let ι : (M,g) → (M,g) is an isometric immersion and let their tangent
bundles be given their corresponding Sasaki metrics g(g) and g(g) respe�ively. Assume further
that the immersion is totally geodesic. Then ι∗ is also totally geodesic.

Proof. Since ι is totally geodesic it follows that

ι∗R(x,y)z = R(ι∗x, ι∗y)(ι∗z),

where R and R are the corresponding Riemann curvature tensors. With this at hand,

it remains to show that the push forward of the covariant derivative coincides with the

covariant derivative “of the push forward”. Let y ∈ X(M) and consider a ι−related field

Y ∈ X(M). By Proposition ., at a point u ∈ TM,

O(ι∗x)hY
h = (∇ι∗xY )h − 1

2
(R(ι∗x,Y )(ι∗u))v

= (ι∗∇xy)h − 1
2

(ι∗R(x,y)u))v

= ι∗∗[(∇xy)h − 1
2

(R(x,y)u)v]

= ι∗∗(Oxhy
h),

O(ι∗x)vY
h =

1
2

(R(ι∗u,Y )(ι∗x))v

= (ι∗
1
2
R(u,y)x))v

= ι∗∗[
1
2

(R(u,y)x)v]

= ι∗∗(Oxvy
h),





The case OxhY
v follows from the fa� that the Lie bracket of ι−related fields is again

ι−related, and the la case follows from the fa� that Oxvyv = 0 as well as O(ι∗x)vY
v = 0.

. Lemma. Let ϕ : (M,g)→ (M,g) be a Riemannian map and let their tangent bundles be
given their corresponding Sasaki metrics g(g) and g(g) respe�ively. Suppose further that the
fibers are totally geodesic. Then, the fibers of ϕ∗ are totally geodesic.

Proof. By Corollary ., the kernel of ϕ∗∗ is given by horizontal lifts and vertical lifts of

elements in the kernel of ϕ∗, by the assumption that the fibers are totally geodesic. Also

by this assumption, for any X,Y ,x ∈ kerϕ∗p and u ∈ (kerϕ∗p)⊥,

R(X,Y )u,R(u,Y )X ∈ kerϕ∗p.

To see this, extend them to proje�able fields and thus, since the fibers are totally geodesic,

∇Xu, ∇u(∇YX) and [u,Y ] are all tangential to the fiber and thus in the kernel of ϕ∗p. From

this, and again by Proposition ., the claim follows.

In light of these results, the following definition should require no further motivation.

.Definition. A smooth map between Riemannian manifolds is a geodesic Riemannian
map (GR) if it is a Riemannian map with totally geodesic fibers and totally geodesic image.

Notice that the composition of Riemannian maps needs not be Riemannian, nor does

the composition of GR maps as can be seen by considering the following example.

. Example. Let ϕ : R→ R2 be given by t 7→ 1√
2
(t, t) and ρ : R2→ R by (x,y) 7→ x. Both

these maps are geodesic Riemannian, yet their composition ρ ◦ϕ(t) = t√
2

is not.

. Theorem (Geodesic category theorem). The Sasaki metric conru�ion renders the
tangent bundle a fun�or from the category of geodesic Riemannian maps (and compositions
thereof) to itself. Furthermore, the canonical proje�ion remains a natural transformation.

Proof. The fa� that the proje�ion is, by the conru�ion of the Sasaki metric, a Rieman-

nian submersion with totally geodesic fibers, and hence GR (see Proposition .). By

Proposition ., if the image of a Riemannian map ϕ is totally geodesic the so is its tan-

gent bundle, which is the image of ϕ∗. Laly, by Lemma ., the fibers ϕ∗ are also totally

geodesic.

Requiring that a map be geodesic Riemannian is ill a weak assumption from the

metric geometric point of view. As maps between metric spaces, it is not necessarily

true that totally geodesic inje�ive isometric immersions are totally convex, i.e diance

preserving. On the other hand, Riemannian submersions are always submetries.





Chapter 

Holonomy: A global perspe�ive through
norms

C’e véritablement utile puisque c’e joli.

Le Petit Prince

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

As a by-product of the previous considerations, a natural topology can be given

to the holonomy groups that doesn’t necessarily coincide with the classical Lie group

topology.

This new topology arises from the observations in Theorems . and ., as well as

from Proposition .. Namely, looking at the infimum of lengths of loops one produces

a metrizable topology for the holonomy groups.

Controlling the length of loops that generate a given holonomy element has many ap-

plications, as pointed out by Montgomery [] , in Control Theory, Quantum Mechanics,

or sub-Riemannian geometry (see []).
Therefore, considering the infimum L(a) of lengths of loops that generate a given

holonomy element a is quite natural and it exhibits the fibers of a ve�or bundle as holo-

nomic spaces, which in turn shows that the global shape of the space determines how the

individual fibers bend within the total space.

Although the fun�ion a 7→ L(a) is in general not even upper-semicontinuous when

regarded as a fun�ion on the holonomy group with the subspace topology (or even its

Lie group topology), as pointed out by Wilkins [], the following results gives a more

positive outcome.

. Theorem. LetH be the holonomy group of a metric conne�ion on a ve�or bundle E over a
Riemannian manifold. There exis a finer metrizable topology onH , given by d(a,b) = L(a-1b),





so that the fun�ion a 7→ L(a) is continuous with respe� to this topology and furthermore, the
group a�ion H ×Ep→ Ep remains continuous.

Proof. By . the a�ion map H × Ep → Ep, is continuous, so by ., the identity map is

continuous from the L-topology to the Lie topology. Furthermore, by . L is continuous

with respe� to the L-topology .

Now, the following fa� hints a type of ‘wrong way’ inheritance.

. Proposition ([, ]). Let π : P →M be a smooth principal bundle over a smooth man-
ifold M, let a smooth conne�ion on π : P → M be given, and let Hp denote the holonomy
group of this conne�ion attached to some element p of P . Suppose that Hp is compa�. Then
there exis a conant K such that every element of Hp can be generated be a loop of length not
exceeding K .

So, in the language of the induced length ru�ure the following is true.

. Theorem. Let E →M be a ve�or bundle with bundle metric and compatible conne�ion.
Let H be the holonomy group of this conne�ion. If H is compa� with the andard Lie group
topology (in particular bounded with respe� to any —invariant— metric), then H with the
induced length metric given by (.) is bounded.

Tapp [] introduces a way to measure the size of a holonomy transformation as a

supremum over acceptable left invariant metrics. A smooth invariant metric m is accept-

able if for any X ∈ k = g(Φ), the Lie algebra of Φ ,

‖X‖m ≤ sup
v,‖v‖=1

‖X(v)‖, (.)

where X(v) means the evaluation of the fundamental ve�or on F associated with X. The

size of a holonomy transformation A is then defined as the supremum of its diances to

the identity distm(A,Id) over acceptable metrics m. And the following fa� relates this

‘size’ to the norm defined by (.), whenever there are curvature bounds.

. Proposition (Tapp []. Proposition .). Let E → B be a Riemannian ve�or bundle
over a compa� simply conne�ed manifold B. Let ∇ be a compatible metric conne�ion and
let its curvature R be bounded in norm, |R| ≤ CR. Fix a point x ∈ B and let Hol(∇) be the
corresponding holonomy group at x. Then there exis a conant C(B) such that for any loop
α in B, |Pα | ≤ C ·CR · `(α), where Pα ∈Hol(∇) ands for the holonomy transformation induced
by α.





. Theorem. With the assumptions as in the previous atement, the norm given by (.)
and Tapp’s holonomy size are related by |g | ≤ C ·CR · L(g), so that the induced length topology
is finer than that of Tapp’s holonomy size.

Proof. This is immediate from the inequality, since the infimum is taken over loops with

the same holonomy transformation associated.

Finally, with the additional assumption of completeness, the following result gives a

converse to Theorem ..

. Theorem. Let E → B be a Riemannian ve�or bundle with compatible conne�ion over a
complete Riemannian manifold B. The holonomy group is compa� if and only if the reri�ed
holonomy group is compa� and its associated length norm is bounded.

Proof. The necessity is the content of Theorem .. For the sufficiency, suppose that the

holonomy group has infinitely many conne�ed components. Consider a sequence {ai} of

inequivalent classes. Let γi be a loop generating ai such that L(ai) = `(γi); these exi by

the completeness of the metric and an application of Arzelà-Ascoli Theorem as pointed

out by Montgomery []. Since the lengths of the γi ’s are bounded by assumption, an-

other application of Arzelà-Ascoli Theorem, now to the sequence γi , yields a uniformly

convergent subsequence, also denoted by {γi}. Therefore, for i >> 0, all loops are homo-

topic. This is a contradi�ion to the following fa�: different conne�ed components of the

holonomy group represent different homotopy classes.

. Corollary. In the case of complete Riemannian manifolds, the holonomy group is compa�
if and only if the length norm is bounded.

Proof. By virtue of the classification theorem of Berger [], the reri�ed holonomy group

is always compa�.

. Remark. Completeness is really essential as looking again at a cone metric on the

pun�ured plane shows.





Chapter 

Convergence

You take an obvious concept of a limit, and then, by the power of anal-

ysis, you can go to the limit many times, which creates ru�ures that

you have not seen before. You think you have not done anything but,

amazingly, you have achieved something.

Notices of the American Mathematical Society, 
Mikhael Gromov

The structures that become apparent in a weak limiting process, such as the one

introduced by Gromov, are necessarily robu. In this chapter, the colle�ion of ve�or

bundles with a metric of Sasaki type with an upper bound on their rank is seen to be

pre-compa�. Furthermore, their limits retain a surprising amount of information, even

when there is no additional conditions imposed on their base spaces (such as curvature

bounds of any sort).

Holonomic spaces —in particular the fibers of said bundles— are also seen to converge,

and this convergence is compatible with that of their ambient spaces: the fibers converge

to fibers. Because of this, and because of the rich ru�ure of the holonomic spaces, their

limits are necessarily nice. Topologically, they are the quotient of a Euclidean spaces by a

compa� Lie subgroup of the orthogonal group, called the wane group.

This group, which is produced by waning holonomy elements, will be seen to play a

rôle in the degeneration of the notion of parallelism that ve�or bundles with conne�ion

have. This degeneration occurs only at the level of uniqueness, not of exience.





. Holonomic spaces revisited.

Because holonomic spaces arise as fibers of ve�or bundles with metric conne�ions over

Riemannian manifolds (by Theorem .), udying their convergence properties be-

comes natural when trying to underand the behavior of their metrics of Sasaki-type

under limits. Also, given the underlying linear nature of the holonomic spaces, a C0-

convergence of the metrics to semimetrics is obtained, which implies the pointed Gromov-

Hausdorff convergence of the holonomic spaces to precisely described spaces. Metrically,

the description of their induced limit metrics is slightly more elusive.

. Theorem. Given a finite dimensional ve�or space, the colle�ion of all holonomic space
metrics (V ,dL) is precompa� in the C0 sense. Namely, for any sequence (V ,Hi ,Li) there exis
a subsequence (denoted without loss of generality with the same index i) for which the metrics
dLi : V ×V → R converge uniformly on bounded domains to a semi-metric ρ : V ×V → R.

Proof. The rategy is the following: fir use Arzelà-Ascoli on balls of a fixed radius r > 0

around the origin; next argue that these convergences can be made to agree on V ; and

finally, argue that the limit fun�ion is a semi-metric.

Let V be a finite dimensional normed ve�or space. For any r > 0 let ε > 0 and consider

η = min{1, ε2

(1+2
√
r)2 }, δ = η√

2
.

Let u,v,u′,v′ ∈ V be such that ‖u‖,‖v‖,‖u′‖,‖v′‖ < r and√
‖u −u′‖2 + ‖v − v′‖2 < δ. (.)

Then, for any normed preserving linear map a : V → V ,∣∣∣∣∣‖au − v‖ − ‖au′ − v′‖∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ‖au − au′‖+ ‖v − v′‖ (.)

≤ ‖u −u′‖+ ‖v − v′‖ (.)

<
√

2
√
‖u −u′‖2 + ‖v − v′‖2 < η, (.)

by the triangle inequality for ‖ · ‖ and because ‖au − au′‖ = ‖u − u′‖, a ∈ O(V ), (.) and

δ = η√
2
.

In particular,

‖au − v‖2 ≤ ‖au′ − v′‖2 + η2 + 4rη,

which follows by dire� squaring and by noticing that ‖au − v‖ ≤ 2r, by the triangle in-

equality.





Consider now any group-norm L : H → R for any H ≤ O(V ). By adding L2(a) to both

sides, one sees that,

L2(a) + ‖au − v‖2 ≤ L2(a) + ‖au′ − v′‖2 + η2 + 4rη

now, by taking the square root and applying the triangle inequality,√
L2(a) + ‖au − v‖2 ≤

√
L2(a) + ‖au′ − v′‖2 + η + 2

√
rη.

Now, since η is less than one it follows that η ≤ √η, so that√
L2(a) + ‖au − v‖2 ≤

√
L2(a) + ‖au′ − v′‖2 + ε

holds.

Therefore:

dL(u,v) = inf
a

√
L2(a) + ‖au − v‖2 (.)

≤ inf
a

√
L2(a) + ‖au′ − v′‖2 + ε (.)

= dL(u′,v′) + ε. (.)

Because of (.), and by interchanging u,v with u′,v′, it now follows that

|dL(u,v)− dL(u′,v′)| < ε, (.)

thus proving that the family {dL} is equicontinuous on balls of a fixed radius r > 0 around

the origin in V .

To prove uniform boundedness, one needs to observe that for any L the following is

true:

dL(u,v) ≤
√
L2(idV ) + ‖idV u − v‖2 = ‖u − v‖ ≤ 2r. (.)

The hypotheses of the classical Arzelà-Ascoli’s theorem now apply to get a uniform

limit on the ball of radius r > 0 (times itself). Consider a countable exhauion of V by

balls of radius ri →∞. By a diagonal argument for any sequence of metrics {dLi } one gets

a pointwise limit ρ on V that is uniform on compa� sets.

Finally, except for nondegeneracy, all the properties of (semi)metrics are well behaved





under limits:

ρ(u,v) = lim
i→∞

dLi (u,v) ≥ 0, (.)

ρ(u,v) = lim
i→∞

dLi (u,v) = lim
i→∞

dLi (v,u) = ρ(v,u), (.)

ρ(u,u) = lim
i→∞

dLi (u,u) = 0, (.)

ρ(u,v) = lim
i→∞

dLi (u,v) (.)

≤ lim
i→∞

dLi (u,w) + lim
i→∞

dLi (w,v) (.)

= ρ(u,w) + ρ(w,v). (.)

Therefore for any family of holonomic spaces {(V ,dLi )} there exis a subsequence that

converges uniformly on compa� sets.

Nowhere in the proof was the fa� that the fun�ion dL : V ×V → R was nondegenerate

used; only properties of semi-metrics were required. However, the reri�ion to holo-

nomic spaces yields nondegeneracy of dL and is of intere for the sequel as they occur

naturally. In general, the limit ρ will be degenerate unless further assumptions are made

(see Theorem .).

. Corollary. Given a finite dimensional normed ve�or space, the colle�ion of all pointed
holonomic space metrics ((V ,dL),0) is pre-compa� in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff sense.

Proof. By Theorem . for any sequence (V ,di) of holonomic space metrics there ex-

is a subsequence for which the semi-metrics di converge uniformly on compa� sets

to a semi-metric ρ on V . The quotient space Q = V / ∼, where u ∼ v if and only if

ρ(u,v) = 0 for u,v ∈ V , is naturally a metric space; the metric is given by the diance

d∞([u], [v]) = ρ(u,v) for any choice of representatives (or as the usual —not Hausdorff—

diances between subsets of V ). Therefore the convergent subsequence of metrics yields

a convergent sequence of metric spaces (V ,di)→ (Q,d∞).

. Corollary. The space of holonomic metrics on inner-produ� spaces of dimension at mo
k is precompa� in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense. More explicitly, for any family of holonomic
spaces {(Vi ,Hi ,Li)}, where Vi has dimension at mo k and its norm is induced by an inner
produ�, there exis a subsequence that converges in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff sense.





Proof. By passing to a subsequence, one can assume that all the ve�or spaces in the se-

quence have the same dimension. Now, by Sylveer’s Law of Inertia— which in particu-

lar ates that any two positive definite symmetric bilinear forms on a finite dimensional

ve�or space are isometric—, all the norms can be made to coincide, by way of some

isometries φi : V → V . By defining H̃i = φ-1
i Hiφi and L̃i : H̃i → R by L̃i(b) = Li(φibφ

-1
i ),

the sequence {(V ,H̃i , L̃i)} now satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem ..

More can be said about the limiting metric spaces when there is more information

about the underlying subgroups of isometries. Before that, recall that by Lemma .,
for any sequence of isometries {ϕi}, if there exis a point x such that {ϕi(x)} converges,

then there exis a subsequence {ϕik } that converges to an isometry. Of course, in the case

when the norm on a finite dimensional ve�or space V is given by an inner produ�, then

this is easily seen, since the group O(V ) is a compa� Lie group.

This fa� is essential for producing a subset of O(V ) that determines the degeneracy

of the limit semi-metric. Later, this subset can be replaced by a group (at the time of

writing, it is not clear that the set produced in the next result is not already a group).

. Theorem. Let V be a finite dimensional normed ve�or space and {Hi} be a sequences
of subgroups of the group of norm preseving linear maps, denoted here by O(V ). Consider a
sequence of group-norms {Li :Hi → R} such that the semi-metrics di = dLi , given by

dLi (u,v) = inf
a

√
L2
i (a) + ‖au − v‖2, (.)

for any u,v ∈ V , converge uniformly on compa� sets to a semi-metric d∞ on V . Then, there
exis a set G0 ⊆O(V ), given by:

G0 = {g ∈O(V )|g = lim
in→∞

ain , lim
in→∞

Lin(ain) = 0}, (.)

such that for any u,v ∈ V ,
d∞(u,v) = 0 (.)

if and only if there exis g ∈ G0 such that v = gu.

Proof. Let u,v ∈ V be such that d∞(u,v) = 0. This means that for any choice of ε > 0 there

exis N =Nε > 0 such that for any j > N ,

dj(u,v) < ε (.)





In particular by (.) there exis aj(ε) ∈H with√
L2
j (aj) + ‖aju − v‖2 < ε, (.)

which in turn gives that

Lj(aj),‖aju − v‖ ≤ ε. (.)

By letting ε = 1
n and recursively choosing j = jn = max{[N 1

n
], jn−1} + 1, one produces a

sequence {bn = aj(
1
n )} for which bnu→ v and by Lemma ., passing to a further subse-

quence if needed, such that it converges in O(V ) to some g, with gu = v and limnLjn(bn) =

0 as required.

Conversely, let u ∈ V and consider v = gu with g ∈ G0, with ain → g. Then for all ε > 0

there exis in >> 0 such that

din(u,gu) ≤
√
L2
in
ain + ‖ainu − gu‖2 ≤ ε. (.)

So the claim now follows by the uniform convergence of di → d∞.

As mentioned before, it is not clear at this point whether G0 is a subgroup of O(V ),

since for two different elements in G0 the subsequences determining them might in prin-

ciple be disjoint (i.e. have no common subsequence).

Nevertheless, the chara�erization given by the previous theorem is ill quite good as

will be seen in the sequel. If one however insis upon having a group a�ion to determine

the degeneracy of d∞, this can be achieved by the following result. The drawback is that

this new presentation says nothing about how to explicitly conru� said group dire�ly

from the knowledge of Li .

. Theorem. Let V be a finite dimensional normed ve�or space and H be a subgroup of the
group of linear norm preserving isomorphisms,O(V ). Consider now a sequence of group-norms
{Li :H → R} such that the semi-metrics di = dLi , given by

dLi (u,v) = inf
a

√
L2
i (a) + ‖au − v‖2, (.)

for any u,v ∈ V , converge uniformly on compa� sets to a semi-metric d∞ on V . Then, there
exis a closed subgroup of O(V ), given by

G = {g ∈O(V )|∀u ∈ V ,d∞(u,gu) = 0}, (.)





such that for any u,v ∈ V
d∞(u,v) = 0 (.)

if and only if there exis g ∈ G such that v = gu.

. Remark. Consider g ∈ G0, as in Theorem .. Then, for any u ∈ V , d∞(u,gu) = 0 by

Theorem .. Thus

G0 ⊆ G.

. Definition. The group G will be henceforth called the wane group of a convergent

sequences of holonomic spaces.

Proof of Theorem .. Three atements mu be proved: ) the equivalence between hav-

ing zero diance and being related by an element in G; ) the fa� that G is a�ually a

group; and ) that this group is closed in O(V ).

To prove the equivalence fir consider let v ∈ V with d∞(u,v) = 0, then by Theorem

. there exis g ∈ G0 ⊆ G (by Remark .) with v = gu.

Conversely, for any g ∈ G and for any u ∈ V

d∞(u,gu) = 0, (.)

by the definition of G.

As the reader might have noticed, this doesn’t prove thatG ⊆ G0 since this only implies

that for any u ∈ V and for any g ∈ G there exis h ∈ G0 such that

gu = hu. (.)

Bear in mind that this equality is attained only at u ∈ V , since in principle h depends on

u. What was accomplished was the following: For any u ∈ V , {hu|h ∈ G0} = {gu|g ∈ G},
that is that the equivalence classes determined by G and by G0 (in turn determined by

the degeneracy of d∞) in V are the same, as promised.

Secondly, to prove that G is indeed a group, notice that because d∞ is already known

to be a semi-metric,

d∞(u,u) = 0, (.)

regardless of u ∈ V . So idV ∈ G.

Let g,h ∈ G, then by the triangle inequality of d∞,

d∞(u,ghu) ≤ d∞(u,hu) + d∞(hu,g(hu)) = 0 + 0 (.)





and, of course,

d∞(u,g-1u) = d∞(g(g-1u), g-1u) = 0. (.)

Therefore G is a subgroup of the group of norm preserving linear maps, O(V ).

Finally, to see that G is closed, notice that for any u ∈ V the assignment ϕu :O(V )→ R,

given by

ϕu : g 7→ d∞(u,gu), (.)

is a composition of continuous fun�ions and thus itself continuous. Because of this, G

can be represented as the following interse�ion of closed sets,

G =
⋂
u∈V

ϕ-1
u (0), (.)

and thus G is closed.

. Remark. If V is further assumed to be an inner produ� space, then O(V ) is a compa�
Lie group; furthermore, because by Theorem ., G is also a compa� Lie group.

. Corollary. Let {Vi} be a colle�ion of finite dimensional inner produ� ve�or spaces and
consider a sequence of holonomic space metrics {di} on {Vi}. In addition, suppose that the
sequence of metric spaces {(Vi ,di)} is a convergent sequence in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense.
Then there exis a positive integer k and a closed subgroup G ≤O(k) such that

(Vi ,di)
pt−GH
−−−−−→ Rk/G, (.)

where the metric on the limit is obtained as in Corollary ..

Proof. As in Corollary ., one can pass to a subsequence and assume that {Vi} has con-

ant dimension k and such that the norms are the conant. The conclusion now follows

from Theorem ..

Recall that in view of Theorem . for a holonomic space (V ,H,L) the holonomy radius
at a point u ∈ V , HolRad(u), is the large r > 0 for which the metric dL is isometric to the

Euclidean metric when reri�ed to the ball of radius r around u ∈ V . In the special case

when u = 0, by Corollary ., given a holonomic space (V ,H,L),

HolRad(0) ≤ inf
a∈H

L(a)
‖a− idV ‖

. (.)

Because of this, if one has certain control on the holonomy radii of the sequence, the

following holds.





. Theorem. Let (V ,H,Li) be a convergent sequence of holonomic spaces. Suppose further
that there exis a conant c > 0 such that

c ≤HolRadi(0). (.)

Then the limit semi-metric d∞ is nondegenerate. That is that d∞ is a metric.

Proof. Consider g ∈ G0, as in ., and let {ain} be any defining sequence for g. That is such

that ain → g and limin→∞Lin(ain) = 0. By Lemma ??, for each ain ,

c ≤HolRadin(0) ≤
Lin(ain)
‖ain − idV ‖

. (.)

Thus for any ε > 0 and for any N > 0 there exis in > N ,

‖ain − idV ‖ ≤
Lin(ain)
c

≤ ε
c
. (.)

Therefore there is a subsequence of {ai} that converges to the identity map. Because

{ain} converges to g, it follows that g = idV and now Theorem . yields the claim.

Finally, as an application of these concepts the upper semi-continuity of the holonomy

radius of a conne�ion over a Riemannian manifold can be asserted (recall Definition .).
In the case of a holonomic space (V ,H,L), by Proposition ., the holonomy radius is a

continuous fun�ion on V .

. Proposition. Given a ve�or bundle π : E → M with metric conne�ion ∇ and bundle
metric h over a Riemannian manifold (M,g), then the holonomy radius HolRad :M→ R is an
upper semicontinuous fun�ion.

Proof. Let p ∈M and consider a sequence {pi} ⊆M converging to p. By Remark . and

by the fa� that the fibers of π are equidiant, it follows that the holonomic metrics {dLpi }
converge in the C0 sense to the holonomic metric dLp .

Let ρ = HolRad(p). Now, since the metrics {dLpi } converge uniformly when reri�ed

to the ball of radius ρ, and the metric dLp is Euclidean on that ball, let

ρ̃ = limsup
i→∞

HolRad(pi).

Let u,v ∈ Ep with ‖u‖,‖v‖ < ρ̃. Then, there exi (sub)sequences {ui} ⊆ Epi , {vi} ⊆ Epi with





‖ui‖,‖vi‖ < ρ̃, converging to u and v respe�ively such that

dLpi (ui ,vi) = ‖ui − vi‖. (.)

Therefore,

dLp(u,v) = lim
i→∞

dLpi (ui ,vi) = lim
i→∞
‖ui − vi‖ = ‖u − v‖, (.)

thus proving that ρ̃ ≤ ρ as promised.

. Stru�ures: emergence and waning.

Since ve�or bundles (with metric conne�ions) appear naturally as associated obje�s to

Riemannian manifolds, providing the latter with additional ru�ures (as Poisson brack-

ets, control ru�ures, orientations, holomorphic ru�ures, etc.), it is natural to invei-

gate the behavior of these bundles under limits of their bases.

One reason to analyze them from the viewpoint of holonomic spaces is given by Theo-

rem .. Furthermore, the next result gives yet another reason.

. Theorem. Given a ve�or bundle π : E→M with metric conne�ion ∇ and bundle metric
h over a Riemannian manifold (M,g), consider a point p ∈M and let (V ,H,L) be the holonomic
space (Ep,Holp(∇),Lp). Then the Gromov-Hausdorff diance between (V ,dL) and π-1(BR(p)) ⊆
E (with the reri�ed metric from E) is finite and bounded by 2R.

Proof. By Theorem ., the inclusion (Eq,dLq) ↪→ E is an isometric embedding in the

sense of metric spaces for any q. Furthermore, because the proje�ion map is a Rieman-

nian submersion, parallel translation along any minimal geodesic in M conne�ing the

points p,q ∈ M renders the fibers equidiant. Therefore, the diance between the cen-

tral fiber and any other fiber over a ball of radius R is bounded by R. From this, for any

p ∈M and R > 0 the inclusion map of the central fiber

Ep ↪→ π-1(BR(p)) ⊆ E (.)

is an R-isometry. By Proposition ., the claim now follows.

In particular, for the tangent bundle:

. Corollary. Given a Riemannian manifold (M,g) and a point p ∈ M let (V ,dL) be the
holonomic space (Mp,Holp(g),Lp) then the Gromov-Hausdorff diance between (V ,dL) and
π-1
M(BR(p)) ⊆ TM is bounded by 2R.





. Theorem (Sasaki-type metric Compa�ness Theorem). Given a precompa� colle�ion
of (pointed) Riemannian manifolds M and a positive integer k, the colle�ion BWCk(M) of
ve�or bundles with metric conne�ions of rank ≤ k endowed with metrics of Sasaki-type is
also precompa�. The diinguished point for each such bundle is the zero se�ion over the
diinguished point of their base.

. Remark. Passing to a subsequence is unavoidable as can be seen in Example ..

Proof of Theorem .. Fix ε > 0 and R > 0. Following Theorem . and Remark .,
define C = C(ε,R) > 0 by

C := max
i≤k

N (ε,R,Ei), (.)

where Ei is the Euclidean space of dimension i.

Let (E,h,∇)
πE−→ (M,g) be any bundle with metric conne�ion and let N (R,ε) be the

uniform bound on the number of balls of radius ε needed to cover a ball of radius R on

M. Consider p ∈M and its zero se�ion 0 = ς(p).

Since πE is a Riemannian submersion, πE(BR(0)) = BR(p). Let A be any ε-net in BR(p).

Since for each a ∈ A, Ep is flat, let Aa be any ε-net in BR(ς(a)) ⊆ TaM. The cardinality of Aa
can be chosen to less than C(ε,R), because the identity map is a diance non-increasing

map between the (induced) Euclidean metric on Ep and the reri�ed metric.

Let u ∈ BR(0), then let a ∈ A such that d(a,πE(u)) < ε. Let γ be any minimal geodesic

conne�ing πmu to a and let v ∈ TaM be the parallel image of u along γ . Finally consider

ua ∈ Aa to be such that |ua − v| < ε. Hence,

d(u,ua) ≤ d(πMu,a) + d(v,ua) ≤ 2ε.

Therefore, given any R > 0 , and for any ε > 0, the following holds.

N (2ε,R,E) ≤N (ε,R,M) +C(ε,R). (.)

So that if the assignment M 7→ N (ε,R,M) is bounded onM, then so is E 7→ N (ε,R,E)

on BWCk(M).

Therefore, in view of Gromov’s Compa�ness Theorem ., this finishes the proof.

. Proposition. For any sequence of Riemannian manifolds {(Xi ,pi)} converging to (X∞,x∞)

consider a convergent family of bundles with metric conne�ion (Ei ,hi ,∇i) over it converging
to (E∞, y∞). Then there exi continuous maps π∞ : E∞→ X∞, ς∞ : X∞→ E∞, µ∞ : E∞→ R,
and a subsequence, without loss of generality also indexed by i, such that:

. the proje�ion maps πi : Ei → Xi converge to π∞ : E∞→ X∞, which is also a submetry;





. the zero se�ion maps ςi : Xi → Ei converge to ς∞ : X∞→ E∞, which is also a isometric
embedding;

. π∞ ◦ ς∞ = idX∞ ; and

. the maps µi : Ei → R≥0, given by

µi(u) = dEi (u,ςi ◦πi(u)) =
√
hi(u,u),

converge to µ∞ : E∞→ R≥0, also given by

µ∞(y) = dE∞(y,ς∞ ◦π∞(y)).

Proof. Since all of these maps preserve the diinguished points (consider 0 ∈ R≥0), by the

Arzelà-Ascoli Theorem ., one only has to check equicontinuity. But this is immediate

from the fa� that the πi are submetries [], ςi isometric embeddings, and µi both dis-

tance fun�ions and submetries. In fa�, their limits will share these properties, as noted

by Petersen [, Se�ion ..].
The equation π∞ ◦ ς∞ = idX∞ holds since the corresponding equation holds for every

i. Finally, the equation µ∞(y) = dE∞(y,ς∞ ◦π∞(y)) holds, since for any sequence {ui} con-

verging to y ∈ Y the geodesics t 7→ tui = ςi ◦ πi(ui) + tui are rays (see Proposition .),
hence isometric embeddings, and thus also converge to a minimal geodesic.

Because of Theorem ., the fiberwise behavior is also controlled.

. Proposition. Let πi : (Ei ,0∗i ) → (Xi ,∗i) be a convergent sequence of pointed spaces as
before. Let π∞ : (E∞,0∗∞) → (X∞,∗∞) be their limit. Then if q ∈ X∞ and {qi ∈ Xi} is any
sequence converging to q. Then, by passing to a subsequence if needed, for any ε > 0,

π-1
i (Bε(qi))

pt−GH
−−−−−→ π-1

∞(Bε(q)). (.)

Furthermore,
π-1
i (qi)

pt−GH
−−−−−→ π-1

∞(q). (.)

Proof. Since the pointed sequence converges with diinguished point ∗i , it also converges

with respe� to the points qi .

Consider, as in the proof of Proposition ., the minimizing geodesics γi given by

t 7→ tui for any convergent sequence of points ui ∈ π-1
i (qi). Then, the sequence converges

to a minimizing geodesic and since the sequence of maps πi ◦ γi ≡ qi also converges,





it follows that the limit Q of the fibers (which is is known to exi by Theorem . or

Corollary . ) is inside the fiber over the limit (see Remark .). More precisely, there

exis an isometric embedding

Q ↪→ π-1
∞(q). (.)

To prove that this is indeed surje�ive, and thus proving (.), the atement of (.)
will be proved fir.

For any ε > 0, the sequence (π-1
i (Bε(0qi )),0qi ) also converges (or a subsequence thereof)

by Theorem .. Any sequence of points ui ∈ π-1
i (Bε(qi)) that converges, necessarily

converges to a point y ∈ π-1
∞(Bε(q)) since there exis N > 0 such that for any i > N

di(qi ,πi(ui)) ≤ ε, (.)

so that, by continuity,

d∞(q,π∞(y)) = lim
i→∞

di(qi ,πi(ui)) ≤ ε (.)

Conversely, consider any y ∈ π-1
∞(Bε(q)) and any sequence {ui} converging to y. By look-

ing again at γi , the minimizing geodesics from ςi◦πi(ui) to ui , one sees that a subsequence

of {ςi ◦πi(ui)} converges to ς∞ ◦π∞(y). By Proposition ., π∞ is an isometry when re-

ri�ed to the image of ς∞; therefore there exis a subsequence of {πi(ui)} that converges

to π∞(y). Now, because

π∞(y) ∈ Bε(q), (.)

it follows that there exis N > 0 such that for all i > N ,

πi(ui) ∈ Bε(qi). (.)

Thus, for all ε > 0,

π-1
i (Bε(qi))

pt−GH
−−−−−→ π-1

∞(Bε(q)). (.)

Furthermore, this convergence is attained in a compatible way with the convergence

of their ambient spaces.

To finish the proof of (.) consider any y ∈ π-1
∞(q) and any sequence {ui} converging

to y. Since

π-1
∞(q) ⊆ π-1

∞(Bε(q))





for any ε > 0, by (.) the sequence can be assumed to satisfied that

ui ∈ π-1
i (Bε(qi)).

It is better to denote this sequence by {uεi }, since it in fa� depends on ε. Now, by Theorem

., for any ε > 0,

dGH (π-1
i (Bε(0qi )),π

-1
i ((qi))) < 2ε.

One can consider a sequence {ũεi ∈ π
-1
i (qi)} with

dEi (u
ε
i , ũ

ε
i ) < ε. (.)

Now, again by a diagonalization argument, consider ε = 1
i and define

vi = ũεi . (.)

By definition, vi ∈ π-1
i (qi) and for any ε > 0, there exi N for such that for any i > N ,

2/i < ε,

and as such,

dEi (u
1/i
i ,vi) <

ε
2
, (.)

and

d(u1/i
i , y) <

ε
2
. (.)

Therefore, for any y over q, a sequence {vi} over qi that converges to y was produced. By

Remark ., Q � π-1
∞(q) and the claim follows.

. Proposition. For any sequence of Riemannian manifolds {(Xi ,pi)} converging to (X∞,x∞)

consider a convergent family of bundles with metric conne�ion (Ei ,hi ,∇i) over it converging to
(E∞, y∞) and π∞ : E∞→ X∞ as in Proposition .. Then the fibers of π∞ are equidiant.

Proof. Let p,q ∈ X∞ be arbitrary and consider sequences {pi}, {qi} ⊆ Xi converging to p,q ∈
X∞ respe�ively. Because for each i the fibers of πi are equidiant, the diance between

the fibers π-1
i (pi) and π-1

i (qi) is equal to the diance between pi and qi .

Let u,v ∈ E∞ and consider sequences {ui ∈ π-1
i (pi)} and {vi ∈ π-1

i (qi)} converging to u,v

respe�ively. Then,

dEi (ui ,vi) ≥ dXi (pi ,qi); (.)





which in turn implies that

dE∞(u,v) ≥ dX∞(p,q). (.)

This proves that the diance between the fibers is at lea the diance between their

base points.

It remains to show that for any u ∈ π-1
∞(p) there exis v ∈ π-1

∞(q) with

dE∞(u,v) = dX∞(p,q). (.)

To see this, consider any sequence {ui ∈ π-1
i (pi)} converging to u. Let {vi ∈ π-1

i (qi)} be a

sequence such that

dEi (ui ,vi) = dXi (pi ,qi). (.)

Let αi be minimizing geodesics conne�ing ui to vi . By the Arzelà-Ascoli Theorem,

there exis a subsequence of {αi} that converges to a minimizing geodesic in E∞ con-

ne�ing u to some point v ∈ E∞. It follows that the corresponding subsequence of {vi}
converges to v. From this it follows, since fibers converge to fibers, that for any p,q ∈ X∞
and for any u ∈ π-1

∞(p) there exis

v ∈ π-1
∞(q), (.)

such that, by continuity,

dE∞(u,v) = lim
i→∞

dEi (ui ,vi) = lim
i→∞

dXi (pi ,qi) = dX∞(p,q). (.)

The fibers of π∞ can be naturally identified with the quotient of any given fiber by a

closed subgroup of the orthogonal group in view of Theorem ., as ated in the follow-

ing result.

. Theorem. Let πi : Ei → Xi be a convergent sequence of ve�or bundles with bundle metric
and compatible conne�ions {(Ei ,hi ,∇i)}, with limit π : E → X. Then there exis a positive
integer k such that for any point p ∈ X there exis a compa� Lie group G ≤ O(k), called the
wane group that depends on the point, such that the fiber π-1(p) is homeomorphic to Rk/G,
i.e. the orbit space under the andard a�ion of G on Rk.

. Remark. Recall that the main feature of G is that its orbits coincide with the “orbits”

of the following set G0 (see Theorems . and .). Let p ∈ X and let p∈Xi be a sequence

that converges to p. Suppose, by passing to a subsequence, that the sequence of holonomy





groups is conant, H ≡Holpi (∇i), and the fibers have conant dimension. Then let G0 is

given by

G0 =
{
g = lim

in 7→∞
ain

∣∣∣∣∣ain ∈H, lim
in 7→∞

Lin(ain) = 0
}
, (.)

where Li(ai) is the infimum of the lengths of loops at pi ∈ Xi that generate ai by parallel

translation (as in Definition .).
By virtue of Corollaries . and ., the limit metric of π-1(p) could, in principle, be

given more expli�ly, once the behavior of these lengths is known.

Proof of Theorem .. Let {pi} be a sequence converging to p. Then, by Proposition .,
there exis a subsequence of {π-1

i (pi)} that converges to the fiber π-1(p). Let Vi = π-1
i (pi),

Hi = Holpi (∇i), and Li : Hi → R the induced length norm. Then by Corollary ., applied

to the sequence {(Vi ,Hi ,Li)}, the conclusion now follows.

Summarizing, in the case of the colle�ion of Sasaki metrics on the tangent bundles of

a convergent sequence of Riemannian manifolds, the following holds.

. Theorem. Let {Mi} be a family of Riemannian manifolds with an upper bound on their
dimension that converges in the (pointed) Gromov-Hausdorff sense to X. Then there exis a
subsequence of {TMi}, with their Sasaki metrics, that converges to a space Y . Furthermore,

. there exis a continuous map π : Y → X, that is a submetry with equidiant fibers.

. there exis a positive integer k such that for any p ∈ X there exis a closed subgroup
G ≤O(k) such that π-1(p) is homeomorphic to Rk/G.

Proof. Because the sequence {Mi} is convergent, by Theorem ., there is a subsequence

of {TMi} that converges to a space Y . By Propositions . and ., the promised π :

Y → X exis and has the required properties. Finally, by Theorem . the re of the

claim holds.

Theorems . and . together give a criterion for the fibers of π∞ in Theorem .
to be ve�or spaces:

. Theorem. Let πi : Ei → Xi be a convergent sequence of ve�or bundles with bundle metric
and compatible conne�ions {(Ei ,hi ,∇i)}, with limit π : E → X. Suppose further that exi a
uniform positive lower bound for the holonomy radii of πi : Ei → Xi as in Definition .. Then
the fibers of π∞ are ve�or spaces.

Proof. Again, by redu�ion to the case where the rank is conant, the conclusion follows

from Theorem ..





Another piece of information inherited by the limits is that of “scalar multiplication”.

The andard R a�ions converge to an R a�ion on the limit. This a�ion doesn’t need to

be such that if for a non zero u, au = bu then a = b.

. Theorem. For any sequence of Riemannian manifolds {(Xi ,pi)} converging to (X∞,x∞)

consider a convergent family of bundles with metric conne�ion (Ei ,hi ,∇i) over it converging to
(E∞, y∞). There exis a continuous R-a�ion

R×E∞→ E∞

such that there exis a subsequence of {Ei} such that the andard R-a�ions given by scalar
multiplication converge uniformly on compa� sets to it.

Proof. The exience of said map follows from an application of the Arzelà-Ascoli theo-

rem by the following reasoning. Regarding R × Ei as a metric space with the andard

produ� metric, one sees that by requiring a,b ∈ R, u,v ∈ Ei such that√
|a|2 + d2(0i ,u),

√
|b|2 + d2(0i ,v) ≤ R,

for some fixed R >> 1. Recall that the diance fun�ion on Ei is given as in (.) and that

therefore the diance between re-scalings of a common ve�or is bounded above by their

linear diance, that is

d(au,b,u) ≤ ‖u‖i |a− b|. (.)

Also,

d(bu,bv) = inf
α

√
`2(α) + |b|2‖P αu − v‖2

= max{1, |b|} inf
α

√
`2(α) + ‖P αu − v‖2

≤ Rd(u,v),

and therefore

d(au,bv) ≤ d(au,bu) + d(bu,bv)

≤ R|a− b|+Rd(u,v)

≤
√

2R
√
|a− b|2 + d2(u,v).

This proves that the family of maps (a,u) 7→ au is equicontinuous when reri�ed to

balls of a given radius. Thus by the Arzelà-Ascoli theorem, there exis a convergent





subsequence and thus the required map exis. Furthermore, since for any a the map

u 7→ au is also a limit of the corresponding re-scaling maps, the defining properties of an

R-a�ion are also verified, namely: For all u ∈ E∞ and for all a,b ∈ R

1 ·u = u, (.)

a · (b ·u) = (ab) ·u (.)

. Remark. As expe�ed, multiplication by zero yields the zero se�ion (as defined in

Proposition .), namely

0 ·u = ς∞ ◦π∞(u). (.)

. Corollary. For any sequence of Riemannian manifolds {(Xi ,pi)} converging to (X∞,x∞)

consider a convergent family of bundles with metric conne�ion (Ei ,hi ,∇i) over it converging to
(E∞, y∞). For any u ∈ E∞, the map

t 7→ tu,

for t ≥ 0 is a geodesic parametrized proportional to arc-length.

Proof. This again follows from the fa� that the corresponding maps for any sequence

{ui}, with ui ∈ Ei are geodesic rays (cf. Proposition .) and an application of the Arzelà-

Ascoli theorem.

. Corollary. For any sequence of Riemannian manifolds {(Xi ,pi)} converging to (X∞,x∞)

consider a convergent family of bundles with metric conne�ion (Ei ,hi ,∇i) over it converging to
(E∞, y∞), and let µ∞ : E∞→ R as in Proposition ..

Then for any u ∈ E∞ and for any a ∈ R,

µ∞(au) = |a|µ∞(u) (.)

Proof. This can be verified in two ways: ) Since µ∞ is the limit of the norms and since

scalar multiplication satisfies said equation at the level of norms, then so will the limit

satisfy it; ) In view of the previous corollary, since µ∞(v) is also the diance between

v and 0 · v = ς∞π∞(v) and the map t 7→ tau, being part of a geodesic ray, is a minimal

geodesic.

. Corollary. For any sequence of Riemannian manifolds {(Xi ,pi)} converging to (X∞,x∞)

consider a convergent family of bundles with metric conne�ion (Ei ,hi ,∇i) over it converging to
(E∞, y∞). For any u ∈ E∞ there exis a sequence {ui}, with ui ∈ Ei such that ‖ui‖ = µ∞(u) for
all i.





Proof. There are two cases given by whether µ∞(u) = 0 or no. If it is then for any sequence

of points {xi} converging to π∞(u) it follows that ui = ς∞(xi) converges to u as required.

If µ∞(u) , 0 then, without loss of generality, one can consider a sequence ũi converging

to u such that for all i, ‖ũi‖ , 0. Then by letting ui = (µ∞(u)
/
‖ũi‖ )ũi , the conclusion also

follows since ‖ · ‖ converges to µ∞.

. Isolated degenerations.

Consider a sequence of twofolds converging in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff sense to

a cone in such a way that away from the point the convergence is smooth. Then the

sequence of tangent bundles converges to the tangent bundle with an appropriate fibre

added above the tip. This fibre is determined by the cone angle since it determines the

holonomy group of the cone: the fibre is homeomorphic to the quotient of any tangent

space by the holonomy a�ion and its reri�ed metric is the canonical one. This is the

content of Theorem . below.

In order to prove this fa�, as well as to give a more precise atement, the metric

ru�ure of the cone, as a Riemannian manifold, will be analyzed. The andard way

to produce a metric space ru�ure on an abra� conne�ed Riemannian manifold is

by conru�ing the length ru�ure on curves and then by defining the infimum over

possible paths conne�ing two given points. By the Hopf-Rinow Theorem, the metric

completeness guaranties the exience of minimizing geodesics.

Suppose now that a closed submanifold Σ is removed from a complete Riemannian

manifold N .

. Proposition. Given a complete Riemannian manifold N and a codimension  submani-
fold Σ, the metric completion of N \Σ is uniquely isometric to N .

Proof. As a Riemannian manifold itself, the complement M = N \Σ can ill be given a

metric ru�ure. If the codimension of said submanifold is at lea , then by andard

transversality theory, any minimizing geodesic between two points inN can be arbitrarily

approximated by curves that miss Σ.

This proves that the reri�ed metric on M ⊆ N coincides with its induced metric;

indeed, the induced diance onM can only increase, but by the described approximation

it is seen to be equal.

The metric completion of M is in a sense the smalle metric space X containing M

as a dense set: if Y is any complete metric space and f is any uniformly continuous

fun�ion from M to Y , then there exis a unique uniformly continuous fun�ion F from





X to Y , which extends f . In particular, for any such f and any point p ∈ Σ, there exis a

neighborhood (within a coördinate chart) U ⊆N of p such that

U ∩M =U, (.)

and as such, F can be uniquely defined at p.

The codimension assumption is necessarily optimal —not only because of potential

disconne�ions— as can be seen in elementary examples (e.g. consider a -torus with a

generating circle removed).

In the Gromov Hausdorff Theory of convergence of metric spaces, one usually reri�s

one’s attention to complete metric spaces. In particular, when a limit exis, it is defined

to be complete.

Consider now the case when a sequence of metric spaces converge in the sense that

they satisfy the definition without the assumption of completeness (neither for the terms

in the sequence nor for the “limit” space).

. Proposition. Let {(Xi ,xi)} be a sequence of (not necessarily complete) pointed metric
spaces. Suppose that there exis a (not necessarily complete) pointed metric space (X,x) such
that together they satisfy the conditions of Definition .. Then their completion {Xi ,xi} and
X,x also satisfy the conditions of Definition ., and thus X is the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff
limit of the sequence of completions.

Proof. Recall that by Definition . a sequence {(Xi ,xi)} of pointed proper metric spaces

is said to converge to (X,x) in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff sense if the following holds:

For all R > 0 and for all ε > 0 there exis N such that for all i > N there exis an ε-

isometry

fi : BR(xi)→ BR(x), (.)

with fi(xi) = x, where the balls are endowed with reri�ed (not induced) metrics.

A space is proper if diance balls are compa�. In the case of manifolds the conver-

gence essentially says that given a positive number r, the balls of radius r around the

diinguished points x1 converge in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense to the ball of radius r

around x in such a way that

lim
i→∞

xi = x. (.)

The original technical reason for completeness is that for bounded metric spaces the

Hausdorff diance between a subspace and its closure is zero, but they don’t need to

be isometric. However, if a sequence of spaces satisfies properties of the definition of





pointed Gromov-Hausdorff convergence, that means that for arbitrary fixed radius, the

Gromov-Hausdorff diance between the balls of that radius and the corresponding ball

in the expe�ed limit is going to zero, then by a andard triangle inequality argument,

the diance between the completions of said balls is also going to zero.

For the latter, this is a atement of complete spaces and thus within the usual Gromov-

Hausdorff theory. The only subtlety is observe that the completion of a closed ball of a

given radius is the closed ball of the same radius in the completion, but this is immediate.

. Proposition. Given a convergent sequence of Riemannian metrics {gi} converging Ck-
smoothly to a Riemannian metric g, the sequence of Sasaki metrics g(gi) converges Ck−1-
smoothly to the Sasaki metric g(g).

Proof. In local coördinates, the tangent bundle is described as follows. Let {xi : U → R}
be a local chart for the base. Then ui : π-1(U )→ R, given by

ui(p,v) = dxip(v). (.)

In this terms the Sasaki metric g with respe� to a Riemannian metric g is given as

follows (cf. Definition .).

gn+i,n+j = gij ◦π (.)

gi,n+j = u`(Γ kj`gik) ◦π (.)

gij = gij ◦π+uku`(Γ αikΓ
β
αkgjβ) ◦π (.)

Because of these expressions, one sees that the Sasaki metric g(g) as a fun�ion of {xi ,ui}
is of class Ck−1 if g is of class Ck. Furthermore, if a sequence of metrics is converging

smoothly, then so is their corresponding sequence of Sasaki metrics.

Even though all such cones are homeomorphic to the R2, the geometry of their tangent

bundles is very sensitive to the opening angle. As a working definition of a -dimensional

cone consider the following metric in polar coördinates.

g = dr2 +
(ϕr
2π

)2
dθ2 (.)

As seen before, the geometry of the reri�ed metric on individual tangent spaces is

determined by the length-norm on the holonomy group. Now is time to see this local





ru�ure gives back information about the completion of the Sasaki metric.

. Proposition (Cone completion). The completion of the Sasaki metric of a metric -
dimensional cone is obtained by attaching

R2
/
Hol (.)

as the corresponding fibre over the tip. Here Hol denotes the holonomy group of (.).

At this point it is important to notice that even when the fibre over the tip is a metric

cone, the reri�ed metric on this cone does not in general coincide with that of the base

cone. This only happens when

ϕ =
2π
n

(.)

for some integer n. That is that they coincide only when the space was already an orbifold.

This apparent discontinuity is worsen by the misleading illusion that if two cones have

very close opening angles their behavior should be similar. However both the global and

infinitesimal analysis shows that they are indeed quite different:

• These cones are a�ually infinite Gromov-Hausdoff diance apart.

• Their holonomies may be abysmally different.

Proof of Proposition .. From (.), one sees that if one cuts open the cone along a con-

ant θ ray, a “fundamental region” for the cone is a hinge of opening angle ϕ. Look at the

shaded region in Figure .. In that case, an angle 0 < ϕ < π is considered. The pi�ure is

corre� although it might be misleading for values of ϕ larger than 2π (which the fomula

(.) certainly allows for).

Since the metric is flat, the only way to generate nontrivial holonomy is to go around

the tip (Labeled O). The holonomy transformation at a point P with respe� to a loop γ

based at P is a rotation by

α(γ) = wO(γ) ·ϕ mod 2π, (.)

where wO is the winding number of γ around O (for an a priori fixed orientation) and

as such the holonomy group is generated by ϕ mod 2π.

Recall that the length-norm L is given by infimum of lengths of loops generating any

given holonomy. If the angle is larger than or equal to π then, regardless of the nontrivial

holonomy element, the infimum is achieved by 2 · PO, i.e. twice the diance from the

point considered to the tip of the cone; indeed, this is achieved by a sequence of very

small loops around the tip.





Figure .: Cut-open cone of angle θ. A circle with center P and radius PO only contains a
few segments of the form PX, X = Q,Q′,Q′′,Q′′′ showing that it is eventually shorter to go by
the tip O inead.

If the angle is smaller, then shortcuts occur for a little while: Let Q be as in the figure,

the perpendicular proje�ion of P onto the slit. Then, there exis a natural number N

such that

N · PQ ≤ PO < (N + 1) · PQ, (.)

and thus the length norm L(n ·ϕ) is 2n ·PQ if 0 < |n| ≤N and 2 ·PO otherwise. Notice that

PQ = sin
ϕ

2
· PO (.)

By Theorem ., the reri�ed metric on the tangent space at P is a holonomic space

metric

d(u,v) = inf
n

√
L(n ·ϕ mod 2π)2 + ‖Rn·ϕu − v‖2 (.)

where R ands for the corresponding rotation.

Thus, for any sequence of points P converging to O, the holonomic spaces converge to

the quotient of R2 given by the following semimetric:

ρ(u,v) = inf
n
‖Rn·ϕu − v‖. (.)

There are two possible situations. One where the holonomy group H = 〈ϕ〉 is finite,

and hence closed and discrete; or when it is not, and hence dense. This are determined

by whether

ϕ ∈ 2πQ. (.)

In either case, let G = H ⊆ S1 and notice that (.) is precisely the metric on the orbit





space

R2/G, (.)

which is again a (non-degenerate -dimensional) cone if G is discrete or a ray [0,∞) (a

degenerate cone) if G = S1.

Finally, consider any Cauchy sequence on the tangent bundle to the cone with the tip

removed. Because by conru�ion the canonical proje�ion is a Riemannian submersion

the image of this sequence is ill Cauchy. Now, without loss of generality assume that

the limit is the tip. Then consider the sequence of corresponding tangent planes (those

that contain the arting sequence).

As per the previous discussion, said sequence of tangent spaces converges to R2/G in

the Gromov-Hausdorff sense. Since this convergence obtained by looking at reri�ed

metrics, the considered Cauchy sequence remains a Cauchy sequence for any metric on

the disjoint union of the tangent spaces with the limiting cone that realizes the conver-

gence as a Hausdorff convergence. This gives a correspondence between points on the

limiting cone and Cauchy sequences whose proje�ions converge to the tip.

These fa�s together yield the following result.

. Theorem. Given a sequence of -dimensional metrics converging in the pointed Gromov-
Hausdorff sense to a flat cone with opening angle ϕ, such that the convergence is smooth away
from the tip, the sequence of tangent bundles (with their Sasaki metrics) converges to the metric
completion of the tangent bundle of the cone. The fiber over the tip is isometric to the quotient
of R2 by the closure of the holonomy group H of the flat cone (with the andard quotient/cone
metric). Since H is generated by a rotation by

θ = 2π sin(ϕ), (.)

the fiber over the tip is in general a different cone (e.g. it can be a ray if sin(ϕ) is not rational).

Proof. The claim is now juified by the following fa�s:

. By assumption the convergence is smooth away from the tip and hence (By Propo-

sition .) the convergence of the Sasaki metrics is also smooth away from the tip;

. Any given tangent space inside the tangent bundle is of codimension the dimen-

sion of the base; that is . Thus the removal of a single fibre affe�s not the metric

ru�ure of the tangent bundle as per Proposition .;

. The completion of the tangent bundle of a cone minus the tip is described as in the

claim in view of Proposition .; and





. By Proposition ., Gromov-Hausdorff limits commute with completions.

Since the metric on the cone is flat, this analysis can be extended to -folds converging

smoothly away from a discrete set to a flat metric with isolated conic singularities; each

cone point has a cone angle that determines the topology of the fiber above it. Examples

of these spaces are polyhedra —in particular the Platonic solids— with a flat metric on

their faces. Since by assumption a polyhedron is a two-dimensional manifold, the edges

can be smoothen out so that the only singularities of the metric occur at the vertices. In

this case, at each vertex, the ‘angle’ θ is given as follows.

. Definition. Let P be a flat polyhedron with vertices {Vi} and faces {Fj}. The angle
defe� at a vertex Vi is the difference

θi := 2π −
∑

θj(Vi) (.)

where θj(Vi) is the angle at Vi of the face Fj .

. Proposition. Let P be a flat polyhedron with vertices {Vi} and angle defe�s {θi}. Then
the metric completion of the Sasaki metric on T P is obtained by attaching, over each vertex Vi ,

R2/H, (.)

where H is the closure of the group of rotations by θi in O(2).

Proof. The argument is identical to that of Proposition .. If desired, this can be seen

by looking at the tangent cone at the given vertex.

. Corollary. Given a sequence of Riemannian metrics converging smoothly away from a
discrete set to a flat polyhedron, then their Sasaki metrics converge to the completion of the
Sasaki metric on the polyhedron and the singular fibers are homeomorphic to the quotient of R2

by the closure of the group of rotations by the angle defe� at the given vertex.

. Further examples.

Other consequences of Theorems . and . are the following.

. Example. Given any compa� Riemannian manifold (Mn, g) and let Xi be the metric

space obtained by rescaling g into 1
i2
g. Then tangent spaces converge to Rn/Hol(g). Here

Hol(g) denotes the closure in O(n).





Proof. Let p ∈ M and let (V ,H,L) be the associated holonomy space given by Theorem

. at p. By Theorem ., because M is compa�, it follows that

dGH (TM,V ) ≤ 2diam(M). (.)

Thus, by re-scaling, diam(Xi)→ 0 and the limit Y = limi TXi is equal to the limit of the

holonomic metrics at p. To analyze these spaces notice that the Sasaki metric re-scales like

the base metric does; indeed, by re-scaling, the Levi-Civita conne�ion remains conant

and thus the horizontal lifts remain unchanged (cf. Definition ??). Define

(Vi ,Hi ,Li)

to be the corresponding holonomic spaces at p ∈ Xi . Again, because the conne�ion is

unchanged, it follows that

Hi ≡H.

Also, since by Definition . L is an infimum of lengths,

Li =
1
i
L.

Finally, the norm on Vi , denoted by ‖ · ‖i , is given by

‖ · ‖i =
1
i
‖ · ‖,

where ‖ · ‖ is the norm on V . Notice that by considering the map φi : V → V , given by

φi : u 7→ iu, (.)

one gets an isometry of the holonomic spaces

φi : (V ,H,Li)→ (Vi ,Hi ,Li). (.)

Therefore, the limit Y is the quotient Rn/G for some compa� Lie group G, by Theorem

.. Furthermore, consider G0 as in Theorem .. Because for any a ∈H ,

lim
i→∞

Li(a) = 0,

it follows that G0 =H ; thus proving the claim.





. Remark. A theorem of Wilking [] ates that any closed subgroup of O(n) can be

realized as the closure of a holonomy group of a compa� smooth manifold. By Theorem

. one thus recovers all linear metric quotients of Rn.

. Example. Let {(Mi , gi)} and {(Ni ,h2)} be two convergent sequences of complete Rie-

mannian manifolds, with limits X and Y respe�ively. Let {Ei →Mi} and {Fi →Ni} be two

convergent sequences of ve�or bundles with conne�ions endowed with their metrics of

Sasaki-type. Let E → X and F → Y . Then, for the produ� metrics on Mi ×Ni the limit

converges to E ×F→ X ×Y .

Proof. For each i the bundles Ei ×Fi →Mi ×Ni are endowed with the produ� conne�ion,

the produ� bundle metric, from which it follows that for any curve γ = (γ1,γ2), the

parallel translation along γ splits in the following way.

P γ = P γ1 ⊕ P γ2

From this it follows that the produ� metric of metrics of Sasaki-type coincides with

the metric of Sasaki-type on the produ�. Now, because the spaces are produ�s, the limit

of the produ� is the produ� of the limits.

. Remark. Because of this, it follows that for any (p,q) ∈Mi ×Ni ,

Hol(p,q)(g̃i) =Holp(Ei)×Holq(Fi). (.)

Furthermore, the length norm of (a,b) is given by

L(p,q) ((a,b)) =
√
L2
p(a) +L2

q(b) (.)

. Example. Let (Mn1
1 , g1) and (Mn2

2 , g2) be two complete Riemannian manifolds; sup-

pose further that M2 compa�. Consider the metrics

{g̃i = g1 +
1
i2
g2}

on M1 ×M2, which to converge to (M1, g1). If π : Y →M1 is the limit of their correspond-

ing tangent bundles endowed with their metrics of Sasaki-type, then the fibers of π are

homeomorphic to

Rn1 ×
(
Rn2/Hol(g2)

)
. (.)

However, for the conant sequence {(M1, g1)} the limit is the canonical proje�ion TM1→
M1. This proves that passing to a subsequence in Theorem . is in general unavoidable.





Proof. Because these metrics are produ� metrics, where the second fa�or is re-scaled,

the limit is the limit of the fa�ors, by Example ..
Now, since only one of the fa�or is being re-scaled, while the other remains conant,

the group-norm becomes degenerate on {id} ×Hol(M2), thus yielding the desired result

by Example ..





Chapter 

A weak notion of parallelism on singular
spaces

ε΄. Καὶ ἐὰν εἰς δύο εὐθείας εὐθεῖα ἐμπίπτουσα τὰς ἐντὸς καὶ ἐπὶ τὰ αὐτὰ

μέρη γωνίας δύο ὀρθῶν ἐλάσσονας ποιῇ, ἐκβαλλομένας τὰς δύο εὐθείας ἐπ᾿

ἄπειρον συμπίπτειν, ἐφ᾿ ἃ μέρη εἰσὶν αἱ τῶν δύο ὀρθῶν ἐλάσσονες.

Fifth Poulate, Elements.

Euclid

Perhaps the most general setting for a notion of parallel translation is that of

a pair of metric spaces and a surje�ive submetry between them. Even in this generality

one can talk about parallel translation as long as one is willing to loosen it by consider-

ing, inead of fun�ions, relations or —equivalently— set-valued fun�ions. A notion of

parallelism is this weak sense is the prescription of a class of curves on the domain of the

given submetry: horizontal curves.

Once this class is given, two points are “parallel” if they can be joined by a horizontal

curve. This is seen to be an equivalence relation. Holonomy groups control the extent to

which this notion fails to produce a global notion.

In the setting of limits of ve�or bundles with conne�ion endowed with their metrics

of Sasaki type the following general considerations will be considerably better behaved.

Yet, in giving a precise framework the assumptions will be kept to a bare minimum.

Laly, the wane groups, in controlling the departure of the fibers from ve�or spaces,

also effe� the non-uniqueness of parallel translates.





. Definitions

In this se�ion, several concepts are recalled and introduced. In particular, a notion of

holonomy monoid will be given for submetries. Recall that a submetry π : Y → X is a map

(a fortiori surje�ive and continuous) such that for any radius r the image of any metric

ball of radius r is again a ball of the same radius r.

.Definition. Given a submetry π : Y → X a curve γ : [0,1]→ Y is horizontal if and only

if

`(γ) = `(πγ). (.)

The set of all such curves will be denoted by H(π).

. Definition. Given a curve α : [0,1]→ X and a point u ∈ π-1α(0) a parallel transport of
u along α is a horizontal γ such that γ(0) = u and πγ = α.

It is easy to produce examples where given α and u there exi no parallel translation

as well as examples where there are even infinitely many such lifts. However, in the case

of limits of metrics of Sasaki type, there will always exi at lea one lift given u.

.Definition. Given a curve α : [0,1]→ X and a point u ∈ π-1α(0) the parallel translation
of u along α is given as relation P ⊆ π-1(α(0)) ×π-1(α(1)). This can be regarded as a set-

valued fun�ion

Pα : π-1(α(0)) 99K π-1(α(1)),

given by

Pα(u) = {γ(1)|γ ∈ H(π),πγ = α} ⊆ π-1(α(1)). (.)

In the setting of limits of Sasaki-type metrics, there are examples where uniqueness

is not satisfied, and thus such that it is necessary to talk about relations ( as set-valued

fun�ions) and not of single-valued fun�ions.

. Theorem. Given a submetry π : Y → X, and given two curves α,β : I → X such that
α(1) = β(0), then

P β·α = P β ◦Pα, (.)

where β ·α ands for the concatenation of α and β. Also,

Pα
−

= (Pα)∗, (.)

where α− is the reverse curve.





Furthermore, given a fixed x ∈ X, the set

Hx := {Pα |α(0) = α(1) = x} (.)

is a ∗-semigroup with identity.

Proof. Because parallel translation is defined by horizontal curves, and the concatenation

of curves is additive in length, it follows that the the concatenation of horizontal curves

is horizontal, thus proving the fir claim. The second claim follows by reversing the

dire�ion of the horizontal curves.

In particular, for the set of parallel translations along loops, since it is closed under

composition and under the involution if follows that it is indeed a monoid.

. Definition. Given a submetry π : Y → X and a point x ∈ X, the monoid with involu-

tion

Hx := {Pα |α(0) = α(1) = x} (.)

will be called Holonomy monoid of π at x.

Notice that this coincides with the usual holonomy group in the case of a metric of

Sasaki type, as well as in the case of Riemannian submersions in general ([]). It will be

seen that their departure from being groups is equivalent to the non-uniqueness of loops.

. Exience and invariance

When udying limits of spaces, it is important to determine what properties “pass to the

limit”. Take the example of minimal geodesics. It is not true in general that any minimal

geodesic in the limit arises as a limit of minimal geodesics. It is then a natural queion

to ask whether the same is true for horizontal curves.

The next results ates that this is not true, and that every horizontal curve is the limit

of horizontal curves.

. Theorem. Horizontal curves are the uniform limits of horizontal curves.

Proof. Let π : E → X be, as before, a limit of ve�or bundles πi : Ei → Xi and let γ be

a horizontal curve between u ∈ E and v ∈ E and consider a sequence {γi} of piecewise

smooth curves converging uniformly to γ such that their lengths `(γi) converge to `(γ) .

Let αi = πiγi , and let γ̃i be the unique horizontal lifts of αi with γ̃i(0) = γi(0).





Because αi = πi ◦γi holds, it follows that α is the limit {αi} and since γ̃i have uniformly

bounded lengths, one can assume that they converge uniformly. Indeed, a uniform upper

bound C on lengths implies that

γ̃i(t) ∈ BC(γi(0)) ⊆ Ei ,

and thus the convergence can be regarded as a Hausdorff convergence as in Remark ..
Furthermore, it follows that if γ̃ is the limit of γ̃i , then πγ̃ = α.

The claim is that γ̃ = γ . In fa�, for each i, since the Riemannian ru�ure on π-1
i αi is

flat and Euclidean, the curve

ϑi : t 7→ P αit
(
(1− t)γi(0) + t(P αit )-1(γi(1))

)
(.)

is shorter than γi with the same endpoints, and its length is given by

`(ϑi) =
√
`2(αi) + ‖P α (γi(0))−γi(1)‖2. (.)

Αi

Γ
�

i

Γi

Ji

Πi

Figure .: The geometry on α∗iEi

Now by the lower semi-continuity of the length fun�ions, it follows that

`(γ) = lim
i→∞

(`(γi)) ≥ lim
i→∞

(`(αi)) ≥ `(α) = `(γ), (.)

and that

`(γ) = lim
i→∞

(`(γi)) ≥ lim
i→∞

(`(γ̃i)) ≥ `(γ̃) ≥ `(α) = `(γ). (.)





Therefore, γ̃ is horizontal. For the curves ϑi , since

`(γi) ≥ `(ϑi) ≥ `(αi), (.)

it follows from (.) that

‖P α(γi(0))−γi(1)‖ −−−−→
i→∞

0, (.)

which means

‖γ̃i(1)−γi(1)‖ −−−−→
i→∞

0. (.)

This now says that {γ̃i(1)} converges to γ(1), as required.

Now, to see that this is true not only at the endpoints, notice that any segment of a

horizontal curve is ill horizontal, and that one can reri� the γi and the αi accordingly.

The claim now follows and with it the end of the proof.

. Corollary. Horizontal curves have conant norm and conant re-scalings of horizontal
curves are horizontal.

Proof. This is true since, before passing to the limit, the class of horizontal curves is closed

under re-scaling and scalar multiplication is a uniform limit of scalar multiplications.

. Theorem (Parallel translation exience Theorem). For any sequence of Riemannian
manifolds {(Xi ,pi)} converging to (X,p) consider a convergent family of bundles with metric
conne�ion (Ei ,hi ,∇i) over it converging to (E,ς(p)) with π : E→ X as in Proposition .. Let
α : I → X be any re�ifiable curve. Then for any u ∈ π-1(α(0)) there exis v ∈ π-1(α(1)) such
that there exis a horizontal path γ from u to v. In other words,

Pα(u) ,∅. (.)

Proof. Let αi be piecewise smooth curves converging uniformly to α. Let ui ∈ π-1
i (αi(0))

be a sequence of points converging to u ∈ π-1(α(0)), Let γi be the parallel translation

along αi with γi(0) = ui . Since

`(γi) = `(αi)

by conru�ion, the convergence in length of {αi} gives a uniform upper bound on the

lengths of γi . Thus, by the Arzelà-Ascoli theorem, there exis a subsequence of {γi},
without loss of generality labeled again by γi , that converges uniformly to a curve γ with

γ(0) = u.

Now, by the lower semi-continuity of the the lengths,





`(α) = lim`(αi) = lim
i→∞

`(γi) ≥ `(γ) ≥ `(α), (.)

which implies equality and thus finishes the proof.

It will now be seen that the limit of the total spaces of a sequence of ve�or bundles

with corresponding Riemannian metrics of Sasaki type contains many flats, i.e. isometric

embeddings of [a,b]× [0,∞) ⊆ R2.

. Definition. Let X be a (pointed) limit of complete geodesic spaces Xi (e.g. Rieman-

nian manifolds)and x,y ∈ X. A curve α : [0,1]→ X is a minimal limit geodesic if

. α(0) = x and α(1) = y;

. `(α) = d(x,y), i.e. if it is a minimal geodesic; and

. there exi sequences {xi ∈ Xi}, {yi ∈ Xi} and minimal geodesics αi , with αi(0) = xi
and αi(1) = yi such that {αi} converges to α.

. Proposition. For any sequence of Riemannian manifolds {(Xi ,pi)} converging to (X,p)

consider a convergent family of bundles with metric conne�ion (Ei ,hi ,∇i) over it converging to
(E,ς(p)) with π : E→ X as in Proposition .. Let α : I → X, parametrized by arc-length, be
a limit geodesic. Then for any u ∈ π-1(α(0)) there exis an isometric embedding

ϕ = ϕu,α : [0, `(α)]× [0,∞)→ E∞ (.)

with
π∞ϕ(t, s) = α(t) (.)

and such that
u = ϕ(0,µ∞(u)). (.)

Furthermore, if γ(t) := ϕ(t,µ∞(u)), then γ is horizontal and

ϕ(t, s) =
s

µ∞(u)
γ(t) (.)

Proof. Let αi be geodesics (parametrized by arc-length) such that α = limi→∞αi . Let

ui ∈ π-1
i (αi(0)), with ‖ui‖ = µi(u) and such that {ui} converges to u. Let γi be the unique

parallel translation along αi with initial value ui ; that is that

γi(t) = P αit (ui). (.)





It is only needed to show that the map

ϕi(t, s) =
s
‖ui‖

γi(t) (.)

is an isometric embedding for each i. Once this is done an application of the Arzelà-Ascoli

theorem completes the proof.

Indeed, by (.) the diance between two images is given by

d(ϕ(t, s),ϕ(t′, s′)) = inf
β

√
`2(β) + ‖P β(ϕ(t, s))−ϕ(t′, s′)‖2 (.)

= inf
β

√
`2(β) +

1
‖ui‖2

‖(sP βP αt − s′P αt′ )(ui)‖2, (.)

(.)

where the infimum is over curves β conne�ing πi(ϕ(t, s)) = αi(t) to πi(ϕ(t′, s′)) = αi(t′).

Now, given that parallel translation is by linear isometries of the fiber, then

‖(sP βP αt − s′P αt′ )(ui)‖ ≥ |s − s
′ |‖ui‖ (.)

since the close points between the spheres of radius s‖ui‖ and s′‖ui‖with common center

is given by the right hand side. Also, for any β

`(β) ≥ |t − t′ | (.)

which is the diance between its endpoints. Thus

d(ϕ(t, s),ϕ(t′, s′)) ≥
√
|t − t′ |2 + |s − s′ |2. (.)

However, by chosing β = α |[min{t, t′},max{t, t′}] in (.), the reverse inequality from

(.) is obtained, thus yielding the claim and finishing the proof.

. Influence of the wane groups and holonomy

Since one can think of examples of non uniqueness (consider any isolated conic singular-

ity as in Theorem .), it is only natural to wonder what conditions guarantee unique-

ness in parallel translation. In principle, there are two ways in which parallel translation

can fail to be unique along a curve α. One pertaining the relation Pα: whether or not this

relation is in fa� a fun�ion; and another, seemingly more draic: whether there is more





than one horizontal curve with given initial value over α. These are in fa� the same as

per the following result.

. Proposition. Suppose π : E → X is a pointed Gromov-Hausdorff limit of a sequence
metrics of Sasaki type. Then for all curves α : I → X, Pα is a fun�ion if and only if for all
curves β : I → X there exis a unique horizontal curve over it with given initial point.

Proof. The necessity is immediate since given a curve α, if given initial data there is ex-

a�ly one horizontal curve, then the relation determined is such that there is only one

pair (x,y) ∈ Pα for any given x ∈ π-1(α(0)). Conversely, to see that it is sufficient, if there

is a curve such that there are two diin� horizontal curves with common initial point

and common endpoint (thus keeping the overall relation a fun�ion), then —since they

are diin� curves after all— there exis a time for which their endpoints are different.

Now, since they are proje�ed onto the same curve, by reri�ing the curve downairs,

there exis a curve β with a parallel translation relation that is not a fun�ion.

In fa�, the holonomy monoids defined in Definition . already determine the non-

uniqueness of parallel translation globally, as seen in the next result.

. Theorem. Suppose π : E→ X is a pointed Gromov-Hausdorff limit of a sequence metrics
of Sasaki type. The holonomy monoids are indeed groups if and only if parallel translation is
unique.

Proof. Since, if at all, the inverse is given by ∗ (by Proposition .), if follows that parallel

translations along loops are fun�ions if and only if holonomy monoids are groups. Now,

if there is a curve α such that there are two diin� horizontal curves over it with same

initial value but different endpoints, then α-1α will be a curve for which the parallel

translation relation is not a fun�ion.

The condition that parallel translations be unique already implies some further control

on the possible collapses of the fibers, namely the following fa�.

. Theorem. Suppose π : E→ X is a pointed Gromov-Hausdorff limit of a sequence metrics
of Sasaki type. For any x ∈ X and consider Gx ≤ O(k), the subgroup guaranteed by Theorem
.. If parallel translations are unique then for all x,y ∈ X, the corresponding wane groups
are isomorphic,

Gx � Gy , (.)

up to conjugation by an element in O(k).





Proof. Now, the contrapositive atement says that if the exi two points with non iso-

morphic groups then parallel translation is not unique. To prove this let {xi}, {yi} ⊆ Xi be

sequences that converge to x,y ∈ X respe�ively, such that Gx and Gy are not isomorphic.

Let ui ∈ π-1
i (xi) converging to some u ∈ π-1(x). To bring this to the level of holonomic

spaces, fix a minimal geodesic αi from xi to yi and isomorphisms

φi : π-1
i (xi)→ Rk, and (.)

ϕi : π-1
i (yi)→ Rk , (.)

such that for all i, j,

φi(ui) = φj(uj), and (.)

ϕi(P
αiui) = ϕj(P

αjuj). (.)

Let ũ = φi(ui),v = ϕi(P αi (ui)), and

Pi = ϕi ◦ P αi ◦φ-1
i ; (.)

thus for all i,

Pi(ũ) = v (.)

Again without loss of generality, {Pi} converges in O(k) to a map P , with

P (ũ) = v. (.)

By assumption, since Gx � Gy , there exis g ∈ Gx such that for all h ∈ Gy (or reversely

there exis h ∈ Gy such that for all g ∈ Gx),

P (gũ) , hP (ũ), (.)

for otherwise PGyP -1 = Gx, a contradi�ion to them being different. Suppose without

loss of generality that it is not the parenthetical case, i.e. that it is g ∈ Gx that exis. It

follows that g is necessarily not the identity map.

Back at the level of fibers, this says that I can find elements ũi = φ-1
i (ũ) ∈ π-1

i (xi) that

converge to u but such that their parallel translates along αi remain away from the par-

allel translates along αi of the ui by a definite amount. Passing to the limit (and taking

a further subsequence if needed), the corresponding horizontal curves conne�ing them





converge to diin� horizontal curves with the same arting point u.

.Corollary. Suppose π : E→ X is a pointed Gromov-Hausdorff limit of a sequence metrics
of Sasaki type. If parallel translations are unique then all fibers of π are homeomorphic.

Proof. This again follows from Theorem ., since for each x ∈ X the topology of the

fiber is determined by Gx.

The proof of Theorem . hints that the not only do the wane groups have to be

conjugate to each other, but that the conjugating element has to occur as a limit or parallel

translations. It has yet to be seen to what extent is the converse true.





Chapter 

Future dire�ions

Time was when all the parts of the subje� were dissevered, when al-

gebra, geometry, and arithmetic either lived apart or kept up cold re-

lations of acquaintance confined to occasional calls upon one another;

but that is now at an end; they are drawn together and are conantly

becoming more and more intimately related and conne�ed by a thou-

sand fresh ties, and we may confidently look forward to a time when

they shall form but one body with one soul.

Presidential Address to British Association, .
J.J. Sylvester

Several questions have arisen during the research that lead to this report. The

original motivation was to inveigate the geometry of the Riemannian metric of Sasaki

type. This lead to the introdu�ion of the notions of holonomic space and of holonomy
radius of a Riemannian manifold.

Even though the notion of holonomic space can seem artificial, it serves the purpose of

displaying the rong geometric intera�ions —at the level of the fibers— of the holonomy

groups with the fibers’ metric; and, as a side-effe�, it produces a metric ru�ure on

the said groups that is geometric in nature. At a philosophical level, this shows that

nature doesn’t need to be smooth or even continuous, given that the length-norms are not

continuous and yet are useful.

In trying to underand the limits of tangent bundles and their relations to the limit of

their bases, the notion of holonomy radius (a slight weakening of the convexity radius of

the Sasaki-type metric at the zero se�ion) controls the collapsing in the fiberwise direc-

tion. This collapse is further described by the wane groups; their exience is yet another

surprising consequence of the robu algebraic nature of Parallelism in smooth spaces.





On the wane groups

In order to exhibit the wane group at a point x ∈ X there are several choices involved.

In particular, the realization of the fiber as a limit of holonomic spaces. Changing these

choices, only changes the group up to conjugation.

As seen in the case of conical singularities, the isomorphism type seems to be such that

the groups can only ‘decrease’ in a neighborhood; i.e. for any point p in the example there

exis a neighborhood U such that for any q ∈ U , there exis an element g ∈ O(V ) such

that

gGqg
-1 ⊆ Gp. (.)

. Queion. Is there a meaningful topology on the conjugacy classes of subgroups of the
orthogonal group for which the assignment of wane groups is continuous? Does the ‘natural’
partial order —given by inclusion— topology work?

.Queion. Given a limit space X, what are the defining properties of the wane group map?
Is there a sheaf-theoretic description of said map?

Even if this is not the case, a classification problem ill arises:

. Queion. How many conjugacy classes of wane groups are there for a particular limit
space?

Again, in the conic example it was seen that only at the tip is the space singular and

only at the tip is the wane group nontrivial.

. Queion. What is the exa� relationship between a non-trivial wane group and the pres-
ence of singularities on the base space?

And, of course, one can hope that in underanding this, a natural ratification, in

terms of wane-types, could yield more information about the limiting process.

.Queion. Is there a meaningful ratification of the limit space according to wane groups?
If so, are the rata smooth in any sense?

On holonomy groups, monoids, and lengths.

Given a notion of horizontality, holonomy follows. In the limits, holonomy is not given

by groups, or even by isomorphic ru�ures (since the domains of definition change).

However, it can be seen that the holonomy monoids at different points p,q ∈ X are ill





weakly related: Consider any parallel translation P from p to q, then the corresponding

holonomy monoids are related as follows. Let a,b ∈ Hp, then the map to Hq given by

a 7→ P aP ∗ (.)

is satisfies that

P abP ∗ ⊆ P aP ∗P bP ∗. (.)

Which is the be one expe�s without further assumptions (since P ∗ will in general not

be the inverse of P ).

. Queion. How far are the holonomy monoids from groups? Is there a ‘big” submonoid
that is a group?

In the smooth case, the holonomy groups come with a length-norm associated to them.

In the singular case, a fun�ion Ł = Łp :Hp→ R satisfying the same properties of a group

norm and

Ł(a∗) = Ł(a) (.)

is produced in the same way: by looking at the infimum of length of loops generating a

given holonomy. In particular it follows that if a is not the identity, then Ł(a) > 0. It is not

immediate the it induces a metric (or a reasonable topology) on Hp: in the group case,

this follows from the exience of inverses.

The fa� that the conru�ion of this norm is entirely metric raises several queion in

the smooth setting.

. Queion. To what extent does the length-norm determine the algebraic nature of the
holonomy group?

. Queion. What can be said about the length topology on the holonomy group? Heurii-
cally, is it close to the Lie group topology? How can this be measured?

As examples show, this length can fail to be continuous. However, in the 2-dimensional

space forms considered, the fun�ion was in fa� continuous (yet not smooth).

. Queion. When is the length-norm continuous with respe� to the andard Lie group
topology?

In the book of Hille [], the mere assumption of measurability of a subadditive func-

tion essentially already yields its boundedness. In the work of Bingham and Oaszewski

[], the assumption is weakened to being Baire.

. Queion. Is the length-norm at lea Baire or measurable (with respe� to the Lie group
Haar measure)?





On the limiting metrics and parallelism

The exience of a fun�ion Ł and the scaling-invariant notion of parallelism were essen-

tial ingredients in giving an explicit expression of the diance fun�ion of a Sasaki-type

metric in terms of holonomy and the metric on the fibers. However, the linear ru�ure

of the fibers was also used in changing any path in the total space for a linear path.

. Queion. Is the metric on the limit given by a formula similar to (.) or (.)?
Namely, is the metric given as follows?

d(u,v) = inf
P ,

w∈P (u)

√
Ł2(P ) + d2

F(w,v) (.)

where, P is the parallel translate along any curve from π(u) to π(v) and dF ands for the
induced metric on the fibers.

Even if this is not true, one can ill ask the following partial queion. In the smooth

setting, the induced metric on the fibers is flat Euclidean. In view of the possible nontriv-

iality of the wane group, the fiber is not expe�ed to be flat in that sense. However, the

fibers, as quotients of Euclidean space are equipped with a natural quotient metric. For

simplicity, one says that this is the natural flat metric.

.Queion. Are the limit fibers intrinsically flat?

In Theorem . it was seen that a necessary condition for uniqueness of parallel trans-

lates was that there be a unique wane group up to conjugation.

.Queion. Are there examples of limits with unique wane groups and non-unique parallel
translates?

In fa� (as seen earlier in this chapter), to exhibit a particular wane group, one has to

give an explicit presentation of the fiber as a quotient of holonomic space V /G. Given

a curve α : I → X, and two such holonomic space presentations, the following subset of

O(k) needs to be underood.

. Definition. Let α : I → X, and let Gx and Gy be representatives of the wane groups

(well-defined up to choice of basis) at the end points x = α(0) and y = α(1), then the set

Λα ⊆O(k), given by

Λα = {P ∈O(k)|P = lim
i→∞

P αi ,α = lim
i→∞

αi}, (.)

is the set of parallel translation germs along α with respe� to Gx and Gy .





. Conje�ure. Suppose π : E → X is a pointed Gromov-Hausdorff limit of a sequence
metrics of Sasaki type. For any x ∈ X and consider Gx ≤ O(k), the subgroup guaranteed by
Theorem .. Let α : I → X, let Gx and Gy be representatives of the wane groups at the
end points x = α(0) and y = α(1), then the corresponding set of parallel translation germs
Λ is invariant under the left and right a�ions of Gy and Gx given by group multiplication.
Furthermore, if parallel translation is unique along α if and only if the second orbit space

Gy\Λ/Gx (.)

consis of a single element.

As mentioned in the introdu�ion, Rieffel [] introduces a Lipschitz seminorm of a

very natural space of matrix-valued fun�ions to control diances between ve�or bun-

dles. In essence, he regards Euclidean ve�or bundles as a certain type of map into the

space of self-adjoint idempotent matrices. In light of this, together with the exience of

the limit sets Λ of germs of parallel translates, one can imagine taking limits of these

maps of matrices.

. Queion. Does there exi a ‘virtual’ ve�or bundle over the limit space together with
a canonical identification that recovers the limit of total spaces? If so, is there a well-defined
parallel translation on it, such that the identifications of which give the one described in this
report? How is it related to the Λ’s described in this Chapter?

It seems that this ve�or bundle would depart even further from the geometry of the

limiting space. However, this departure occurs already at the level of the limit fibers.The

cone example shows that the fibers of a limit of tangent bundles need not coincide with

the tangent cone. However, there might be a relationship between them since both are in

a way compatible with re-scalings.

. Queion. Under what conditions are the fibers of a limit of tangent bundles and the
tangent cones related?

Holonomy radius and tangency

Already in the smooth setting, the analysis of the holonomic-space ru�ure of the fibers

of a metric bundle produces the new synthetic notion of a holonomy radius. Because of

Corollary ., it follows that

‖P α − id‖ ≤ 1
HolRadp

`(α), (.)





for any loop α at p. This sugges that there mu be a fun�ional relation between the

holonomy radius and curvature. The surprising fa� is that it seems to indicate that the

relation with curvature is at p itself, not necessarily in a neighborhood.

. Queion. What is the exa� relationship (if any) between the holonomy radius and the
curvature at the point (or in a neighborhood thereof)?

Also, in the particular case when π : Y → X is a limits of tangent bundles.

.Queion. What is the defining property of a ve�or? More explicitly, of an element of Y ,
when can a curve on X be associated to it?

Isoperimetry

In the case of space forms in dimension , the problem of finding the minimizers for the

length norm is the same as finding minimizers for area. This is the classical isoperimetric

problem. In that setting, it is know that solutions have to have conant geodesic —read

“mean”— curvature.

.Queion. What are the conditions for a curve to be a minimizer?

In the isoperimetric case, the absolute minimizer path need not contain an a priori

given point. If such a condition is imposed, then the solution might not be smooth at the

given point (but will remain so elsewhere).

. Queion. Are the minimizers of the isoholonomic problem smooth away from the base
point?

Closing remarks

The li of queions presented here is but a subtle hint of this beautiful and rich field;

it will serve as a basis for pursuing further the topics already discussed in this report.

The results obtained here required very few additional assumptions; therefore they nec-

essarily give information about robu geometric properties that were not apparent when

reri�ing the attention to smooth spaces.

Further assumptions can and will be made in order to give more precise formulations

of the aforementioned queions in hope to find the beautiful answers that Nature has so

far hinted.
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